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Bound states in the continuum (BICs) are modes that remain radia-
tionless though they exist in the part of the spectrum that corresponds
to radiating waves. They are a general wave phenomenon and following
initial theoretical predictions and subsequent landmark experimental
demonstrations of the existence of BICs in photonic systems, there
has been an explosion of interest in photonic BICs. Planar anisotropic
waveguides containing uniaxial materials support the existence of full
vector BICs.
In this thesis we study the properties of these full vector BICs using
the leaky mode formalism. We start by studying a structure with an
isotropic cover, a uniaxial core/film and a uniaxial substrate, where one
of the basis waves in the substrate provides the radiation channel. We
find that the orientation of the optic axes of the two materials has sub-
stantial impact on BIC existence. This allows us to define regimes of
anisotropy-symmetry based on the orientation of the optic axes relative
to the direction of propagation and the interface plane. Varying the off-
set between the film and substrate optic axes in the interface plane, or
azimuthal anisotropy-symmetry breaking, leads to the distortion of the
BIC lines of existence on the leaky mode. Moving either optic axis out
of the interface plane, or polar anisotropy-symmetry breaking, leads to
the BIC lines of existence collapsing to points. The collapse of the BIC
lines of existence to discrete points when polar anisotropy-symmetry
is broken also leads to a transformation from lines of phase disconti-
nuity to phase singularities in the radiation channel amplitude which
can be assigned winding numbers. The BICs are robust and cease to
exist only when two BICs with opposite winding numbers merge in the
parameter space or the BIC moves beyond the leaky mode cutoff.
We also study the impact of the variation of the constitutive pa-
rameters of this waveguide on the existence of BICs. We find that
varying the refractive indices of the different components of the waveg-
xi
uide have varying degrees of impact on the BIC lines of existence but
in all cases results in their continuous transformation, allowing us to
construct bands of BIC existence. The sensitivity of BICs to changes
of the refractive index also suggest possible applications in sensing.
We then move on to studying structures where the cover, the film
and the substrate are all uniaxial with radiation channels available
in the cover and the substrate. The structure supports lines of BIC
existence when the structure is mirror symmetric and therefore the ra-
diation channels are equivalent. Breaking the mirror symmetry of the
structure in any way leads to distinct radiation channels and the added
constraint of a second radiation channel also having to be zero leads to
the lines of BIC existence collapsing to discrete points. These discrete
BIC points are robust and tunable and characterised by phase singular-
ities in both radiation channels. Breaking polar anisotropy-symmetry
in addition to the mirror symmetry leads to the formation of unidi-
rectional guided resonances, which are unbound modes that radiate
only via one radiation channel even when other channels are available.
UGRs are characterised by phase singularities in the amplitude of the
radiation channel where they do not radiate.
Finally, we study the surface modes at an interface between a pos-
itive uniaxial material and a negative uniaxial material. We find that
this interface can support standard, guided D’yakonov surface waves
(DSWs). Moreover, it can also support leaky DSWs and even a sur-
face D’yakonov BIC when coupling of the leaky DSW to the radiation
channel is cancelled.
We have thus improved the understanding of the hybrid leaky
modes and full vector BICs supported by such structures and devel-
oped the concept of anisotropy-symmetry which has substantial impact
on the existence of BICs and UGRs in these structures.
xii
Resumen
Los estados ligados en el continuo (BIC) son modos que permanecen
sin radiación aunque existen en la parte del espectro que corresponde
a las ondas radiantes. Son un fenómeno ondulatorio general y, tras
las predicciones teóricas iniciales y las demostraciones experimentales
históricas posteriores de la existencia de BIC en sistemas fotónicos, ha
habido una explosión de interés en los BIC fotónicos. Las gúıas de
ondas planas anisotrópicas que contienen materiales uniaxiales respal-
dan la existencia de los BIC que tienen todos los componentes de los
campos.
En esta tesis estudiamos las propiedades de estos BIC utilizando
el formalismo de modo con fugas. Comenzamos estudiando una es-
tructura con una cubierta isotrópica, un núcleo / capa uniaxial y un
sustrato uniaxial, donde una de las ondas base en el sustrato propor-
ciona el canal de radiación. Encontramos que la orientación de los ejes
ópticos de los dos materiales tiene un impacto sustancial en la existen-
cia de BIC. Esto nos permite definir reǵımenes de anisotroṕıa-simetŕıa
basados en la orientación de los ejes ópticos en relación con la dirección
de propagación y el plano de interfaz. La variación del desplazamiento
entre los ejes ópticos de la capa y el sustrato en el plano de la inter-
faz, o la ruptura de la simetŕıa de anisotroṕıa azimutal, conduce a la
distorsión de las ĺıneas de existencia BIC en el modo con fugas. Mover
el eje óptico fuera del plano de la interfaz, o la ruptura de la simetŕıa
de anisotroṕıa polar, lleva a que las ĺıneas de existencia de los BIC
colapsen en puntos. El colapso de las ĺıneas de existencia BIC a pun-
tos discretos cuando se rompe la simetŕıa de anisotroṕıa polar también
conduce a una transformación de ĺıneas de discontinuidad de fase a
singularidades de fase en la amplitud del canal de radiación a las que
se les pueden asignar números de devanado. Los BIC son robustos y
dejan de existir solo cuando dos BIC con números de devanados op-
uestos se fusionan en el espacio de parámetros o el BIC se mueve más
xiii
allá del corte del modo de fugas.
También estudiamos el impacto de la variación de los parámetros
constitutivos de esta gúıa de ondas sobre la existencia de BIC. Encon-
tramos que la variación de los ı́ndices de refracción de los diferentes
componentes de la gúıa de ondas tiene diversos grados de impacto en
las ĺıneas de existencia BIC pero en todos los casos da como resultado
su transformación continua, lo que nos permite construir bandas de
existencia BIC. La sensibilidad de los BIC a los cambios del ı́ndice de
refracción también sugiere posibles aplicaciones en la detección.
Luego pasamos al estudio de estructuras donde la cubierta, la capa
y el sustrato son todos uniaxiales con canales de radiación disponibles
en la cubierta y el sustrato. La estructura admite ĺıneas de existencia
de los BIC cuando la estructura es simétrica de espejo y, por lo tanto,
los canales de radiación son equivalentes. Romper la simetŕıa especular
de la estructura de cualquier manera conduce a canales de radiación
distintos y la restricción adicional de un segundo canal de radiación,
que también debe ser cero, conduce a que las ĺıneas de existencia BIC
colapsen en puntos discretos. Estos puntos de BIC discretos son ro-
bustos y sintonizables y se caracterizan por singularidades de fase en
ambos canales de radiación. La ruptura de la anisotroṕıa-simetŕıa
polar además de la simetŕıa especular conduce a la formación de res-
onancias guiadas unidireccionales, que son modos libres que irradian
solo a través de un canal de radiación incluso cuando hay otros canales
disponibles. Los UGR se caracterizan por singularidades de fase en la
amplitud del canal de radiación donde no irradian.
Finalmente, estudiamos los modos de superficie en una interfaz en-
tre un material uniaxial positivo y un material uniaxial negativo. Des-
cubrimos que esta interfaz puede admitir ondas de superficie D’yakonov
(DSW) guiadas y estándar. Además, también puede admitir DSW con
fugas e incluso un BIC D’yakonov de superficie cuando se cancela el
acoplamiento del DSW con fugas al canal de radiación.
Por lo tanto, hemos mejorado la comprensión de los modos h́ıbridos
con fugas y los BIC de vector completo respaldados por estas estruc-
turas y hemos desarrollado el concepto de anisotroṕıa-simetŕıa que





The localisation of light has been one of the most studied areas of op-
tics and photonics for a long time. Research has been carried out to
understand the processes that lead to the localisation of light. This
knowledge has then been harnessed to create diverse photonic systems
that localise or confine light and has been applied to various applica-
tions ranging from lasers to optical fibres. The linear photonic systems
used most commonly to confine light are optical cavities and waveg-
uides and they typically use either standard reflection, or total internal
reflection, to confine light to the desired space.
We will study bound states in the continuum in anisotropic pla-
nar structures in this thesis. Bound states in the continuum involve
localisation of light that is somewhat counter intuitive, and different
from the ordinary guided modes of waveguides. In this introductory
chapter we will provide a concise introduction to the concepts that
will be used and elaborated upon later in this thesis. We will also
situate our research in the broader context of research being done in
this field. We will start by discussing the localisation of light in waveg-
uides and ordinary guided modes. We shall then explain the concept
of bound states in the continuum and provide a concise survey of the
various photonic systems where they may be found. We shall then
elaborate on the concept of leaky modes, particularly in the context
of anisotropic planar structures. We shall end this chapter with brief
discussions on anisotropy induced bound states in the continuum in
these planar structures and on unidirectional guided resonances. At
the very end of this chapter we shall briefly outline the structure of
this thesis and the contents of the subsequent chapters.
1
1.1 Modes in Waveguides
Maxwell’s equations and the wave equation provide an adequate model
to study the propagation of light in different materials in the classi-
cal regime [1–3]. The macroscopic response of an isotropic, dielectric
material can be characterised by a real, positive, scalar value of the
relative dielectric permittivity, εr [1]. The application of Maxwell’s
equations to a homogeneous continuum of such a material results in
harmonic solutions of the form A(r)ei(k·r−ωt) which tells us that light
with any free space wavelength, λ0, can travel in this medium with the
wave momentum k and angular frequency ω = 2πc/λ0, and the wave






εr = k0n, (1.1)
where k0 = 2π/λ0 is the free space propagation constant and n =
√
εr
is the refractive index of the dielectric material. However, light cannot
be localised in a homogeneous material and therefore, inhomogeneous
structures must be introduced. A simple method of introducing inho-
mogeneity is to have different materials in the structure with different
relative permittivities.
We shall confine ourselves in this thesis to the study of planar
structures comprising dielectric materials. The confinement of light in
dielectric waveguides was first studied more than a century ago [4]. Di-
electric waveguides typically harness total internal reflection to confine
light [5]. Since total internal reflection occurs when light moves from
a medium with higher refractive index to a medium with lower refrac-
tive index, light in dielectric waveguides is typically confined in the
material with the higher index. The light that is confined propagates
with a fixed field profile that remains unchanged. These are called the
eigenmodes of the structure which are characterised by the field profile
and the mode propagation constant [6].
The magnitude of the propagation constant for a wave in a bulk
medium is given in eq. 1.1. In a planar structure it is convenient to
resolve the vector wave momentum in components along the direction
of propagation and components in the transverse direction. We will
consider propagation in the y direction throughout this thesis. We will
also consider that different materials are placed along the x direction,
meaning that x is the direction perpendicular to the interfaces of the
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planar structures. The planar structures will be constant in the z
direction and we will therefore ignore it and restrict ourselves to the
x−y plane. We can thus resolve the momentum of the waves travelling
in the medium as
k = kxx̂ + kyŷ, (1.2)
where x̂ and ŷ are the unit vectors along the x and y directions. Since
the wave momentum is directly proportional to the refractive index,
the highest wave momentum will be obtained in the material with the
highest refractive index. We define this material as the core/film and
consider that it is surrounded by cladding materials, that are known
as the substrate and the cover, that have lower refractive indices. The
fields that make up the waves must obey appropriate boundary condi-
tions at the interfaces of materials with two different refractive indices
[1]. A consequence of the boundary conditions is that the tangential
component of the wave vector must be continuous across the inter-
face. Therefore, for a mode propagating along the y direction, which
is a direction tangential to the interfaces of the planar structure, all
the waves in the cover, core and substrate materials that make up the
mode must have the same value of ky.
If we define, κx = kx/k0 and κy = ky/k0, we can combine eqs. 1.1







= n2f , (1.3)
where nf is the film refractive index. The cover refractive index (nc)
and the substrate refractive index (ns) are lesser than the film refractive
index (nc < nf and ns < nf ). Since κy has to be constant for all the
waves making up the mode, if we select a value of κy that is real and is




n2c/s − κ2y in
the cover and the substrate that are imaginary. Conservation of energy
requires that we select the sign of κ
c/s
x that leads to exponential decay,
as we move away from the interface into the cover or the substrate.
This, therefore, leads to solutions for modes where the field is confined
in the core and the field decays exponentially as we move away from
the core with only evanescent waves in the substrate and the cover.
However, while solutions of Maxwell’s equations exist for any value
of κy < n for a single, infinite homogeneous material, boundary con-
ditions come into play when multiple materials are involved [1, 2].
The waves that can travel in a structure containing multiple different
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materials must satisfy these boundary conditions and this results in
solutions of Maxwell’s equations existing only for specific values of κy.
These solutions are the aforementioned eigenmodes of the structure
and the permitted values of κy are known as the mode propagation
constants [6]. We shall hereafter refer to κy as the normalised mode
propagation constant N . The boundary conditions and the specific
values of N that can propagate unchanged as eigenmodes of the struc-
ture also mean that those values of N can only propagate at specific
wavelengths or angular frequencies ω. The link between the wavevec-
tors and wavelengths is given by the dispersion relation for the mode
which is typically plotted in the k − ω space. The wavelengths that
can propagate in a structure are determined by the dependence of the
refractive indices on wavelength (material dispersion) as well as the
dimensions of the structure (geometric dispersion).
From the definition of ω(= 2πc/λ0) and eq. 1.1, we can write ω =
ck0, where c is the speed of light in vacuum. This is known as the light
line of vacuum in the k−ω space. For a material, the light line is defined
as ω = ck0/n, where n is the refractive index of the material. Waves
with frequencies above the light line can propagate in the material
while waves with frequencies below the light line are evanescent and
cannot propagate in the material. For a waveguide, the light line is
defined by the cladding materials, the cover and/or the substrate, and
is given by ω = ck0/max(ns, nc). Modes that have frequencies below
the light line (N > max(ns, nc)) are evanescent in the cover and the
substrate and therefore remain confined in the core/film [6, 7]. These
are known as guided modes of the waveguide. A symmetric planar
waveguide, where nc = ns, and which satisfies the condition nf >
ns, always supports at least one guided mode for any wavelength of
light [8]. Otherwise, the condition nf > max(ns, nc) is a necessary
condition but not sufficient for the existence of guided modes for any
wavelength. On the other hand, modes with frequencies above the light
line (N < max(ns, nc)) can propagate radiatively in either the cover or
the substrate or both. Therefore the mode in the core/film can couple
to a radiating wave in the cover and/or the substrate and this leads to
energy being radiated away from the mode. We define the wave which
radiates energy away from the mode as the radiation channel. The
radiation channel becomes accessible only when the mode propagation
constant N is lesser than the refractive index of one of the cladding
materials. Even when access to the radiation channel is available,
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Fig. 1.1: Schematic showing the locations of the various kinds of
modes that a waveguide can support in the spectrum on the left as
well as the associated mode profile on the right. The dashed black line
shows the confining potential which typically supports guided (green)
and continuum (blue) modes. Modes inside the continuous part of the
spectrum typically radiate by coupling to the continuum (orange).
BICs, while located in the continuum, do not radiate and remain con-
fined. Image adapted from Ref. [9].
temporary localisation of the fields in the waveguide is possible via
resonances with limited lifetimes (see Fig. 1.1).
1.2 Bound States in the Continuum
The modes with frequencies above the light line can couple to the
continuum of radiation modes in the cladding materials. Therefore, the
fields are not confined in the waveguide and energy is radiated away
from the waveguide via a radiation channel. These modes are variously
called leaky modes [8] or radiation/resonant modes [9], depending on
how they are treated, but their characteristic feature is the loss of
energy from the mode to the surroundings. It is however possible
to obtain a mode above the light line, in the part of the spectrum
that corresponds to radiating modes, which remains localised within
the waveguide. In this mode, the coupling to the radiative modes in
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the cladding materials via the radiation channel is somehow avoided.
Such a mode, that remains radiationless despite coexisting with the
continuum of radiation modes of the structure, is called a bound state
in the continuum (BIC). Fig. 1.1 shows a schematic representation of
BICs, radiating modes and guided modes.
BICs were first predicted in the field of quantum mechanics by von
Neumann and Wigner [10]. They artificially designed an oscillating
three dimensional potential that extended to infinity and could the-
oretically support an electron with energy higher than the potential
barrier, i.e., a bound state in the continuum. Such a potential was dif-
ficult to realise in an experiment and research into quantum mechanical
BICs remained dormant for a long time till Stillinger and Herrick pub-
lished their study of other artificially designed local potentials that
could also support BICs [11]. Subsequently, Friedrich and Wintgen
theoretically demonstrated that BICs could arise in a structure where
multiple resonances were coupled to a single channel and destructive
interference between the two resonances in the channel leads to radi-
ation being cancelled [12]. Though the genesis of the concept of BICs
lies in quantum mechanics, there have never been any definitive exper-
imental demonstrations of the concept of BICs in quantum mechanics
[9]. This is due to the difficulty of engineering the required potentials
and the relative lack of tunable parameters in these systems. However,
BICs have since been found to be general wave phenomenon and exist
in various systems that support wave propagation. Acoustic BICs, for
example, were observed in air flow over a cascade of parallel plates
[13]. BICs have also been predicted in spin orbit coupled atomic sys-
tems [14].
More recently, there has been an explosion of interest in BICs in
photonic structures. The first theoretical predictions of BICs in pho-
tonic structures involved two parallel arrays of dielectric gratings or
dielectric cylinders and the interaction between the trapped modes giv-
ing rise to BICs [15]. Another theoretical scheme that was proposed
around the same time showed that a defect layer in a photonic crystal
with local defect rod could also support a BIC [16]. These proposals
were soon followed by landmark experimental demonstrations of BICs
in photonic systems. The first report of the experimental demonstra-
tion of photonic BICs was in 2011 when Plotnik, et. al. studied the
modes supported by a one dimensional array of waveguides but with
two additional waveguides, one placed above and one below the array
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[17]. It was found that one of the bound modes of the vertical waveg-
uides, despite being placed within the band of modes of the waveguide
array, did not couple to the modes of the array due to a symmetry mis-
match. This was therefore a BIC that existed due to a mismatch of the
symmetry of the mode and the radiation channel. It was found that
breaking the symmetry led to the mode becoming radiative, i.e., the
BIC ceased to exist. Soon after, Hsu et. al. reported the experimental
observation of a different kind of BIC in a dielectric photonic crystal
slab [18]. They found that it was possible to have a BIC located on
a band of radiating modes located above the light line supported by
a dielectric slab with a rectangular array of holes drilled into it. This
BIC does not exist due to a symmetry mismatch between the BIC and
the radiating modes, but due to destructive interference that leads to
the radiation being cancelled in the radiation channel and is obtained
by parameter tuning. Therefore we can broadly classify photonic BICs
into two categories depending on their underlying mechanism:
• Symmetry protected BICs that arise due to a mismatch between
the symmetry of the BIC and the radiation channel. The BIC
ceases to exist and starts radiating if the relevant symmetry is
broken [17].
• BICs obtained by parameter tuning that arise due to destructive
interference cancelling the radiation into the radiation channel.
Variation of parameters typically leads to the BIC shifting its
position in the parameter space. While not being instrumental
in terms of the mechanism underlying the existence of these BICs,
certain symmetries are still typically required and the BIC turns
into a radiating mode if those are broken [18].
Subsequently, BICs have been predicted in various photonic sys-
tems. It was found that a periodic array of dielectric rods can support
both symmetry protected and parameter tuned BICs [22]. It was re-
ported that a micro cavity made up of four defect rods embedded in a
photonic crystal waveguide could support a BIC [23]. BICs were also
predicted in other periodic structures such as a one dimensional array
of dielectric spheres [24]. BICs with high orbital angular momentum
were predicted in a dielectric rod with periodically modulated per-
mittivity [25]. The experimental detection of a symmetry protected
BIC with zero orbital angular momentum [26] and also a BIC with
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Fig. 1.2: Some photonic geometries that can support BICs. (a) One
dimensional array of waveguides with additional waveguides above and
below the array that support symmetry protected BICs. Image taken
from Ref. [17]. (b) Dielectric photonic crystal structure that supports
an off axis BIC obtained by parameter tuning. Image taken from Ref.
[18]. (c) A photonic crystal slab placed within a photonic crystal envi-
ronment that supports lines of BICs. Image taken from Ref. [19]. (d)
An array of dielectric spheres that can support topologically protected
BICs. Image taken from Ref. [20]. (e) Photonic crystal made up of
cylindrical dielectric rods terminated by surface rods with increased
radii that can support surface BICs. Image taken from Ref. [21].
zero orbital angular momentum obtained by parameter tuning [27] has
been reported in a chain of dielectric disks. Experimental detection
of BICs arising from parameter tuning by embedding a photodetec-
tor in a photonic crystal slab have been reported [28]. One photonic
crystal stacked on top of another photonic crystal to form a double
layer can support BICs [29]. It has been shown that BICs can be
engineered by environmental design, i.e, by breaking the homogene-
ity of the environment and placing the photonic crystal core within
a photonic crystal environment [19]. Experimental demonstration of
BICs in the symmetry band gap of a crystal, in a system where the
environment is also a photonic crystal has been reported [30]. It has
been theoretically predicted and experimentally demonstrated using
a 2D array of waveguides that the topological corner-localized modes
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in higher order topological materials can be symmetry protected BICs
[31, 32]. BICs arising due to the interaction of leaky modes and diffrac-
tion orders in gratings were predicted [33]. It was also found that fibers
with periodic Bragg gratings could support BICs [34]. Both symme-
try protected and parameter tuned BICs have been predicted to exist
in hybrid structures comprising a plasmonic grating on a dielectric
waveguide [35]. BICs that arise from the destructive interference of
interfering resonances have also been predicted to exist in dielectric
waveguides with a metal grating on top and a metal substrate un-
derneath [36, 37]. BICs have also been predicted in silicon nanowire
superlattices with sub-wavelength diameter [38] and have been used to
obtain confinement of light in sub-wavelength resonators [39]. It has
also been predicted that all-dielectric metasurfaces can support BICs
and various applications have been proposed [40–42].
Parity-time (PT ) symmetric systems feature balanced loss and
gain. It has been shown that a one dimensional array of waveguides
with PT -symmetric defects can support BICs with both exponential
and sub-exponential confinement [43]. It has also been predicted that
a PT -symmetric array of coupled optical waveguides can support an
unstable BIC that coincides with an exceptional point and can grow
with an infinitesimal perturbation [44]. It has also been predicted that
a one dimensional binary array of waveguides, comprising alternate
waveguides with loss and gain can also support BICs [45]. Following
these studies of one dimensional PT -symmetric systems, our group has
shown that even two dimensional PT -symmetric systems can support
BICs [46]. More recently, it has been shown that the introduction
of PT -symmetric perturbation into a photonic system that supports
BICs leads to that BIC splitting into a lasing threshold mode and a
new kind of BIC that has been termed a pt-BIC [47].
BICs are known to exist in systems in which at least one spatial di-
mension is infinitely extended. This property is due to considerations
arising from the boundary conditions at the interface of a structure
that is confined in all three dimensions. These considerations would
be avoided if the structure were to have permittivity or permeability
equal to zero or ±∞ at some point. However, it is extremely difficult
to realise these compact BICs given that the points where the real part
of the permittivity is near zero, the imaginary part of the permittivity,
which gives material loss, is typically very high [9]. In fact, the theo-
retical papers that predict the existence of BICs in compact structures
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that are finite in all three dimensions involve a dielectric sphere sur-
rounded by a shell with zero permittivity [48] or a layered nanosphere
where at least one of the constituent layers has to have zero permit-
tivity [49]. It has also been predicted that a slab of material with zero
refractive index, either due to permittivity being equal to zero or per-
meability being equal to zero or both, can also support the existence
of BICs [50]. An all-dielectric photonic crystal structure has also been
proposed which supports zero index modes that are also symmetry
protected BICs, thereby serving to solve the issue of radiation from
zero index modes [51].
So far we have discussed structures where light is confined in the
core of a waveguide or a resonator. However, it has been known for
some time that surfaces can support BICs in the context of surface
acoustic waves [52, 53]. More recently, bound surface modes have
been predicted at the interface of a finite, one dimensional array of
waveguides which remain localised near the region where the array
ends and a homogeneous bulk material begins [54]. The existence
of such bound surface modes has been experimentally demonstrated
in such systems with algebraic [55] and sub-exponential localisation
[56]. The existence of Bloch surface waves at the interface of photonic
crystals that are below the light line have been known for some time.
The existence of surface BICs that are above the light line but still
remain localised at the interface have also been predicted and studied
at the interface of a two dimensional array of waveguides with a slightly
modified surface layer [21, 57].
By definition, BICs correspond to zeroes of radiation and can there-
fore correspond to polarisation or phase singularities in the radiation
channel. This property was first shown for BICs in photonic crystals
which act as vortex centers in the polarisation direction of far field ra-
diation, which are robust, and whose winding numbers determine their
evolution, generation and annihilation [58]. Subsequently, it was shown
that BICs supported by an array of dielectric spheres correspond to
phase singularities in the complex coupling strength [20]. These BICs
were robust under variation of parameters and could only be destroyed
by annihilation of the topological charge or by moving them to the part
of the parameter space where an extra radiation channel opened up.
More recently, BICs that are characterised by phase singularities in
the coupling coefficient between incident light and the eigenmode of a
slab waveguide terminated with a ridge have been reported [59]. The
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experimental observation of the existence of the polarisation vortices
corresponding to BICs were reported in a one dimensional grating [60]
and in periodic plasmonic structures [61]. The topological properties
of BICs have been used to tune structures in order to merge multiple
BICs so that we end up with a single BIC which has even better lo-
calisation of light in the areas of the parameter space around the BIC
[62, 63]. The resulting BIC could either be symmetry protected [62]
or obtained by parameter tuning [63]. The polarization vortices oc-
curring at BICs have also been used to generate optical vortex beams
[64]. It has also been shown that breaking of certain symmetries in
photonic crystals can lead to the creation of circularly polarised states
characterised by half integer charges [65, 66] and can even transform a
symmetry protected BIC to a BIC arising from parameter tuning [66].
On the other hand, it has been shown that the tuning of parameters
can also lead to pairs of circularly polarised states merging to from a
BIC in a photonic crystal [67].
Perfectly localised BICs can exist above the light line under ide-
alised conditions in extended, lossless systems that maintain certain
necessary symmetries. However, these conditions cannot be realised in
reality. This leads to the deformation of the BIC mode leading to the
formation of quasi BICs that are radiatively coupled to the continuum
but still retain signatures of the BIC and are resonances with very long
lifetimes [18, 42]. The material of the substrate and its roughness can
turn a BIC into a resonance with finite lifetime [68]. The finite size
of real structures can also result in BICs turning into quasi BICs [69,
70]. It has been found that BICs can turn into quasi BICs due to small
perturbations [71] or small distortions in the geometry, such as slightly
non-circular cylinders in an array which would support BICs if the
cylinders were all perfectly circular [72]. The breaking of symmetries
that are essential for the existence of BICs that arise from parameter
tuning can lead to the formation of quasi BICs [18, 73]. Interestingly,
it has been shown using a silicon metasurface that BICs turn into quasi
BICs upon symmetry breaking but then at even greater asymmetry,
topologically protected extended BIC states, arising due to interfering
resonances, are recovered [74]. In addition to all of these, material
losses can lead to BICs turning into quasi BICs [26, 68, 75]. While
quasi BICs are not perfectly confined modes, they also have several
interesting properties. It has been found that the sharp, high Q-factor
(quality factor, which is related to the resonance lifetime) resonances
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in asymmetric metasurfaces arise from the distortion of symmetry pro-
tected BICs into quasi BICs due to the breaking of symmetry [73]. The
same principle was applied to nonlinear metasurfaces to enhance their
nonlinear response [76]. It has also been shown that metasurfaces can
support chiral quasi BICs [77] and Brewster quasi BICs that are trans-
parent at a particular angle of incidence [78]. The selection rules that
determine the polarisation to which the BIC couples upon the breaking
of symmetry in a photonic crystal slab have also been studied [79].
BICs are interesting due to their very existence as confined or lo-
calised modes above the light line and their features are worth study-
ing. However, the existence of BICs in various structures has also
been harnessed for various real world applications. BICs have possible
applications in acoustics [80], and as spin filters [81] and spin polaris-
ers [82] in spintronics. In photonics, it has been shown that the high
lifetime of modes in the vicinity of BICs in the parameter space can
lead to critical field enhancement [83]. It has also been shown that
quasi BICs can be supported in a single sub-wavelength high index di-
electric nanoresonator and this helps create high Q-factor supercavity
modes in them [84]. It was found that nanoantennae tuned to the BIC
regime could have a huge nonlinear response with high conversion effi-
ciency for second harmonic generation [85]. Sub-wavelength dielectric
nanostructure resonators with high Q-factor modes have been used for
nonlinear optics [39]. Quasi BICs have been used to design nonlinear
metasurfaces for second and third harmonic generation [86]. BICs have
been used to design photonic crystal cavities that are doubly resonant
for efficient second harmonic generation [87] and the second harmonic
generation of a vortex beam [88].
The position of BICs in the parameter space depends on the pa-
rameters of the system and this property has been exploited to develop
sensors based on BICs. BICs have been used to develop sensors on
photonic crystal platforms [89]. BICs supported by all-dielectric meta-
surfaces have been used for biosensing [90, 91] and to sense ultralow-
weight molecules [92]. It has also been shown that the exponential
sensitivity of these BIC based sensors on metasurfaces can be tuned
[93], and that BICs supported by dielectric gratings can be used for
sensing [94, 95].
BICs have also been used to design photonic crystal surface emit-
ting lasers [96]. Tunable lasing from BIC cavities built using arrays of
cylindrical nanoresonators has also been reported even when the ar-
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ray is scaled down to just 8 × 8 nanoresonators [97]. BICs have also
been used to design lasers that emit vortex beams [64, 98]. It has also
been predicted that a BIC in a rectangular dielectric waveguide with
an active layer can allow for both coherent perfect absorption and las-
ing [99]. BICs have also been used for broadband light capture [100].
Quasi BICs have also been found in photonic integrated circuit plat-
forms based on lithium niobate [101] and been used for communication
[102].
We have provided a cursory introduction to the various kinds of
photonic structures that support BICs, the properties of those BICs
and their applications. A more detailed overview can be found in the
review articles in Refs. [9, 103, 104].
1.3 Leaky Modes in Anisotropic Planar
Waveguides
BICs are modes with frequencies above the light line of the struc-
ture in which they exist. Since we are interested in studying BICs in
anisotropic planar waveguides, we must first determine a method to
study the solutions of Maxwell’s equations above the light line in these
structures. To this end, we employ the leaky mode formalism in our
studies [8].
For any given transverse planar waveguide profile, the modes sup-
ported by the structure can be decomposed into a finite number of
guided modes and a continuum of radiation modes which are the eigen-
modes of the structure, typically forming an orthogonal basis set. The
guided modes propagate without any changes in shape while the ra-
diation modes result in the diffractive spread of energy away from
the core. The guided modes exist below the light line or when the
mode propagation constant, also known as the mode effective index, is
greater than the refractive index of the cover and substrate material
(N > max(nc, ns)), leading to evanescent waves in the cladding mate-
rials. The continuum of radiation modes exist above the light line or
when N < max(nc, ns). When N < max(nc, ns), light in the core/film
couples to the continuum in the cover if N < nc and in the substrate
if N < ns and energy is radiated away from the core/film.
Fig. 1.3(a) shows the transverse refractive index profile of an anti-
guiding structure where the refractive indices of the cover (nc) and
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Fig. 1.3: Schematic showing the transverse profiles for structures
where (a) the core/film with refractive index nf is surrounded by
cover (nc) and substrate (ns) materials with higher refractive indices,
and (b) where the core is surrounded with finite layers of materials
with lower refractive index but then the final, semi-infinite layers have
the same index as the core. The dashed blue lines indicate the mode
propagation index N . The dashed black lines show the interfaces
between the layers.
the substrate (ns) are higher than the index of the film (nf ). Light
incident on this profile would only couple to radiation modes since no
guided modes are supported and it would diffract. This is because
the maximum value of N is limited by nf (see eq. 1.3) and since
nf < nc and nf < ns, we have N always satisfying the condition
for radiation modes (N < max(nc, ns)) and never the condition for
guided modes (N > max(nc, ns)). Fig. 1.3(b) shows a W-shaped
profile where the cladding materials just around the film have a lower
refractive index (nf > nc and nf > ns) but these layers are finite and
there are semi-infinte blocks of the same material as the film placed
at the points where the cladding materials end. This structure, also
known as a depressed cladding waveguide, does not support any guided
modes. However, when the thickness of the cover and the substrate is
large enough, the structure supports a beam that resembles a guided
mode with localisation in the film which attenuates exponentially as it
propagates [8, 105]. This is a leaky mode.
Leaky modes exist above the light line of the waveguide where
N < max(nc, ns) but they are improper modes in that they are not
a part of the complete set of orthogonal eigenmodes of the waveguide
[106]. They exist in structures where there is some confinement of the
light in the core/film even though the light can couple to the continuum
modes in the cladding materials. Leaky modes attenuate exponentially
as they propagate. Thus, leaky modes have a complex propagation
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constant N whose imaginary part approximates the loss of energy to
the surroundings. Since the leaky mode attenuates exponentially in the
propagation direction, flux considerations require that the leaky mode
must then grow exponentially in the transverse direction as we move
away from the waveguide [8, 107]. Since an infintely growing wave
at x → ±∞ is clearly unphysical, we conclude that the leaky mode
formalism is accurate only in the vicinity of the waveguide. Leaky
modes were first reported in the context of microwave waveguides [106,
108, 109] and later experimentally verified [110].
We are interested in anisotropic waveguides which support leaky
modes. Anisotropic materials have different properties when light
propagates in different directions. We will restrict ourselves to uniaxial
materials in this thesis. These are birefringent materials which cannot
be defined by a scalar dielectric permittivity value and require a 3× 3
permittivity tensor, meaning that light propagating in the structure
with different polarisations experiences different dielectric responses.
In natural materials this anisotropy can be seen in certain classes of
crystals and the axis of symmetry of these crystals coincides with one
of the principal axes of the permittivity tensor. This axis is defined
as the optic axis [3]. The behaviour of a uniaxial material can be un-
derstood using a single optic axis. The principal value εe of the tensor
occurs for the principal axis that corresponds to the optic axis. The
principal values corresponding to the two other principal axes are iden-
tical (εo). When light propagates along one of the principal axes of the
uniaxial material, the dielectric tensor is diagonal, and when it makes
some angle with the principal axes, we can obtain the appropriate per-
mittivity tensor by applying rotation matrices to the diagonal tensor
containing only the principal values. A uniform plane wave propagat-
ing parallel to the optic axis, with polarisation perpendicular to the
optic axis is only affected by the ordinary permittivty εo and therefore
it is governed by a ordinary refractive index (no =
√
εo). However,
for a plane wave propagating in any other direction, we can resolve
it into a component with polarisation perpendicular to the optic axis
(governed by no) and another component with polarisation along the
optic axis and this second component is then governed by an extraor-
dinary refractive index that is dependent on the direction (ne(θ, φ),
where θ and φ are the angles used to specify direction). The value of
ne(θ, φ) is bounded by no and ne =
√
εe. Note that when we write
ne we only mean
√
εe whereas we will refer to the extraordinary index
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that varies as a function of direction as ne(θ, φ), explicitly referring
to it as a function. We will give an expression for ne(θ, φ) in a later
section, but for now it suffices to note that a uniaxial material has two
refractive indices, an ordinary refractive index that is independent of
direction and a direction dependent extraordinary refractive index and
thus, any light propagating in an infinite block of a uniaxial material
can be resolved into ordinary and extraordinary basis waves.
It has been known for some time that planar waveguide structures
comprising uniaxial materials can support both fully guided and leaky
modes [111–114]. For propagation directions that coincide with the
principal axes of the dielectric tensor, these waveguides support pure
transverse electric (TE) or transverse magnetic (TM) modes. For other
propagation directions, the modes are hybrid [111, 112]. It is also im-
portant to note that while a bulk uniaxial material can support ordi-
nary and extraordinary waves, the modes supported by planar uniaxial
waveguides are generally hybrid [112, 114]. This is due to the bound-
ary conditions at the interfaces between the materials which lead to
the mixing of the ordinary and extraordinary waves in the materials
on the two sides of the interface.
For a structure where at least one of the cladding materials is uni-
axial, it is possible to have a transition from guided to leaky modes by
the variation of the orientation of the optic axis [111, 112, 114]. This
can occur because the extraordinary refractive index varies as the optic
axis orientation is changed. Besides, the mode propagation constant N
can also vary as a function of the optic axis orientation and depending
on the interplay of these values, a radiation channel may or may not be
available. We consider that the substrate is a uniaxial material with
refractive indices nos and nes(θ, φ). Then the mode in the waveguide
can couple radiatively to the ordinary wave in the substrate if N < nos
and the ordinary wave acts as the radiation channel. If N < nes(θ, φ)
then the mode can couple radiatively to the extraordinary wave in the
substrate and the extraordinary wave acts as the radiation channel. If
N > nos and N > nes(θ, φ), then the mode cannot access any radiation
channel and the mode would be a purely guided wave. On the other
hand, if N < nos and N < nes(θ, φ), then the mode can access both
radiation channels in the substrate.
In this thesis we are interested in studying leaky modes where the
mode propagation constant is situated between the indices of the sub-
strate so that only one of the ordinary or extraordinary waves in the
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Fig. 1.4: Schematic showing the transverse mode profile of a leaky
mode in a structure where the substrate is a negative uniaxial mate-
rial. The wave corresponding to the radiation channel, shown in green,
grows exponentially. The dashed blue line indicates the mode propa-
gation index N . The dashed black lines show the interfaces between
the layers.
substrate serves as the radiation channel while the other wave is evanes-
cent and serves as a confinement channel, i.e., either N > nos and
N < nes(θ, φ) OR N < nos and N > nes(θ, φ). Sometimes we refer to
such modes as semi-leaky modes in our papers, but since these are the
only kind of leaky modes we shall study in this thesis, in order to avoid
confusion, we shall refer to them simply as leaky modes. Fig. 1.4 shows
the schematic of a leaky mode in such a scenario where the substrate
is a negative birefringent uniaxial material. Since the mode propa-
gation constant is greater than the cover refractive index, the mode
decays exponentially in the cover. In the substrate, N > nes(θ, φ)
and therefore the extraordinary basis wave (brown) in the substrate
decays exponentially. However, N < nos and therefore the ordinary
basis wave (green) acts as the radiation channel via which the mode
couples to the continuum and leaks energy to the substrate. As dis-
cussed previously, the wave corresponding to the radiation channel has
to grow exponentially in the transverse direction due to flux consider-
ations arising from the exponential attenuation of the leaky mode in
the direction of propagation. If we had considered a wave guide with
a positive birefringent uniaxial substrate, with (nos < nes), we would
have had the extraordinary wave acting as the radiation channel and
growing exponentially.
We will use this leaky mode formalism to first study structures
where only the film and and the substrate are uniaxial and later apply
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it to structures where both the cover and the substrate are uniaxial.
In the second case we will study leaky modes which can access one
radiation channel each in the cover and in the substrate, while the
other basis wave is evanescent in both cladding materials.
1.4 Anisotropy-induced BICs
The radiative loss from leaky modes varies as a function of several pa-
rameters of the waveguide structure. The minima of the radiative losses
of leaky modes in anisotropic waveguides and the spectrally embedded
minima of layered anisotropic structures had been studied previously
[111, 115, 116]. The existence of BICs in asymmetric planar waveguide
structures containing anisotropic materials was first reported by our
group in 2017 [117]. Subsequently, the existence of BICs in photonic
crystal structures containing anisotropic defect layers has been theo-
retically predicted [118] and experimentally demonstrated [119]. The
structures that were studied in Ref. [117] had an isotropic cover, air
with nc = 1 and a uniaxial substrate which provided a radiation chan-
nel. Cases with both isotropic and uniaxial materials in the core/film
were studied. In all cases, the optic axes were parallel to the interface
plane and in the cases where the film and substrate were both uniaxial,
the optic axes were aligned. The leaky mode formalism discussed in
the previous section was applied to these structures to find the leaky
modes supported by these structures. The leaky modes could couple
to the continuum via only one radiation channel in the substrate. BICs
exist in these structures when the coupling of the leaky modes to the
continuum of radiation modes in the substrate is cancelled due to some
mechanism. It was found that these structures can support two classes
of BICs based on the underlying mechanism - polarisation separable
(PS) BICs and interferometric (INT) BICs.
PS BICs in anisotropic planar structures are the analogs of the
more general class of symmetry protected BICs. The PS BIC arises
because the mode is decoupled from the continuum due to orthogonal
polarisations of the mode and the radiation channel. They can only
occur when the propagation direction coincides with one of the prin-
cipal axes of the permittivity tensor when the structure supports pure
TE/TM modes [111]. For propagation along the y direction, when
perpendicular to the optic axis, the ordinary and extraordinary waves
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in the substrate reduce to TM and TE waves, respectively. Therefore,
for a positive (negative) uniaxial substrate, a TM (TE) mode propa-
gating along y, perpendicular to the optic axis cannot couple to the
TE (TM) radiation channel in the substrate that is orthogonal to it
despite meeting the requirement N < nes(θ, φ)(N < nos) for access to
a radiation channel. PS BICs can occur both with an isotropic film or
with a uniaxial film. For an isotropic film, it merely requires a guiding
profile with respect to one of the refractive indices in the substrate,
i.e., nf > min(nos, nes). For a uniaxial core, either the set of ordinary
indices or the set of extraordinary indices have to provide a guiding
profile, i.e., nof > nos OR nef > nes. The existence of PS BICs was
experimentally verified using reflection spectroscopy experiments [117].
Since PS BICs arise due to geometric considerations, they exist along a
particular direction for all wavelengths at which the leaky mode exists.
PS BICs cannot occur for propagation directions that are not along the
principal axes because then the modes are hybrid and a hybrid mode
is coupled to both the ordinary and extraordinary waves in the sub-
strate. The PS BICs are standard TE/TM guided modes of standard
integrated optics setups that have been known for a while but it was
not appreciated earlier that they were BICs.
For off axis propagation, the only BICs that can exist are INT BICs.
In anisotropic planar structures, they are the analogs of BICs obtained
by parameter tuning. They can only exist when both the film and
the substrate are uniaxial. An isotropic film and a uniaxial substrate
cannot support INT BICs. In the case of INT BICs, the decoupling
of the mode from the radiation channel does not rest on orthogonality
but on the destructive interference of the radiation in that channel
due to the mixing of waves at the interface upon the application of
the appropriate boundary conditions. Unlike PS BICs which can only
exist for certain specific propagation directions, INT BICs can exist
for a broad range of propagation directions and it has been shown that
their angular position can be tuned based on structure parameters.
Besides, since INT BICs exist for propagation directions that are not
along the principal axes, they are full vector hybrid modes and their
polarization can be tuned by varying the waveguide parameters. The
full vector nature of INT BICs in anisotropic planar structures is a key
distinction since BICs in most other photonic structures are almost
pure TE/TM modes [15, 17, 18, 54–56, 58]. In order to find INT
BICs, an auxiliary condition was derived to find the points where the
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Fig. 1.5: Momentum-frequency dispersion diagram for the leaky
modes of a structure comprising a uniaxial film with positive bire-
fringence (nof = 1.5, nef = 1.75), a uniaxial substrate with negative
birefringence (nos = 2.00, nes = 1.25) and air as a cover (nc = 1). The
ratio d/λ is the normalized frequency and kz and ky are the mode mo-
menta along the y and z direction. Two yellowish surfaces (B0 and
B1) for the leaky modes are plotted, where dashed lines show the lim-
its of the surface and the color indicates the 1/e decay length L (in
µm). The blue lines stand for an infinite decay length, indicating the
existence of BICs. The grey surface behind the leaky mode sheets
is the light cone, given by k0 · nos; the light grey-transparent surface
limited by solid lines sets the leaky mode cutoff, given by k0 · nes(φ).
Here k0 is the free-space wavenumber.
amplitude of the radiation channel was zero. INT BICs occur at the
points where the solutions of the dispersion equation of the structure
and the solutions of the auxiliary condition intersect.
We now select a concrete example to illustrate the concepts of
PS and INT BICs in anisotropic planar structures. Fig. 1.5 shows
the momentum-frequency dispersion diagram (ky, kz, d/λ) of an anti-
guiding structure that was studied in Ref. [117] with an isotropic cover,
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Fig. 1.6: The transverse profile of the absolute value of the tangen-
tial electric field component Ez of the first order leaky mode (B1)
supported by the structure studied in Fig. 1.5 at (a) the BIC at
D/λ = 0.685 and angle between optic axes and direction of propaga-
tion φ = 65.367◦, (b) a point on the leaky mode at the same value of
φ but at D/λ = 0.9. The width of the film is set to 1µm. The dashed
black lines show the interfaces. The field is normalized with respect
to the maximum value of |Ez|.
a positive uniaxial core and a negative uniaxial substrate. The interface
between the materials is parallel to the y−z plane. The structure sup-
ports two families of leaky modes, which are shown in the plot as two
sheets marked B0 and B1 with color proportional to the decay length
of the leaky mode. B0 is the fundamental leaky mode while B1 is the
first order leaky mode. The dark grey surface marked as the light cone
indicates the points below which no radiation channels are available
and therefore only guided modes are allowed. However, since this is an
anti-guiding structure with the highest index of the structure being the
ordinary refractive index of the substrate, we do not find any guided
solutions. The light grey transparent surface in the front indicates the
points above which both the ordinary and the extraordinary waves in
the substrate become available as radiation channels. Since we are
only interested in leaky mode solutions with a single radiation chan-
nel, we restrict ourselves to the solutions between these two surfaces.
BICs are given by pure real solutions of the mode propagation con-
stant N , at which the leakage through the radiation channel vanishes.
The solution for the BICs exist as lines in the dispersion diagram, in
contrast to most other photonic systems where they exist as dots [18,
49]. The vertical line corresponds to PS BICs that exist when propa-
gation is orthogonal to the optic axis and the TE mode propagating
in that direction is decoupled from the TM radiation channel provided
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by the ordinary wave in the substrate. The PS BICs exist at the same
propagation direction on both B0 and B1. The curved horizontal line
in the upper surface B1 corresponds to INT BICs where the radiating
ordinary wave is cancelled by destructive interference. We see that the
line of INT BICs exists for a continuous range of propagation direc-
tions making arbitrary angles with the principal axes of the uniaxial
materials. Fig. 1.6(a) shows the transverse profile of the tangential
field component Ez at a point on the line of INT BICs. We see that
despite being above the light line, the field at the BIC is confined to
the film and decays exponentially away from the interface in the sub-
strate and the cover. Fig. 1.6(b) shows the same field component but
at a point on the leaky mode, away from the BIC lines, with non-zero
losses and we see that there is leakage from the film to the substrate.
Note that BICs are the only non-radiating states of this anti-guiding
structure.
Thus, to summarize, we have learnt that anisotropic planar struc-
tures can support PS BICs for propagation along the principal axes,
and INT BICs when operated off axis. We will subsequently use this
structure and the BICs supported by it as the starting point of our
investigations in later chapters.
1.5 Unidirectional Guided Resonances
So far we have considered leaky modes where energy can be radiated
away from the mode via only one radiation channel. However, it is also
possible to obtain leaky mode solutions where two or more radiation
channels are available. We have learnt that is possible to cancel radi-
ation into one radiation channel to form BICs. Using the mechanisms
underlying BICs, it might also be possible to cancel the radiation into
multiple channels. That would of course lead to the formation of BICs
in a structure with two radiation channels. It has been shown that it
is also possible to cancel the radiation into all but one channel, leading
to the radiation escaping from the mode via only that channel. Such
a mode has been defined as a unidirectional guided resonance (UGR)
[120]. Thus, while a leaky mode would simple radiate via all available
radiation channels, a UGR radiates via only one radiation channel and
radiation is cancelled in all the other channels.
Control of the proportion of radiation escaping from a structure
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via each radiation channel is desirable for various applications, such as
photonic crystal surface emitting lasers [96], vertical grating couplers
[121, 122] or light detection and ranging devices [123], among others.
Various schemes have been proposed to obtain unidirectional radia-
tion by directing all radiation into a single radiation channel. Some
of these schemes propose using stacked reflectors [124, 125], others
propose leveraging interference from radiating antennae [126], or using
asymmetric photonic crystal structures [127–129]. However, the aim of
perfectly unidirectional radiation was only recently achieved using the
concept of topologically enabled radiation cancellation that is typical
of bound states in the continuum (BICs) [120]. The insight into the
mechanism of radiation cancellation gained from BICs had previously
been harnessed in structures with multiple radiation channels to create
directional resonances [130].
The existence of UGRs has been recently proposed and experimen-
tally observed in a photonic crystal structure where up-down mirror
symmetry is broken [120]. The UGR is understood by starting from a
BIC in a mirror symmetric photonic crystal structure. Then, the BIC
is split into opposite circularly polarised resonances, characterised by
half integer charges, as the up-down mirror symmetry is broken. The
value of the symmetry breaking parameter is then tuned till at one
point in the parameter space, the opposite circularly polarised reso-
nances merge and there is no radiation into one of the channels and
a UGR is obtained. Since then there has been another report on the
existence of UGRs in photonic crystal structures [131].
In this thesis we will study leaky modes in anisotropic planar struc-
tures that can couple to two radiation channels and then explore the
cancellation of radiation in all available channels to form BICs and in
all but one channel to form UGRs.
1.6 Structure of the Thesis
We have provided a brief introduction to the concepts that we will
employ later in this thesis. In Chapter 2, we provide an introduction
to the techniques that we have used to solve Maxwell’s equations in the
structures that we study such as the Berreman transfer matrix method
[132] and the FDTD method [133].
Chapter 3 presents the results of our study of BICs in anisotropic
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planar structures with a single radiation channel. At the very begin-
ning of this chapter we present the theoretical framework necessary
to study the leaky modes and BICs in this class of structures. This
framework was developed in collaboration with Jordi Gomis Bresco
and Pilar Pujol Closa with the input of my supervisors. The next
section of Chapter 3 presents our study of the impact of the variation
of the orientation of the optic axes of the uniaxial materials on the
existence of BICs. An account of the essential results from this section
can be found in Ref. [134]. The subsequent section of Chapter 3 deals
with the impact of the variation of the constitutive parameters of the
waveguide on the existence of BICs. A summary of the results of this
study can be found in Ref. [135].
Chapter 4 deals with structures that support leaky modes with two
radiation channels. At the beginning of the chapter we present the
minor modifications to the framework developed in Chapter 3 that are
needed so that it is suitable for application to this class of structures.
Then we study the impact of the variation of optic axis orientation
on the existence of BICs and UGRs in this structure. The results
presented in this chapter can be found in Refs. [136, 137].
In Chapter 5 we apply our understanding of leaky modes and the
existence of BICs to a structure without a core, i.e., instead of a waveg-
uide, we study a single interface between two uniaxial materials with
opposite signs of birefringence. We study the existence of D’yakonov
surface waves at this interface, their transition to leaky surface waves
and the existence of surface BICs embedded in the leaky part. Finally,
in Chapter 6 we summarize the main findings of this thesis and outline




Maxwell’s equations describe the behaviour of electromagnetic waves
at a macroscopic scale. Since in our work we investigate the behaviour
of light when interacting with materials whose volume is much larger
compared to that of a single atom, Maxwell’s equations suffice for our
purposes and we use the Maxwell-ian model exclusively. Maxwell’s
equations comprise two divergence and two curl equations and in a
vacuum without charges and currents are
∇ · E = 0,
∇ ·H = 0,









where E and H are the electric and magnetic fields respectively, ε0
is the vacuum permittivity, and µ0 is the vacuum permeability [1, 2].
Taking the curl of both sides of the curl equations, and then using the
divergence equations and the vector identity ∇×∇×A = ∇(∇·A)−










These wave equations support harmonic wave solutions of the form
E(r, t) = E0e
i(k·r−ωt),




where k is the wave vector with magnitude k0 = 2π/λ0 corresponding
to vacuum wavelength λ0, ω is the angular frequency of the waves,
and r is a position vector. These solutions represent plane waves with
surfaces of constant phase defined by
k · r− ωt = constant (2.4)
travelling in the direction of k with a phase velocity vp = 1/
√
µ0ε0 = c.
For light propagating in a material the permittivity and perme-
ability change to reflect the presence of the material and the equations
are
∇ ·D = 0,
∇ ·H = 0,









where εr and µr are the relative permittivity and permeability of the
material in question and D = ε0εrE is the electric displacement field.
For non-magnetic materials the relative permeability is 1 and we shall
set µr = 1 in all our calculations.
We study the behaviour of light in structures containing uniaxial
birefringent materials and to that end we solve Maxwell’s equations
given in eq. 2.5 in those structures. We make use of various methods
to solve Maxwell’s equations in them. Transfer matrix methods are
typically used to calculate modes of planar structures. We employ the
Berreman transfer matrix method [132] which is suitable for anisotropic
planar waveguides to solve Maxwell’s equations and calculate modes
in the structures that we study. These planar structures are finite
along one Cartesian axis while extending infinitely along the two other
Cartesian axis. We use finite difference time domain (FDTD) methods
to study propagation of light in structures of our interest [133]. We
will introduce each method in this chapter.
2.1 The Berreman Transfer Matrix Method
D.W. Berreman outlined a method for calculating reflection and trans-
mission in anisotropic media using 4×4 matrices in his seminal paper in
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1972 [132]. This method can be easily programmed and we implement
the Berreman Transfer Matrix method as described by Hodgkinson
et. al. [138, 139] to solve Maxwell’s equations in planar structures
comprising birefringent materials. Applied to the plane wave solu-
tions in eq. 2.3, the partial derivative operators can be written as
∇ → ik, ∂
∂t
→ −iω. Therefore, using the harmonic plane wave solu-
tions from eq. 2.3 in Maxwell’s equations in an infinite block of homo-
geneous material, given in 2.5, Maxwell’s equations can be rewritten
as
k ·D = 0,
k ·H = 0,
k× E = µ0ωH,
k×H = −ε0εrωE.
(2.6)
The relative permittivity εr is typically a scalar magnitude for
isotropic materials. However for the anisotropic materials of our inter-
est, it is a symmetric 3×3 tensor and we will write it as ε̂r for the sake
of clarity whenever discussing anisotropic materials. In general, any
birefringent crystal has three principal axes with three refractive in-
dices n1, n2, and n3. Therefore the permittivity tensor in the material
frame ε̂123 (aligned along the material’s principal axes) can be written
as
ε̂123 =
ε1 0 00 ε2 0
0 0 ε3
 (2.7)
where εi = n
2
i .
We assume a planar structure with modes always propagating along
the y direction and the x direction always being perpendicular to the
interfaces. The material orientation can be changed by rotations about
the z-axis given by the angle θ and rotations about the x-axis given by
the angle φ and we can thus compute the dielectric permittivity tensor
ε̂r in the propagation frame using rotation matrices. These operations
will result in a dielectric permittivity tensor in the propagation frame
that is symmetric. So for now we assume the most general form for ε̂r
without any additional restrictions
ε̂r =




The wave vector k can be written as k = kxx̂+kyŷ+kzẑ where x̂, ŷ
and ẑ are the unit vectors along the Cartesian axes in the propagation
frame. We can then normalize the wave vector to get
κ = k/k0 = (kxx̂ + kyŷ + kzẑ)/k0 = κxx̂ + κyŷ + κzẑ. (2.9)
Using this expression we can re-write the cross product equations from
eq. 2.6 as
κ× E = z0H,









µ0/ε0. The electric and magnetic field vectors can
be written as 3× 1 column vectors in the Cartesian propagation frame
and therefore the vector cross product can be written as a 3×3 matrix
operator such that
κ×A = κ̂ ~A =





where ~A denotes the vector A written in the 3×1 column vector form.
The expressions in eq. 2.10 can now be written in the matrix operator
and column vector form as
κ̂ ~E = z0 ~H,




Without loss of generality, we assume that light propagates in the
x−y plane for the planar structure shown in fig. 2.1. We can therefore
set the z component of the wave vector to zero (kz = κz = 0) [138].




















This gives us 6 equations
κyEz = z0Hx, (2.14)
−κxEz = z0Hy, (2.15)
−κyEx + κxEy = z0Hz, (2.16)
−z0κyHz = εxxEx + εxyEy + εxzEz, (2.17)
z0κxHz = εxyEx + εyyEy + εyzEz, (2.18)
z0(κyHx − κxHy) = εxzEx + εyzEy + εzzEz. (2.19)
Since the magnetic field components Hi in the above equations always
occur multiplied by z0, we define H̃i = z0Hi and use H̃i going forward.
We make use of eq. 2.14 and eq. 2.17 to obtain expressions for Ex and




(κyH̃z + εxyEy + εxzEz),
H̃x = κyEz.
(2.20)
H̃x and Ex are the components of the magnetic and electric fields that
are perpendicular to the interface, and as such are not necessary for
boundary condition matching. They may be necessary to calculate
power flow, but we can calculate H̃x and Ex using the relations given
in eq. 2.20 if the remaining components are known. Therefore, we use
the expressions derived in eq. 2.20 and apply them to eqs. 2.14, 2.15,
2.17 and 2.18 and obtain expressions for Ey, Ez, H̃y and H̃z that do
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we can write eq. 2.22 as
L̂ ~F = κx ~F . (2.24)
Eq. 2.24 is an eigenvalue equation where L̂ is the matrix for the eigen-
value problem, κx corresponds to the eigenvalues and ~F corresponds
to the eigenvectors. Since L̂ is a 4 × 4 matrix, there can be at most
four distinct eigenvalues. The eigenvalue equation given in 2.24 can
be solved numerically in Matlab. However, we solve this equation an-
alytically for the systems of our interest. The analytic results improve
both the speed and the accuracy of our code. These analytic results
for specific structures are presented in the next chapter. For now, we
continue presenting the method as applicable in the general case of any
birefringent material.
These four values of κx correspond to the four basis waves that
can propagate in the birefringent material for a given value of κy. As
indicated by the arrows in fig. 2.1 there are two waves propagating
forward in the x-direction (~F+1 , ~F
+
2 ) and two propagating backward in
the x-direction (~F−1 , ~F
−
2 ). Corresponding to these four basis waves are






x2, which give us the normal-
ized wave vector component along the x-direction for the basis waves.
Writing the four field vectors (~F
+/−
1/2 ) as the columns of a matrix, we





































Fig. 2.1: Schematic of a planar layer of birefringent material showing
light propagating in the x − y plane. The birefringent material sup-
ports four waves - two propagating forward in x and two propagating
backward in x.
The total field in the birefringent layer can be understood as a
linear combination of the four basis vectors described above. Each
basis wave can be multiplied by a complex amplitude which serves as
a field coefficient













































































1/2 are the complex amplitudes of the basis waves and ~m is the
total field. Arranging the complex amplitudes in the form of a column








We can use eqs. 2.25 and 2.27 to write the total field ~m as a matrix
product






Fig. 2.2: The phase matrix Âd transforms the basis wave amplitudes
ax0 at a point x = x0 to the basis wave amplitudes at the point
x = x0 − d.
From eq. 2.28 we can see that it is possible to obtain the amplitudes
of the basis waves from the total field ~m by inverting the field matrix
F̂
~a = F̂−1 ~m. (2.29)
As the waves propagate in the birefringent material, they accumu-
late phase depending on the wave vector and the distance propagated.
Since we study modes that propagate along the y-direction, all four
basis waves have the same propagation constant κy along that direc-
tion. We shall therefore focus only on the phase accumulated by the
waves as they travel along the x-direction right now. The accumulation
of phase by each basis wave can be represented by the multiplication
of the the basis wave amplitude a with an exponential term, e−ik0κxd,
where d is the distance travelled by the wave along the x-direction in
















such that Âd acting on the basis wave amplitude vector ax0 at a point







Fig. 2.3: The apparatus of the transfer matrix method involving the
field matrices and the phase matrices can be deployed to transform
the electric and magnetic fields from one side of a birefringent layer
to another by defining a characteristic matrix for the layer.
the same medium
~ax0−d = Âd~ax0 . (2.31)
Now we consider a birefringent material with thickness d as shown
in Fig. 2.3 that is sandwiched between two materials P and Q. The
interfaces of this material are located at x = x0 and at x = x0− d. We
know the total field in the material P just to the right of the interface
at x = x0 and this is given by ~mP . We are now going to use the
apparatus described above to calculate the total field ~mQ in material
Q just to left of the interface at x = x0 − d (note that the matrices
translate fields in the −x direction). We assume that we know the
wave vector component in the y-direction, κy, that is common for all
the waves propagating in the system and therefore we can calculate
the eigenvectors and eigenvalues of L̂ (see eq. 2.24). In other words,
we know the field matrix F̂ and the wave vector components in the







The total field ~m contains the components Ey, H̃z, Ez, and H̃y that
are parallel to the interfaces in our geometry as shown in fig. 2.3 and
those components are continuous across the interface. Therefore, in a
transformation across any interface parallel to the y−z plane, the total
field ~m is conserved. Therefore since the total field ~mP in material P
just to the right of the interface is known, the total field just to the left
of the interface would be the same. Using eq. 2.29, we can calculate
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the amplitude of the basis waves in the birefringent material just to
the left of the interface at x = x0
~ax0 = F̂
−1 ~mP . (2.32)
We can then combine eqs. 2.31 and 2.32 to calculate the amplitude
vector just to the right of the interface at x = x0 − d at the other end
of the birefringent material
~ax0−d = ÂdF̂
−1 ~mP . (2.33)
Multiplying ~ax0−d with the field matrix F̂ gives us the fields at the
point just to the right of the interface at x = x0−d and since the total
field is conserved across the interface, this field is equal to the field just
to the left of the interface and we can write
~mQ = F̂ ÂdF̂
−1 ~mP . (2.34)
We can define a matrix
M̂ = F̂ ÂdF̂
−1, (2.35)
to write eq. 2.34 as
~mQ = M̂ ~mP (2.36)
which transforms the total fields across the birefringent layer from
the right hand interface at x = x0 to the left hand interface at x =
x0 − d. M̂ is the characteristic matrix of the birefringent layer. It is
important to note that when calculating the characteristic matrix M̂
for a birefringent layer, the order in which the basis wave eigenvectors
are arranged as the columns of the field matrix F̂ for that layer does
not matter. The arrangement of the basis wave eigenvectors for the
field matrix F̂ only matters for the cover and substrate when we want
to calculate modes propagating in the y-direction and not for any of
the layers in between.
When dealing with a stack comprising multiple layers of birefrin-
gent materials, as shown in Fig. 2.4, we have to calculate the fields
across each of the layers. If the total field at one end of the stack is
known, we can calculate the field at the other end by repeating, for
each layer, the operation described in eq. 2.34 in order to convert the





Fig. 2.4: Characteristic matrix for a stack of birefringent layers.
achieved simply by repeated multiplication of the characteristic matrix





2 )...(F̂N ÂdN F̂
−1
N )~mP ,
~mQ = M̂1M̂2 ...M̂N ~mP ,
~mQ = M̂tot ~mP ,
(2.37)
where di is the thickness of the i-th layer of the birefringent material.
Thus the characteristic matrix of the entire stack M̂tot can be calculated
by multiplying the characteristic matrix M̂i of each individual layer.
Thus, in this section we have described an apparatus that allows us
to calculate the fields in single or multiple planar layers of birefringent
materials. This method can be employed to calculate the waves across
these layers or the reflection from and transmission through these pla-
nar structures which may serve as polarizers, wave plates, filters or
displays [139–142]. However, we are interested in using the Berreman
transfer matrix method to calculate the modes propagating along the
y-direction through these planar structures comprising uniaxial mate-
rials. We use the Berreman method for boundary condition matching
and thus derive a dispersion equation whose solutions give us the dis-
crete values of κy for which modes are supported by the structure. For
more accurate calculations we analytically solve for the eigenvalues κx
and the corresponding eigenvectors which give us the field matrix F̂
for each material. The method and the relevant analytic results for
uniaxial materials are described at the beginning of the next chapter.
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2.2 Complex Root Finding Method
In the course of our calculations, we encounter various transcendental
equations. The dispersion equations for the leaky modes supported
by the structures we study as well as the equations arising from the
auxiliary condition whose solutions give us BICs are transcendental
equations that have complex solutions. We apply Newton’s method to
these transcendental equations in order to obtain their roots numeri-
cally.
Newton’s method uses a guess for the root as a starting point and
then iterates in order to improve that guess and arrive at the correct
root of the equation [143]. Given a function f(x) and an initial guess
for a root x0 we can expand the function about x0 using the Taylor
expansion




f ′′(x0)(x− x0)2 + ..., (2.38)
where f ′(x) gives the first derivative and f ′′(x) gives the second deriva-
tive of the function f(x). If we keep terms only to the first order, then
we have
f(x) = f(x0) + f
′(x0)(x− x0), (2.39)
which is the equation of the tangent to f(x) at x0. Let the point at
which this tangent crosses the x-axis be given by x1. Then we get
f(x0) + f
′(x0)(x1 − x0) = 0. (2.40)
From eq. 2.40 we can calculate that




The value of x1 given in eq. 2.41 would be the adjusted value of x that
the Newton method would use in it’s following iteration. This process
would then be repeated where the value of x2 would be obtained from
x1 and so on. Thus, generally, given xn, obtained after n iterations of
Newton’s method, an adjusted value xn+1 would be obtained as





Fig. 2.5: Graphical demonstration of the first two steps of the Newton
method for f(x) = 0.5x3 − 0.24. Image obtained from Ref. [144].
Newton’s method stops iterating when the adjustment to the value
of x after an iteration is below a certain threshold. Therefore, the
stopping condition is given by
|xn+1 − xn| < th, (2.43)
where th gives the stopping threshold.
Since the guess provides Newton’s method with a starting point, it
plays an extremely important role. Depending on the starting point
provided, the Newton method may converge to the desired root, os-
cillate or even diverge instead of converging [145]. In fact, given a
real starting point, the Newton method remains confined to the real
line and cannot find complex solutions that have a non-zero imaginary
part [144]. Since we are sometimes interested in starting from a real
guess and reaching a complex solution, we implement a variation of
Newton’s method wherein we calculate the gradient of our function in
the complex plane instead of simply the derivative along the real line
and this allows us to obtain the desired complex roots of our function.
We define our function by putting all the terms of our transcendental
equations on one side of the equation and leaving the other side equal
to zero so that finding the roots of this function would give us the
solutions of the transcendental equation.
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2.3 The Finite Difference Time Domain
Method
The study of the propagation of light in any structure requires the
solution of Maxwell’s equations in that structure. There are, however,
only a handful of systems where Maxwell’s equations can be solved
analytically. Therefore, we have to resort to numerical methods to
solve Maxwell’s equations and study the propagation of light in various
structures. The finite difference time domain (FDTD) method is one
such numerical method to calculate propagation of light [133, 146].
2.3.1 Derivative as Finite Difference








However, if we want to calculate this derivative numerically, we have
to use a finite, non-zero value of h. An expression for the numerical
value of the derivative can be obtained using the Taylor expansion
[146]. We can use the Taylor expansion to expand the function f(x)


















































where f ′(x) indicates the first derivative, f ′′(x) indicates the second
derivative and so on and the n! indicates the factorial of n. Subtracting
















=⇒ f(x0 + δ/2)− f(x0 − δ/2)
δ
= f ′(x0) +
1
24
δ2f ′′′(x0) + ...
(2.47)
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Therefore from eq. 2.47 we get a definition for f ′(x0) in terms of the
values of f(x) at two neighbouring points
f ′(x0) =
f(x0 + δ/2)− f(x0 − δ/2)
δ
+O(δ2), (2.48)
where O(δ2) indicates the terms that are not shown and δ2 indicates
that the lowest order of δ contained in those terms is δ2. Since we ex-
pect δ to be small when calculating the numerical value of the deriva-
tive, we can ignore terms containing higher orders of delta in order to
arrive at a reasonable approximation for the value of the derivative.
Therefore, we get
f ′(x0) ≈
f(x0 + δ/2)− f(x0 − δ/2)
δ
. (2.49)
This finite difference expression is said to have second order accuracy
since terms having δ2 and higher powers of δ have been ignored. The
approximation becomes exact in the limit δ → 0. An important point
to note is that the calculation of the derivative at x0 does not require
the computation of the value of the function at x0 and knowing the
value at two neighbouring points is sufficient.
We have calculated an approximate expression for the derivative
at the point x0 based on the value of f(x) at two neighbouring points
that is second order accurate. It is possible to calculate expressions
with higher orders or accuracy but that would require the use of more
points. It is also possible to calculate finite difference expressions for
higher derivatives.
2.3.2 The FDTD algorithm
The FDTD algorithm that was proposed by Kane Yee solves the curl
equations from Maxwell’s equations (see eq. 2.5) using finite differ-
ence expressions for the derivatives [133, 146]. The algorithm can be
summarised as follows:
• Discretize space and time so that the electric and magnetic fields
are staggered.
• Replace all the derivatives in the curl equations of Maxwell’s
equations with finite difference equations.
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• Solve the finite difference equations to obtain the update equa-
tions to get the values of the fields in the future from the fields
in the past.
• Evaluate the magnetic fields in the future. This is half a time
step.
• Evaluate the electric fields in the future. This is another half
time step and taken with the previous step, completes a full time
step.
• Repeat the previous two time steps till the desired duration in
time has been reached.
We can understand this using a dry run where we apply this algo-
rithm to a concrete example where we consider only one dimension in
space (x) and then study the electric and magnetic fields as they evolve
in time. We assume that only the z-component of the electric field is
non-zero (Ez 6= 0, Ex = Ey = 0). Therefore, from the curl equation of
the electric field, we get












where ŷ is the unit vector in the y-direction and µ = µ0µr is the
magnetic permeability. Therefore, we find that only the y component
Hy of the magnetic field H varies with time. Hx and Hz may have
non-zero values but they must be static since their time derivative is
zero and since we are only interested in time varying quantities for
FDTD simulations, we will ignore them. Considering only Hy 6= 0 and














where ẑ is the unit vector in the z-direction and ε = ε0εr is the dielectric
permittivity.
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Fig. 2.6: Staggered electric (circles) and magnetic (triangles) field
nodes at discretized points in space and time for a 1D system. Time
serves as the second dimension for the purpose of visualization.
Now we have to discretize space and time in order to write the
differential equations obtained in eqs. 2.50 and 2.51 as finite differ-
ence equations. We see that the time derivative of the electric field
component depends only on the spatial derivative of the magnetic field
component and the time derivative of the magnetic field component
depends only on the spatial derivative of the electric field component.
We have seen from the finite difference expression given in eq. 2.49
that in order to calculate the derivative of a function at a point x0,
we need to know the value of the function at two different points in
its vicinity (x0 − δ/2 and x0 + δ/2), but not at the point x0 itself.
Therefore, to know the magnetic (electric) field at a point, we need
to know the electric (magnetic) field at two points in its vicinity and
not at the very same point. Therefore, we can have staggered grids for
the electric and magnetic fields so that at every point where we know
the magnetic (electric) field, we know the electric (magnetic) field at
two points around it. Therefore if we know the electric field at every
value of x = x0 +nδx, we must know the magnetic field values at every





δx where n can take any integer value. The stag-
gered grid that satisfies this requirement for a one dimensional system
is shown in Fig. 2.6.
We assume that we know the electric and magnetic fields at every
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point for all time t ≤ t0. Now we want to calculate the magnetic field
at the next step in time t = t0 + δt/2 at the point x = x0 + δx/2.
Then, converting eq. 2.50 to a difference equation using the expression
derived in eq. 2.49, we get
µ





[Ez(x0 + δx, t0)− Ez(x0, t0)],
=⇒ Hy(x+ δx/2, t+ δt/2) = Hy(x+ δx/2, t− δt/2)+
δt
µδx
[Ez(x0 + δx, t0)− Ez(x0, t0)]
(2.52)
The second line of eq. 2.52 is known as the update equation for the
magnetic field since it calculates the updated field using the knowledge
of the past fields. These update equations move us forward in time by
half a time step. We can apply this equation to calculate the value
of the magnetic field at at t = t0 +
δt
2




δx where the magnetic field is stored.
Now that we know the values of the magnetic field at t = to + δt/2,
we can calculate the values of the electric field at t = t0 + δt. As
an example we want to solve for the electric field at x = x0 at time
t = t0 + δt. For this we convert the differential equation in eq. 2.51 to
a difference equation
ε





[Hy(x0 + δx/2, t0 + δt/2)−Hy(x0 − δx/2, t0 + δt/2)],
=⇒ Ez(x0, t0 + δt) = Ez(x0, t0)+
δt
εδx
[Hy(x0 + δx/2, t0 + δt/2)−Hy(x0 − δx/2, t0 + δt/2)]
(2.53)
Eq. 2.53 gives us the update equations for the electric field and ad-
vances us by half a time step from t = t0 + δt/2 to t = t0 + δt. This
update equation can be applied to every point x = x0+nδx to calculate
the electric field there. Now these update equations can be repeatedly
applied in order to calculate the electric and magnetic fields at more
advanced values of time t till we reach the desired duration.
We have shown that it suffices to have a staggered grid with alter-
nate locations storing the values of the electric and magnetic fields to
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Fig. 2.7: The generalisation of the Yee grid to three dimensions with
i, j and k indicating the indices of the grid points in space. The red
and the blue arrows indicate the positions at which values of the elec-
tric and magnetic fields are stored, respectively. Image from MEEP
documentation [147].
calculate the evolution of the fields in time. The structure of Maxwell’s
equations means that even the generalisation of the FDTD method to
higher dimensions and with more field components allows us to main-
tain this staggered grid, which is known as the Yee lattice, named
after the scientist who first proposed this scheme. Fig. 2.7 shows the
generalisation of the Yee grid to a three dimensional cell.
We have presented the very fundamentals of the FDTD algorithm in
this section. There are several other aspects that require consideration
in order to build a full-featured program. There are several open source
and commercial programs that implement the FDTD algorithm. Over
the course of research carried out for this thesis, we have made use of
the open source MEEP package [148] to study the propagation of light
in structures of our interest.
Since FDTD simulations are run over a finite area of space, the
region of simulation must be terminated using appropriate boundary
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conditions. MEEP incorporates three such boundary conditions [147].
Firstly there are metallic boundary conditions which require that the
fields are zero at the boundary. Therefore, any fields arriving at the
boundary are reflected back into the area of simulation due to the
metallic boundary conditions. Then there are Bloch-periodic bound-
ary conditions that are useful for simulating periodic structures such
as arrays of waveguides, photonic crystals, etc. This boundary condi-
tion requires that f(x + L) = eikxLf(x) where L is the period of the
structure being simulated and k is the Bloch wavevector. Finally, there
are perfectly matched layer (PML) boundary conditions that absorb
all waves incident on them without any reflection. Therefore, they are
useful in simulating open boundary conditions. PML layers actually
comprise a non-physical material placed at the boundary with some
finite thickness, which is designed to have no reflection at the interface
and absorbs all the light incident on it. We use the PML boundary
conditions from MEEP when we run FDTD simulations. More infor-
mation about MEEP can be found in Ref. [147].
In this chapter we have provided a short introduction to the var-
ious methods employed to carry out the calculations that we have
undertaken over the course of research for this thesis. In the following




Waveguides with a Single
Radiation Channel
As discussed in the introduction, planar anisotropic waveguides com-
prising uniaxial materials can support two kinds of BICs on leaky
modes above the light line:
• pure TE/TM BICs arising from polarisation separation of the
mode and the radiation channel (PS BICs),
• hybrid INT BICs arising from destructive interference (INT BICs).
The existence of anisotropy induced BICs was reported in [117] and
that opened the pathway for the exploration of the rich parameter
space of these anisotropic waveguide structures. In this chapter we
will present the results of our investigations on the existence of PS
and INT BICs in anisotropic planar waveguides under variation of
various structure parameters. In this chapter we will restrict ourselves
to studying modes in structures which couple to continuum modes in
the substrate via a single radiation channel.
In the first section of this chapter we will present analytic calcu-
lations for ordinary and extraordinary waves in uniaxial materials by
calculating the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the auxiliary matrix L̂
(see eq. 2.24) and then derive the dispersion equation for the struc-
tures being studied using the Berreman transfer matrix method. In
the second section we will focus on the impact of the variation of optic
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axis orientation on the existence of BICs in these structures. The third
section will be focusing on the impact of variation of refractive indices
in the structure on BIC existence.
3.1 Theory
In this section, we will derive the dispersion equation for the anisotropic
planar waveguide structures that we want to study. We shall use the
Berreman transfer matrix method to implement the boundary con-
ditions and calculate the fields across the structures. The dispersion
equation will give us the leaky modes that we are interested in studying
but in order to find the BICs we have to find the zeroes of the radiation
channel amplitude. These zeroes of the radiation channel amplitude
are found using the auxiliary condition and we shall also derive that
in this section.
3.1.1 Ordinary and Extraordinary Basis Waves
First we shall focus on deriving analytic expressions for the ordinary
and extraordinary fields and propagation constants for a uniaxial ma-
terial. We repeat here the eigenvalue equation 2.24 derived in the
previous chapter
L̂ ~F = κx ~F . (3.1)
The eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the 4 × 4 matrix L̂ represent the
x-component of the normalised propagation constant of the travelling
basis waves in a general birefringent material. In the case of a uniaxial
birefringent material, the four basis waves correspond to two forward
and two backward propagating waves, where one of each is the ordinary
wave and the other is the extraordinary wave. The values of κx and the
basis waves can be calculated numerically using an eigenvalue solver
however analytic expressions would improve both speed and accuracy.
Therefore we calculate analytic expressions for them.
In order to calculate analytic expressions for the eigenvalues of L̂ it
is essential to know each component of the dielectric tensor. We there-
fore start with a dielectric tensor for a uniaxial material which, when
propagation is along one of the principal axes, is a diagonal matrix and
comprises two equal elements which represent the ordinary permittiv-
ity while the other element represents the extraordinary permittivity.
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Fig. 3.1: Optic axis in blue and the angles required to specify its
orientation. θ is the polar angle and gives the rotation about the z-
axis. φ is the azimuthal angle and gives the rotation about the x-axis.
We start with the optic axis pointing along the x-axis, perpendicular
to the interfaces in our structure, resulting in the following dielectric
tensor in the principal axis frame
ε̂OAr =
εe 0 00 εo 0
0 0 εo
 (3.2)
As shown in Fig. 3.1, we arrive at the required orientation of the optic
axis first by a rotation about the z axis by the polar angle θ. This is
followed by a rotation about the x-axis by the azimuthal angle φ. The
effect of these rotations on the permittivity tensor can be calculated
using the appropriate rotation matrices
R̂x(φ) =
1 0 00 cos(φ) − sin(φ)
0 sin(φ) cos(φ)
 , R̂z(θ) =









Rotation matrices acting on a diagonal matrix according to eq. 3.4
results in a symmetric matrix with only 6 independent elements. We
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list the expressions for these elements below
εxx = εe cos
2(θ) + εo sin
2(θ) (3.5)
εxy = (εe − εo) sin(θ) cos(θ) cos(φ) (3.6)
εxz = (εe − εo) sin(θ) cos(θ) sin(φ) (3.7)
εyy = εe sin
2(θ) cos2(φ) + εo[sin
2(φ) + cos2(φ) cos2(θ)] (3.8)
εyz = (εe − εo) sin2(θ) sin(φ) cos(φ) (3.9)
εzz = εe sin
2(θ) sin2(φ) + εo[cos
2(φ) + cos2(θ) sin2(φ)]. (3.10)
Now that we know the expressions for each element of the permit-
tivity tensor, we can plug these in to the expression for the matrix
L̂ as given in eq. 2.22 and set about calculating expressions for the
eigenvalues of L̂
L̂ ~F = κx ~F ,
=⇒ (L̂− κxI)~F = 0,
(3.11)
where I is a 4 × 4 identity matrix. Given that we are not interested
in the trivial solution where ~F = 0, we obtain an expression for the
characteristic equation by imposing the only other condition under
which the above equation might hold,
|L̂− κxI| = 0. (3.12)
The roots of the characteristic equation above give us the eigenvalues
κx = kx/k0. For the permittivity tensor of a uniaxial material described
above, after some algebra, we can arrive at analytic expressions for κx
κox = ±
√









εxxεe + κ2y (εzz − εe − εo)
)]
, (3.14)
where κox and κ
e
x are the x-components of the normalised wave propa-
gation vector for the ordinary wave and extraordinary waves, respec-
tively. The + and − signs correspond to waves propagating forward
and backward in x. In addition to depending on the permittivity ten-
sor, κx also depends on κy, the y-component of the normalised wave
propagation vector.
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Once the analytic expressions for κx are known, with some further





κox sin (φ) sin (θ)
εo sin (φ) sin (θ)
−κox sin (θ) cos (φ) + κy cos (θ)
κox (κ
o
x sin (θ) cos (φ)− κy cos (θ))
 , (3.15)




−κexκy cos (θ) + κo2x sin (θ) cos (φ)
εo (κ
e
x sin (θ) cos (φ)− κy cos (θ))
εo sin (φ) sin (θ)
−εoκex sin (φ) sin (θ)
 . (3.16)
The appropriate expression for the forward or backward κ
o/e
x from eqs.
3.13 and 3.14 must be substituted in eqs. 3.15 and 3.16.
We can now write the field matrix F̂ in analytic terms as a function
of the dielectric tensor and κy as




where F̂ is a 4× 4 matrix comprising 4 column vectors.
Isotropic Materials
When we are dealing with an isotropic material, εo = εe = εr, and the
permittivity can be written as a scalar value, meaning there is no optic
axis and φ = θ = 0◦ and κox = κ
e
x = κx =
√
εr − κ2y. The expressions
















Thus, we see that the ordinary and extraordinary basis waves become
transverse electric (TE) and transverse magnetic (TM) waves, respec-
tively, when working with isotropic materials.
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Fig. 3.2: Geometry: a layered waveguide system comprising
isotropic cover, and uniaxial film/core and substrate with light prop-
agating along the y-axis. The green and the blue arrows indicate the
substrate and film optic axis , respectively. The angles θf and θs give
the polar orientations of the film and substrate optic axes. The az-
imuthal angle φf indicates the angle the projection of the film optic
axis in the interface plane makes with the direction of light propaga-
tion. The azimuthal detuning of the substrate optic axis with respect
to the film optic axis is given by ∆φ = φs − φf .
3.1.2 Dispersion Equation
In this chapter we will study structures where the cover is isotropic,
while the core and the substrate are uniaxial as shown in Fig. 3.2. Any
valid solution of Maxwell’s equations for this structure must simulta-
neously satisfy the boundary conditions at the film-substrate and the
film-cover interfaces. We enforce these boundary conditions using the
Berreman transfer matrix method as described in the previous chapter.
The substrate and the cover are semi-infinite in that they extend
from their respective interfaces with the film to −∞ and +∞, respec-
tively. Since they are semi-infinite, there are no reflected waves coming
back from the direction where they are unbounded. Therefore, when
calculating the eigenmodes of the structure without any driving term,
we would only consider two basis waves each in the cover and the
substrate.
Most commonly, the modes considered are guided waveguide modes
below the light line of the structure. The mode propagation constant of
the guided modes is higher than the ordinary and extraordinary indices
of the cover and the substrate. Therefore, they have evanescent tails
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in the cover and the substrate and the two basis waves that have to be
selected are obvious: we must select the ones which are exponentially
decaying in the cover and the substrate as we move away from the
interface.
However, in our work, we are primarily interested in leaky modes.
Leaky modes are improper modes that occur above the light line. They
are coupled to the continuum via radiation channels. In this chapter
we will be focusing on structures where the radiation channel corre-
sponds to one of the basis waves in the substrate. The leaky mode
loses energy from the core/film via radiation to the substrate through
this channel. This loss of energy can be approximated by adding an
imaginary part with a proper sign to the mode propagation constant.
Therefore, as this leaky mode with a complex propagation constant
propagates, it would decay exponentially. Flux conservation consider-
ations mean that this exponential decay in the direction of propagation
has to be compensated by exponential growth in the transverse direc-
tion, particularly in the radiation channel via which the radiation leaks
[8, 107]. Therefore, when selecting the waves in the cover or the sub-
strate for the leaky mode calculation, we must select the wave that is
exponentially growing for the polarisation corresponding to the radia-
tion channel.
Equipped with this knowledge we shall attempt to derive the dis-
persion equation for the leaky modes in the layered waveguide system
shown in Fig. 3.2. We do this by fixing our materials, their optic
axes orientations and the thickness of the core in units of wavelength
and then solving for the values of the mode propagation constant κy
(= the mode propagation constant N) where boundary conditions at
both interfaces are satisfied.
Since the cover is isotropic and we choose a material with its refrac-
tive index below the mode indices of our interest, in the cover we simply
have to choose the basis waves that are exponentially decaying as x in-
creases. On the other hand, we will choose a material for the substrate
where only one of the ordinary or extraordinary refractive indices is
greater than the mode index N and the corresponding polarisation
serves as the radiation channel (nes < N < nos or nos < N < nes).
The basis wave with the polarisation corresponding to the other re-
fractive index, which is lesser than the mode index remains evanescent
or confined. The schematic of the transverse section of a leaky mode
is shown in Fig. 3.3.
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Fig. 3.3: Leaky mode: Schematic of the transverse profile of a leaky
mode. The exponentially growing basis wave in the radiation channel
in the substrate is shown in red.
Given that we know which waves to select in the cover and in the
substrate, we can write the total field at the interfaces. The total field





















Similarly the total field in the substrate just to the left of the film-





















where the subscripts c and s indicate the cover and the substrate re-
spectively, the superscripts TE, TM, o and e represent the choice of
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polarisation of the basis wave (transverse electric, transverse magnetic,
ordinary and extraordinary), a
TE/TM/o/e
c/s is the scalar amplitude of the
corresponding basis wave and ~F
TE/TM/o/e
c/s is a 4×1 column vector which
represents the basis wave vector for the cover or the substrate contain-
ing the four tangential field components: Ey, H̃z, Ez and H̃y. Since the
cover being considered is isotropic, we classify the basis waves as TE
or TM while for the uniaxial substrate we classify the basis waves as
ordinary or extraordinary.
Since we consider the 4 tangential components, the total field ~m is
continuous across the interface. Therefore the field in the film just to
the left of the cover-film interface would be the same as the field in the
cover just to the right of the interface. The same applies to the field
being the same just to the left and right of the film-substrate interface.
Since we have derived analytic expressions for the field matrix F̂
for a uniaxial layer in the previous section, we can calculate the char-
acteristic matrix
M̂ = F̂−1ÂdF̂ (3.22)
for any layer of thickness d where Âd is the phase matrix for the layer as
defined in eq. 2.30. If there are multiple layers of material in between
the cover and the substrate, we can multiply the characteristic matrix
of each layer to calculate a total transfer matrix M̂tot for the system
as shown in eq. 2.37.
Now we know that in the Berreman transfer matrix formalism, the
characteristic matrix for a layer translates the total fields across a layer.
Therefore, we can use the characteristic matrix for the film to relate
the fields given in eqs. 3.20 and 3.21 as
aos
~F os + a
e
s
~F es = a
TE
c M̂
~F TEc + a
TM
c M̂
~F TMc . (3.23)
This gives us four equations, one for each field component contained
in ~F
TE/TM/o/e







c − aos ~F os − aes ~F es = 0,
=⇒
[
M̂ ~F TEc M̂













Since M̂ is a 4× 4 matrix and ~F TE/TMc is a 4× 1 column vector, their
multiplication yields another 4× 1 column vector. Therefore, eq. 3.24
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 = 0, (3.25)
where R̂ =
[
M̂ ~F TEc M̂
~F TMc −~F os −~F es
]
is a 4×4 matrix. We there-
fore have a homogeneous system of 4 equations where the amplitudes
a
TE/TM/o/e
c/s serve as the four unknown variables. This system of equa-
tions always supports a trivial solution but we are interested only in
non-trivial solutions. A system of homogeneous linear equations can
have a non-trivial solution only if the determinant of the coefficient
matrix, R̂, is zero. This requirement gives us the dispersion condition
|R̂| = 0. (3.26)
Once the materials, the dimensions of the structure and the orientation
of the optic axes in the uniaxial layers is fixed, |R̂| only depends on κy.
However this is a transcendental equation since several elements of R̂
contain expressions involving κy but under a square root. Thus, while
it is not possible to obtain closed form expressions for κy, we can solve
for it numerically to obtain the values of κy(= N) where |R̂| = 0.
3.1.3 Auxiliary Condition
The dispersion equation given by eq. 3.26 only gives us the values of N
where the mode exists. While the imaginary part of N approximates
the losses of leaky modes, the dispersion equation cannot definitively
tell us about the existence of BICs, particularly INT BICs.
BICs exist when the coupling to the radiation channel is entirely
cancelled. In the case of PS BICs which are the analogues of symme-
try protected BICs in our system, this occurs because the radiation
channel and the mode have orthogonal polarisations (TE mode and
TM radiation channel or vice versa). These PS BICs can only occur
at specific directions with propagation along the principal axes of the
uniaxial structure. INT BICs occur when the amplitude of the basis
wave in the radiation channel becomes zero. This is a consequence
of the boundary conditions inducing mixing of the basis waves in the
different layers and resultant destructive interference. Therefore, INT
BICs occur when the amplitude of the radiation channel becomes zero.
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We have been working with the scenario where either the ordi-
nary or the extraordinary polarisation in the substrate is the radiation
channel while the other polarisation corresponds to an evanescent of
confinement channel. In this scenario, we can write eq. 3.24 as
aTEc M̂
~F TEc + a
TM
c M̂
~F TMc − arads ~F rads − aconfs ~F confs = 0, (3.27)
where the superscripts rad and conf indicate the radiation and con-
finement channels in the substrate, respectively. They can be either the
ordinary or the extraordinary wave depending on whether the uniaxial
material used in the substrate is positive birefringent (nes > nos) or
negative birefringent (nes < nos). For BIC existence the requirement
is that the amplitude of the radiation channel go to zero, i.e., arads = 0.
Given that, we can write eq. 3.27 as
aTEc M̂
~F TEc + a
TM
c M̂
~F TMc − aconfs ~F confs = 0,
=⇒
[
M̂ ~F TEc M̂










This is an overdetermined, homogeneous system of linear equations
since there are four equations for the four field components while there
are only 3 unknown amplitudes.
Given that there are only 3 unknown amplitudes, if all 4 of the
equations are linearly independent, then the system would be inconsis-
tent. Moreover, the system is homogeneous, and therefore the trivial
solution where all amplitudes are 0 always exists. Again, since there
are only 3 unknown variables, if any three of the equations are linearly
independent then there can only be one solution. And since the trivial
solution always exists for a homogeneous system, then it is the only
solution. Therefore, we find that non-trivial solutions can only exist if
at most two of the equations are linearly independent. We can define
a matrix Ẑ4×3 from eq. 3.28 such that
Ẑ4×3 =
[
M̂ ~F TEc M̂
~F TMc −~F confs
]
. (3.29)
Since non-trivial solutions to eq. 3.28 can only exist if at most two of
the equations are linearly independent, we must check if this holds. If
two of the equations are linear combinations of the other two equations,
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then the determinant of any 3 × 3 sub-matrix, which we call Ẑ3×3,
selected from Ẑ4×3 would be zero. There are four different ways we
can select three rows from Ẑ4×3 to make distinct 3 × 3 sub-matrices.
Therefore the auxiliary condition for the radiation channel amplitude
(arads ) to be zero can be formulated as the requirement that
|Ẑ3×3| = 0 ∀ Ẑ3×3 ⊂ Ẑ4×3 (3.30)
Therefore we can conclude that INT BICs occur wherever the aux-
iliary condition and the dispersion equation both hold. In other words
INT BICs can be found wherever the same value of κy or N solves
both eqs. 3.26 and 3.30.
3.2 Variation of Optic Axis Orientation
BICs can broadly be classified into two categories. BICs belonging to
the first category, symmetry protected BICs are extremely sensitive
to perturbations that break the required symmetry and under those
perturbations those BICs cease to exist, typically resulting in high Q-
factor resonances that are often referred to as quasi-BICs [68, 71, 73,
74]. The other category of BICs arise as a result of parameter tuning
and occur at specific points in the parameter space where leakage to
a radiation channel is cancelled. Since these BICs arise as a result of
parameter tuning and therefore occur at specific points on the param-
eter space, they may not survive under variation of parameters. The
exceptions to this are those parameter tuned BICs that are topologi-
cally protected and therefore robust under the variation of parameters.
BICs that are topologically protected are characterised by phase or po-
larisation singularities and have been reported in a variety of photonic
systems [20, 58–61].
We have discussed the existence of BICs in anisotropic planar waveg-
uides as reported in [117] in Chapter 1. However, while the existence
of anisotropy induced BICs had been reported in [117], there was no
information about the properties of these BICs or their robustness to
perturbation of system parameters. In this section we shall present the
results of our investigation on the effect of variation of the orientation
of the optic axes of the uniaxial layers on the anisotropy induced BICs
supported by the layered waveguide structure shown in Fig. 3.2.
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Fig. 3.4: The optic axes of the film (blue) and substrate (green) in
different configurations. (a) Full anisotropy-symmetry with both optic
axes parallel to each other and lying in the interface (y−z) plane. (b)
Azimuthal anisotropy-symmetry breaking with both optic axes in the
interface plane but not parallel to each other. (c) Polar anisotropy-
symmetry breaking where the film optic axis has been moved out of
the interface plane (θf 6= 90◦).
3.2.1 Anisotropy-symmetry
We must first define here the concept of anisotropy-symmetry which
becomes relevant when studying structures with multiple birefringent
layers. Since we consider structures with a uniaxial core and a uniaxial
substrate, we are dealing with a total of two optic axes. The orientation
of these optic axes relative to one another and with respect to the in-
terface plane are important parameters. While the structure shown in
Fig. 3.2 is geometrically asymmetric, we shall talk of the various com-
binations of optic axes orientations in terms of anisotropy-symmetry.
The different scenarios that may arise are shown in Fig. 3.4 and
are as follows:
• Full anisotropy-symmetry is maintained when both optic axes
are parallel to the interface plane and to each other, i.e., θf =
θs = 90
◦ and ∆φ = φs − φf = 0◦. In this scenario it is possible
to define a set of coordinate axes which coincides with both the
principal axes of the film and the substrate while keeping the in-
terface perpendicular to one axis. When light propagates along
one of these axes, the permittivity tensor of both the film and
the substrate is diagonal and there can be TE/TM solutions for
the modes of the structure.
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• Azimuthal anisotropy-symmetry breaking occurs when the
optic axes of the film and the substrate are both parallel to the
interface plane (θf = θs = 90
◦) but not to each other. They
are offset by an angle ∆φ 6= 0◦. In this scenario, as long as
∆φ 6= 90◦, there can be no coordinate axes that coincides with
the principal axes of both the film and the substrate. Therefore,
for no direction of propagation can both permittivity tensors be
diagonal and therefore no TE/TM modes are supported. More
importantly, for the geometry shown in Fig. 3.2, for azimuthal
anisotropy-symmetry breaking, the permittivity tensor for the
two layers takes the form
ε̂r =
εxx 0 00 εyy εyz
0 εyz εzz
 , (3.31)
meaning that only two off-diagonal terms are introduced. More-
over, because the permittivity tensor is symmetric they are iden-
tical. This is true for at least one of the layers even if light
propagates along one of the principal axes of the other layer.
• Polar anisotropy-symmetry breaking occurs when one or
both the optic axes of the film or the substrate are taken out of
the interface plane, i.e., they are no longer parallel to the inter-
face plane (θf 6= 90◦ and/or θs 6= 90◦). Even here there is no
choice of coordinate axes which coincides with the principal axes
of the film and substrate while keeping the interface perpendic-
ular to one axis. Therefore, the permittivity tensor cannot be
diagonal for any propagation direction. For any general prop-
agation direction, with polar anisotropy-symmetry breaking we
have to consider the full 3× 3 permittivity tensor with 3 unique
off diagonal elements.
In the following sections we shall inspect how anisotropy-symmetry
affects the existence of BICs in different anisotropic layered waveguides.
3.2.2 Positive Uniaxial Core, Negative Uniaxial
Substrate
We shall now focus on a structure with a positive uniaxial core/film
whose ordinary and extraordinary refractive indices are nof = 1.5, nef =
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1.75 and a negative uniaxial substrate whose indices are nof = 2, nef =
1.25. We consider that the cover is isotropic air with nc = 1. This is an
anti-guiding structure since the highest refractive index is the ordinary
index in the cladding and since the ordinary index is independent of the
direction of propagation, this structure always has a radiation channel
that is available for the light in the core/film to couple to the contin-
uum of ordinary waves in the substrate. Therefore this structure can-
not support any guided modes. However, it can support leaky modes
where the radiation leaks to the substrate via the channel provided
by the ordinary basis wave in the substrate whereas the extraordinary
wave in the substrate is evanescent. This waveguide structure with full
anisotropy-symmetry was analysed in [117] and it was found that the
aforementioned leaky modes can support both polarization separable
(PS) and interference (INT) BICs. The fundamental leaky mode only
supports PS BICs while the first order leaky mode supports both PS
and INT BICs. We shall therefore focus exclusively on the first order
leaky mode in our study.
The modes of this structure can be studied in a three dimensional
dispersion plot involving ω, ky and kz. Now if one takes the projection
of the film optic axis in the interface y − z plane as a reference, the
angle φ gives us the angle between that projection and the propaga-
tion direction. Given that, it would be possible to collapse the three
dimensional dispersion plot to a two dimensional plot by using the re-
lation φ = arctan(kz/ky). D/λ is a dimensionless ratio but it can be
linked to the frequency ω by the relation ω ·D = 2πcD
λ
where λ is the
free space wavelength. Therefore, the mode plots in the φ−D/λ space
are 2D projections of the 3D dispersion plots though instead of the
mode index, the colour indicates the propagation length L, which is a
measure of the radiative losses of the leaky mode.
We fix the propagation direction in the y-direction. In this situa-
tion, rotation of the entire geometry about the x-axis, which is normal
to the interface plane, would mean that the film and the substrate op-
tic axes are rotating concurrently. Therefore, while we vary φ(= φf ) in
our calculations, it is more useful to consider the offset ∆s = φs − φf
as an independent variable instead of treating φs as the independent
variable. Therefore we broadly have two scenarios: (a) film and sub-
strate optic axes (or their projections in the interface plane when the
axes are taken out of the plane) are either aligned (∆s = 0
◦) or (b) not
aligned(∆s 6= 0◦). These correspond to the scenarios where azimuthal
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Fig. 3.5: Full anisotropy-symmetry: (a) First order leaky mode
for a structure with an isotropic cover (nc = 1), positive uniaxial
core/film (nof = 1.5, nef = 1.75), and a negative uniaxial substrate
nos = 2, nes = 1.25 in the φ−D/λ space. The film and substrate optic
axes are aligned (∆s = 0
◦) and lie in the interface plane (θf = θs =
90◦). The colour indicates the propagation length L that the mode
travels before suffering 1/e attenuation. Blue lines indicate BICs. The
white area indicates the area beyond the leaky mode cut-off. (b) Phase
of the radiation channel (ordinary) amplitude measured with respect
to the confinement channel (extraordinary) for the mode in (a).
anisotropy-symmetry is either maintained or broken, respectively.
Fig. 3.5(a) shows the aforementioned projection of the dispersion
plot for first order leaky mode supported by the structure when full
anisotropy-symmetry is maintained, i.e, the film and substrate optic
axes are aligned (∆s = 0
◦) and the optic axes of the film and the sub-
strate lie in the interface plane (θf = θs = 90
◦). The colour shows the
propagation length L that the mode can travel before it is attenuated
by a factor 1/e. The transition from the coloured sheet to the white
space denotes the leaky mode cut-off. The BIC lines of existence on
this leaky mode are denoted by the blue lines where L diverges to in-
finity. We have put a finite colour scale only because our calculations
are limited by numerical resolution. This is the mode B1 that we saw
in the full three dimensional dispersion plot in Fig. 1.5. We see that
when full anisotropy-symmetry is maintained, the structure supports
both PS and INT BICs. The blue line at φ = 90◦ comprises the PS
BICs that occur because the polarisation of the mode is orthogonal
to the polarisation of the radiation channel. With θs = θf = 90
◦ and
φs = φ = 90
◦, the ordinary and extraordinary waves in the substrate
and the film reduce to TM and TE waves, respectively (see eq. 3.15).
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Therefore, at φ = 90◦ we can talk of TE and TM modes when full
anisotropy-symmetry is maintained. Since the ordinary wave in the
substrate, which is the TM wave at φ = 90◦, provides the radiation
channel in the structure we are considering, the TE mode supported
by the structure at that point cannot access the TM radiation channel
and this gives rise to the PS BIC. However, this BIC can only occur
at φ = 90◦ and that too only when full anisotropy-symmetry is main-
tained since the ordinary and extraordinary waves do not correspond
to TE/TM waves when anisotropy-symmetry is broken. This is why
we consider PS BICs in anisotropic planar waveguiding structures as
analogous to symmetry protected BICs in periodic structures. The
lateral, curved line corresponds to hybrid (TE dominant) INT BICs
that occur because the mixing of waves at the interfaces due to bire-
fringence leads to destructive interference and the amplitude of the
radiation channel being zero. Since full anisotropy-symmetry is main-
tained the distribution of the BIC lines of existence on the leaky mode
is symmetric about φ = 90◦.
As outlined in subsection 3.1.3, INT BICs occur when the zeroes
of the radiation channel amplitude coincide with the solutions of the
dispersion condition. The radiation channel amplitude is typically
complex and therefore carries a phase. When the magnitude of the
radiation channel amplitude is zero, the phase is undefined. There-
fore, we inspect the phase map of the radiation channel amplitude.
In this geometry the wave with ordinary polarisation in the substrate
serves as the radiation channel. Fig. 3.5(b) shows the phase of the
radiation channel amplitude for the leaky mode in Fig. 3.5(a). The
phase is measured with respect to the confinement channel, which is
the extraordinary wave. We see that the blue lines indicating BICs
correspond to discontinuities of ±π radians in the phase map.
We now consider the case when ∆s = 2
◦, i.e, the substrate optic
axis is no longer aligned with the film optic axis. Whenever the film
optic axis makes an angle φ with the direction of propagation y, the
substrate optic axis would make an angle φs = φ + ∆s. Both optic
axes remain in the interface plane (θf = θs = 90
◦) which means polar
anisotropy-symmetry is maintained. As mentioned before, since az-
imuthal anisotropy-symmetry is broken and φs = 92
◦ when φ = 90◦,
the ordinary and extraordinary waves in the film and substrate do not
simultaneously become TM/TE waves at any value of φ and therefore
the structure does not support any purely TE or TM modes. This
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Fig. 3.6: Azimuthal anisotropy-symmetry breaking: (a) First
order leaky mode for in the φ − D/λ space. The film and substrate
optic axes are offset by an angle (∆s = 2
◦). Both optic axes lie in
the interface plane (θf = θs = 90
◦). (b) Phase of the radiation chan-
nel (ordinary) amplitude measured with respect to the confinement
channel (extraordinary) for the mode in (a).
precludes the existence of PS BICs. Therefore, any BICs supported
by this structure would have to be INT BICs. Fig. 3.6(a) shows the
first order leaky mode when azimuthal anisotropy-symmetry is bro-
ken. With the azimuthal anisotropy-symmetry broken, we find in Fig.
3.6(a) that the BIC lines of existence seen in Fig. 3.5 are now distorted.
The distribution of the BIC lines of existence on the leaky mode is no
longer symmetric about φ = 90◦. The TE PS BICs become hybrid (TE
dominant) INT BICs. Moreover, the crossing of the PS and INT BIC
lines in Fig. 3.5(a) becomes an anti-crossing in Fig. 3.6(a) when az-
imuthal anisotropy-symmetry is broken. There are two separate lines
of INT BICs embedded on the leaky mode. There is one line of INT
BICs at higher values of φ and lower values of D/λ and another line
of INT BICs at lower values of φ and higher values of D/λ.
Fig. 3.7(a) shows the leaky mode when we have the opposite az-
imuthal anisotropy-symmetry breaking, i.e., ∆s = −2◦. In this sce-
nario, there are again no PS BICs and the the crossing between the
lines of INT BICs and PS BICs (see Fig. 3.5(a)) is transformed into an
anti-crossing between two lines of INT BICs. However, the position of
the BIC lines of existence on the leaky mode in Fig. 3.7(a) is swapped
about the φ = 90◦ line when compared to Fig. 3.6(a). There is one
BIC line of existence at lower values of φ and low D/λ and another
BIC line of existence at higher values of φ and low D/λ. It is important
to note from Fig. 3.6(b) and 3.7(b), which show the phase maps of the
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Fig. 3.7: Same as Fig. 3.6 but with opposite azimuthal anisotropy-
symmetry breaking with ∆s = −2◦.
radiation channel amplitude for the corresponding leaky mode, that
the BIC lines of existence continue corresponding to discontinuities of
±π in the phase maps. Since azimuthal anisotropy-symmetry breaking
leads to smooth distortions of the BIC lines of existence on the leaky
mode sheet, we shall refer to it as weak anisotropy-symmetry breaking.
That azimuthal anisotropy-symmetry breaking leads to the conversion
of lines of PS BICs to INT BICs is analogous to the situation reported
in Ref. [66] where the breaking of certain symmetries in a photonic
crystal slab leads to a symmetry protected BIC being converted to a
BIC arising due to parameter tuning.
We shall now consider the case where polar anisotropy-symmetry
is broken. Fig. 3.8 shows the leaky mode when polar anisotropy-
symmetry is broken by taking the film optic axis out of the interface
plane. The optic axis of the film is no longer parallel to the interface
(y− z) plane and makes an angle θf = 85◦ with the x-axis. Azimuthal
anisotropy-symmetry is not broken. This means that ∆s = 0
◦ and
the projection of the film optic axis is parallel to the substrate optic
axis which lies in the interface plane (θs = 90
◦). As in the case with
azimuthal anisotropy-symmetry breaking, PS BICs cannot exist in this
geometry since no purely TE/TM modes are supported. Remarkably,
we find that in this scenario, the BIC lines of existence on the leaky
mode sheet seen in Fig. 3.5(a) collapse to BIC points in Fig. 3.8(a).
Each segment of the BIC lines of existence collapse to an isolated
BIC point and the distribution of the points is symmetric about φ =
90◦. Therefore, the INT BICs now exist only at isolated points in the
φ − D/λ space. Families of BICs as represented by the lines of BIC
existence embedded on the leaky mode sheet no longer exist under
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Fig. 3.8: Polar anisotropy-symmetry breaking: (a) First order
leaky mode in the φ − D/λ space. The film optic axis is moved out
of the interface plane (θf = 85
◦ with respect to the normal to the
interface) while the substrate optic axis remains in the interface plane
(θf = 90
◦). The projection of the film optic axis in the interface plane
is parallel to the substrate optic axis (∆s = 0
◦). (b) Phase of the
radiation channel (ordinary) amplitude measured with respect to the
confinement channel (extraordinary) for the mode in (a).
polar anisotropy-symmetry breaking. Thus adding a degree of freedom
by allowing the optic axis to move out of the interface plane, leads to a
collapse of the BIC solutions from lines to isolated points. This arises
as a consequence of the interplay of the solutions of the dispersion
equation (eq. 3.26) and the auxiliary condition (eq. 3.30) and will
be explored in more detail later in this chapter. The breaking of a
symmetry usually leads to symmetry protected BICs being converted
to quasi BICs in photonic systems [68, 73]. However we find that
in this system that instead of BICs disappearing altogether, breaking
polar anisotropy-symmetry leads to a reduction in the dimension of
the BIC solution on the leaky mode sheet.
The collapse of the BIC lines of existence to isolated BIC points
brings about a drastic change in the phase map as shown in Fig. 3.8(b).
While the BIC lines of existence had been characterised by disconti-
nuities of ±π in the phase map, the BIC points are characterised by
screw phase dislocations that are indicative of branch point singular-
ities in the phase of the radiation channel amplitude. Therefore the
BIC points can now be assigned winding numbers. In Fig. 3.8(b), the
BIC point originating from the line of PS BICs has a winding number
of +1 (clockwise increase) and the two BIC points arising from the
lines of INT BICs have a winding number of −1 (counter-clockwise
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Fig. 3.9: Same as Fig. 3.8 but with the film optic axis in the interface
plane (θf = 90
◦) and the substrate optic axes taken out of the interface
plane.(θs = 85
◦).
increase). The signs of the winding numbers are reversed for the BICs
that exist in the range 180◦ < φ < 360◦ (not shown in the figure). That
BICs are characterised by either polarisation or phase singularities has
been theoretically predicted and experimentally observed [20, 58–61]
but the transition from phase discontinuities to screw phase disloca-
tions was observed for the first time in this system and was reported
in Ref. [134]. Because polar anisotropy-symmetry breaking causes the
collapse of BIC lines of existence to BIC points, we shall refer to it
as strong anisotropy-symmetry breaking. Note that strong/weak does
not indicate the magnitude of the angle by which the optic axis has
been moved but rather the anisotropy-symmetry that has been broken:
polar or azimuthal.
Polar anisotropy-symmetry was broken for the mode in in Fig. 3.8
by moving the film optic axis out of the interface plane (θf 6= 90◦)
while leaving the substrate optic axis in the interface plane (θs = 90
◦).
Polar anisotropy-symmetry can also be broken by doing the opposite,
i.e, leaving the film optic axis in the interface plane (θf = 90
◦) and
moving the substrate optic axis out of the interface plane (θs 6= 90◦).
The mode supported by this latter structure is shown in Fig. 3.9(a).
We find that there is only a single INT BIC point that is embedded
on the leaky mode sheet at φ = 90◦. Though there are no BIC lines of
existence, there remain echoes of those BICs in the form of areas of low
losses corresponding to those lines. Inspecting the corresponding phase
map, shown in Fig. 3.9(b) shows us that the screw phase dislocation
involves a clockwise increase and thus a winding number of +1 can
be assigned to it. Since the INT BIC point arising from the PS BIC
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carried a +1 winding number in the previous case (see Fig. 3.8), we
can say that this INT BIC point also emerges from the the PS BIC.
Note that the regions of low loss on the leaky mode sheet in Fig.
3.9(b) corresponding to the areas supporting lines of BIC existence in
the fully anisotropy-symmetric case do not correspond to any phase
singularities and therefore there are no discontinuities here.
Another configuration that results in polar anisotropy-symmetry
breaking is the situation when both the film and the substrate optic
axes are moved out of the interface plane. Fig. 3.10(a) shows the
leaky mode for the configuration where both the film and substrate
interface have been moved out of the interface plane. However, the
two optic axes are parallel to each other (θf = θs = 70
◦ 6= 90◦).
In this configuration we find that the lines of BIC existence again
collapse to BIC points like it did in the previous cases with polar
anisotropy-symmetry breaking. However, now the point BICs occur
very close to the cut-off of the leaky mode. They are still distributed
symmetrically about φ = 90◦. The phase map in Fig. 3.10(b) shows
that the screw phase dislocations for both INT BICs involve counter-
clockwise increase and therefore can be assigned a winding number
−1.
After studying a structure with polar anisotropy-symmetry break-
ing where the optic axes were moved out of the interface plane but
parallel to each other, we now focus on a structure where they are
moved out of the interface plane and are no longer parallel. The mode
shown in Fig. 3.11(a) is for the configuration where the film optic axis
makes an angle of 70◦ and the substrate optic axis makes an angle of
89◦ with the x-axis, respectively. We find that there are three INT
Fig. 3.10: Same as Fig. 3.8 but with both the film and substrate optic
axes moved out of the interface plane and parallel. (θf = θs = 70
◦).
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Fig. 3.11: Same as Fig. 3.8 but with both the film and substrate
optic axes moved out of the interface plane however they are no longer
parallel to each other (θf = 70
◦ while θs = 89
◦).
BIC points embedded on the leaky mode sheet for this structure which
are connected by a region of low loss. There is one BIC at φ = 90◦ and
two others distributed symmetrically about φ = 90◦. The phase map
of the radiation channel amplitude shown in Fig. 3.11(b) shows that
once again the screw phase dislocation at the BIC point at φ = 90◦
arising from the PS BIC is characterised by a clockwise increase and
therefore can be assigned a winding number +1 while the two BIC
points arising from the lateral curved line of INT BICs (see Fig. 3.5)
are characterised by screw phase dislocations that increase counter-
clockwise and so can be assigned a winding number −1. This situation
is quite similar to the situation shown in Fig. 3.8 where the two op-
tic axes were also not parallel but the substrate optic axis was left in
the interface plane (θs = 90
◦) and therefore the leaky mode sheet, the
BICs embedded on it, and the phase map in Fig. 3.11 look similar to
it.
We have studied various configurations for this anisotropic lay-
ered waveguide with a positive uniaxial core and a negative uniax-
ial substrate. We have found that when full anisotropy-symmetry is
maintained, the first order leaky mode supports lines of INT BICs.
Azimuthal anisotropy-symmetry breaking results in the lines of BIC
existence being distorted while polar anisotropy-symmetry breaking
results in the collapse of the BIC lines to BIC points and a transition
from phase discontinuities to screw phase dislocations with winding
numbers. In both cases the BICs appear to be fairly robust under
the variation of system parameters. Now we shall see the effect of
combining the two kinds of anisotropy-symmetry breaking.
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Fig. 3.12: Both azimuthal and polar anisotropy-symmetry
breaking: (a) Leaky mode sheet for a configuration with breaking of
both polar (θf = 85
◦) and azimuthal (∆s = 1
◦) anisotropy-symmetry.
(b) Phase map of the radiation channel amplitude for the leaky mode
sheet in (a) showing phase singularities at the three BIC points.
Fig. 3.12(a) shows the first order leaky mode in a situation where
both polar and azimuthal anisotropy-symmetry are broken. The film
optic axis is taken out of the interface plane (θf = 85
◦) while the
substrate optic axis remains in the interface plane (θs = 90
◦). Addi-
tionally, the substrate optic axis is offset from the projection of the
film optic axis in the interface plane by ∆s = 1
◦. Once again, as a
consequence of polar anisotropy-symmetry breaking, the BIC lines of
existence collapse to BIC points. However, comparing this to Fig. 3.8,
which had the same polar orientations of the optic axes but maintained
azimuthal anisotropy-symmetry, we note that the distribution of BIC
points is no longer symmetric about φ = 90◦. The BICs placed at
φ = 90◦ and φ > 90◦ have come closer to each other while the BIC at
φ < 90◦ has moved away from the other two BICs. They are still con-
nected by regions of low loss on the mode but the losses are even lower
between the two BIC points that are closer to each other on the leaky
mode sheet. The reduction of losses when BICs are brought closer in
parameter space has been reported in [62]. Another point to be noted
is that the BICs that have come closer to each other have opposite
winding numbers.
We explore this further by varying the degree of azimuthal anisotropy-
symmetry breaking. Fig. 3.13(a) shows the mode when the offset of
the substrate optic axis with the projection of the film optic axis in
the film is ∆s = 2
◦. We maintain the same polar anisotropy-symmetry
breaking as in Fig. 3.12, i.e, θf = 85
◦ and θs = 90
◦. In this scenario,
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Fig. 3.13: Same as Fig. 3.12 but with ∆s = 2
◦.
we find that the increase in the value of ∆s results in the two BIC
points that were close to each other in the φ > 90◦ area for ∆s = 1
◦
merging. They merge and cancel each other out since they had oppo-
site winding numbers. There is a residual area of low loss on the leaky
mode sheet as a remnant of the BICs that existed but there is no BIC
point in that area. The other BIC point in the φ < 90◦ area continues
existing. Therefore we find that, under tuning of suitable parameters,
BIC points with opposite winding numbers can merge and cancel each
other out.
We have studied the leaky modes and BICs supported by the system
under various optic axes configurations and found that the BIC lines
can be distorted or collapsed to BIC points under different regimes of
anisotropy-symmetry breaking. We have so far considered only snap-
shots at different optic axes configurations and would like to focus on
the evolution of the BICs under continuous variation of parameters.
However, before that we shall study the BICs in a different kind of
waveguide.
3.2.3 Negative Uniaxial Core, Positive Uniaxial
Substrate
Now we shall consider an anisotropic planar waveguide with a negative
uniaxial core (nof = 1.75, nef = 1.5) and a positive uniaxial substrate
(nos = 1.25, nes = 2). As cover, we simply use air (nc = 1). Therefore,
the extraordinary wave in the substrate provides the radiation channel
to leaky modes in this waveguide, since it is the highest index in the
structure. However, even though nes = 2, the actual extraordinary
refractive index, is a function of the orientation of the optic axis and,
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Fig. 3.14: (a) Fundamental leaky mode in a structure maintaining
full anisotropy-symmetry (∆s = 0
◦, θf = θs = 90
◦) with isotropic air
as cover (nc = 1), negative uniaxial core/film (nof = 1.75, nef = 1.5),
and positive uniaxial substrate (nos = 1.25, nes = 2). (b) Phase of the
radiation channel (extraordinary) amplitude measured with respect to
the confinement channel (ordinary) for the mode in (a).
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(3.32)
The effective extraordinary index varies and therefore, the extraordi-
nary wave in the substrate provides a radiation channel to the mode
in the waveguide only for a certain range of angles. Outside of that
range of angles, the waveguide can therefore support guided modes.
BICs in this structure were first studied in Ref. [117]. In our study
we shall focus exclusively on the leaky mode which radiates via the
extraordinary wave in the substrate and ignore the guided parts of the
dispersion and study the impact of variation of the optic axis orien-
tation on the existence of BICs embedded on the leaky mode sheets
supported by this structure.
Fig. 3.14(a) shows the fundamental leaky mode for the structure
described above when full anisotropy-symmetry is maintained, i.e, both
optic axes lie in the interface place (θs = θf = 90
◦) and are aligned
(∆s = 0
◦). The white area below the coloured leaky mode sheet cor-
responds to where the single channel leaky mode cuts off. In other
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Fig. 3.15: Same as Fig. 3.14 but with azimuthal anisotropy-
symmetry broken since the substrate optic axis is offset from the film
optic axis by ∆s = 10
◦.
words, a second radiation channel becomes available to the mode since
the mode propagation constant N < max(nc, nos). The white area
to the sides of the coloured leaky mode sheet, however, contains the
fundamental guided mode that is supported by the structure at those
values of φ (see Fig. 1(b) in Ref. [117]). We do not show this guided
mode as we want to focus exclusively on the BICs supported by the
guided mode. Therefore the leaky mode transitions to the guided mode
here at the point where the mode propagation constant N > nes(φs, θs)
and there are no available radiation channels.
As in the previous waveguide (see section 3.2.2), the structure sup-
ports PS BICs at φ = 90◦. However, since it is the extraordinary wave
in the substrate that serves as the radiation channel, at φ = 90◦, it
corresponds to the TE wave. Therefore the TM mode supported by
the waveguide at φ = 90◦ is orthogonal to the radiation channel and
corresponds to the line of PS BICs. The curved blue lines that are
symmetrically distributed about φ = 90◦ are INT BICs. Therefore,
unlike the previous waveguide, this structure supports INT BICs on
the fundamental leaky mode. Fig. 3.14(b) shows the phase map of
the radiation channel amplitude for the corresponding mode. We see
that once again, lines of existence of BICs on the leaky mode sheet
correspond to discontinuities of ±π on the phase map.
We study the effect of anisotropy-symmetry breaking in this struc-
ture. Fig. 3.15(a) shows the impact of breaking azimuthal anisotropy-
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Fig. 3.16: Same as Fig. 3.14 but with polar anisotropy-symmetry
broken since the film optic axis is moved out of the interface plane
and makes an angle θf = 85
◦ with the normal to the interface.
symmetry. The substrate optic axis is offset from the film optic axis
by ∆s = 10
◦. This leads to a change in the leaky-mode cut-off that is
obvious compared to the case with full anisotropy-symmetry (see Fig.
3.14(a)). Like in the previous waveguide with azimuthal anisotropy-
symmetry breaking, the BIC lines of existence continue to exist though
they are distorted. The line of PS BICs is converted to INT BICs since
there is no longer any point in the parameter space where the structure
supports TE/TM modes. Also, the distribution is no longer symmetric
about φ = 90◦ (or any value of φ). The phase map in Fig. 3.15(b)
shows that once again, BIC lines of existence correspond to disconti-
nuities of ±π.
Fig. 3.16(a) shows the fundamental leaky mode when polar anisotropy-
symmetry is broken by moving the film optic axis out of the interface
plane (θf = 85
◦). The substrate optic axis remains in the interface
plane (θs = 90
◦) and it is aligned with the projection of the film optic
axis in the interface plane (∆s = 0
◦), thereby maintaining azimuthal
anisotropy-symmetry. Since azimuthal anisotropy-symmetry is main-
tained, the leaky mode is symmetric about φ = 90◦. The BIC lines
disappear in this configuration of the optic axes. There are low loss
areas on the mode, particularly close to the mode cut-off but no BIC
points. This is confirmed by the phase map shown in Fig. 3.16(b)
where we do not see any screw phase dislocations.
As we have seen before, there are other ways to break polar anisotropy-
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Fig. 3.17: Same as Fig. 3.14 but with polar anisotropy-symmetry
broken since both the film and substrate optic axes are moved out of
the interface plane (θf = θs = 85
◦).
symmetry and Fig. 3.17(a) shows the fundamental leaky mode when
both the film and the substrate optic axes are moved out of the in-
terface plane and are parallel to each other (θf = θs = 85
◦). In this
scenario, the central line of PS BICs (see Fig. 3.14) collapses to a
single INT BIC point at φ = 90◦, while the lines of INT BICs dis-
appear entirely. There remain areas of low loss on the leaky mode
sheet in the areas where BICs existed under full anisotropy-symmetry.
Since polar anisotropy-symmetry is broken, there is no point in the
parameter space where the structure supports TE/TM modes and so
there is no possibility of PS BICs being supported. Fig. 3.17(b) shows
the phase map where the INT BIC corresponds to a screw phase dis-
location with the phase increasing in the counter clockwise direction,
meaning a winding number of −1.
Fig. 3.18 shows a structure where both the film and substrate
optic axis are moved out of the plane. However, they are no longer
parallel to each other. While the film optic axis makes an acute angle
with the normal to the interface (θf = 85
◦), the substrate optic axis
makes an obtuse angle (θs = 95
◦). The projection of the optic axes
in the interface plane remains aligned and so azimuthal anisotropy-
symmetry is maintained. In this scenario, we find that the two lines of
INT BICs collapse to two individual BIC points that are symmetrically
distributed about φ = 90◦ while the line of PS BICs simply disappears.
Fig. 3.18(b) shows the phase map featuring screw phase dislocations,
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Fig. 3.18: Same as Fig. 3.14 but with polar anisotropy-symmetry
broken since both the film and substrate optic axes are moved out
of the interface plane. However, they are not parallel. The film and
substrate optic axes make acute and obtuse polar angles with the
normal to the interface, respectively (θf = 85
◦, θs = 95
◦).
both of which are increasing anti-clockwise and therefore have winding
numbers −1.
So far we have studied three cases in this waveguide where the
film optic axis made an acute angle with the normal to the interface.
Now we shall study cases where the film optic axis makes an obtuse
angle with the x-axis. Fig. 3.19(a) shows the case where both the
film and substrate optic axes are moved out of the interface plane
and are oriented at the same obtuse angle with respect to the x-axis
(θf = θs = 95
◦). The result is similar to the scenario when we had
θf = θs = 85
◦ (see Fig. 3.17) as the PS BIC line collapses to a single
BIC point whereas the lines of INT BICs disappear. However, unlike
in Fig. 3.17(b), the phase map in Fig. 3.19(b) shows that the screw
phase dislocation now increases clockwise and therefore the winding
number associated with the BIC is +1.
Fig. 3.20(a) shows the mode when polar anisotropy-symmetry is
broken with the film and the substrate optic axes in opposite quadrants
with respect to the polar angle. The film optic axis makes an obtuse
angle (θf = 95
◦) and the substrate optic axis makes an acute angle
(θs = 85
◦) with the normal to the interface. In this scenario, the
two INT BIC lines collapse to two BIC points while the PS BIC line
disappears entirely. The phase map in Fig. 3.20 shows that both the
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Fig. 3.19: Same as Fig. 3.17 with both optic axes parallel and moved
out of the interface plane but making an obtuse angle with the normal
to the interface (θf = θs = 95
◦).
BICs correspond to screw phase dislocations, as expected. Moreover,
both screw phase dislocations feature clockwise increase, meaning both
BIC points can be assigned a winding number of +1.
We find that for the waveguide with a negative uniaxial film and
a positive uniaxial substrate, BIC points exist when polar anisotropy-
symmetry is broken only if both film and substrate optic axes are
Fig. 3.20: Same as Fig. 3.18 with both optic axes moved out of the
interface plane and not parallel to each other. Here the film optic
axis makes an obtuse angle with the normal to the interface and the
substrate optic axis makes an acute angle (θf = 95
◦, θs = 85
◦).
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Fig. 3.21: Same as Fig. 3.14 with both optic axes aligned and placed
in the interface plane but showing the first order leaky mode instead
of the fundamental leaky mode.
moved out of the interface plane. Moreover, we find that when po-
lar anisotropy-symmetry is broken with both optic axes in the same
quadrant in terms of the polar angle they make with the normal to the
interface, only the PS BIC line collapses to a BIC point while the two
INT BIC lines disappear. On the other hand, when the two optic axes
are in opposite quadrants, the two INT BIC lines collapse to BIC points
while the PS BIC line disappears. Unlike the waveguide discussed in
the previous section, the sign of the winding number that can be as-
signed to the BIC points upon polar anisotropy-symmetry breaking
does not depend on which BIC line the BIC point arises from. Rather
the sign of the winding number appears to depend on the polar an-
gle made by the film optic axis. When the polar angle the film optic
axis makes with the normal to the interface is acute (θf < 90
◦), the
BIC points on the leaky mode sheet carry a winding number of −1
regardless of the polar orientation of the substrate optic axis or the
line of BICs from which the BIC point originates. Similarly, the BIC
points are characterised by a positive winding number on the phase
map when the polar angle the film optic axis makes with the normal
to the interface is obtuse (θf > 90
◦). The fact that in the cases where
there are two BIC points on the leaky mode sheet, they have the same
winding number, precludes the possibility of the BIC points merging
and cancelling each other out.
We have so far focused exclusively on the fundamental leaky mode
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Fig. 3.22: Same as Fig. 3.21 but with azimuthal anisotropy-
symmetry breaking with the substrate optic axis offset from the film
optic axis by ∆s = 2
◦.
supported by this waveguide. We shall now consider the first order
leaky mode supported by this waveguide and the BICs embedded on
it. Fig. 3.21(a) shows the first order leaky mode supported by this
waveguide when full anisotropy-symmetry is maintained. This leaky
mode is even richer in BICs compared to the fundamental leaky mode.
In addition to the PS BICs at φ = 90◦, this mode supports four lines
of INT BIC existence. Two of the INT BIC lines are in the area where
φ < 90◦ and the two others are in the area where φ > 90◦. The dis-
tribution of the BIC lines is symmetric about φ = 90◦ since azimuthal
anisotropy-symmetry is maintained (∆s = 0
◦). Obviously, the first
order mode has a higher cutoff in D/λ as opposed the fundamental
(around D/λ = 0.55 as opposed to around D/λ = 0.15). Generally we
have found that higher order modes which typically occur at higher
values of D/λ are richer in terms of INT BICs and this is borne out in
both waveguides we have studied so far (there are more INT BICs in
the first order mode than in the fundamental). The phase map in Fig.
3.21(b) shows that each BIC line of existence corresponds to a phase
discontinuity of ±π.
Fig. 3.22(a) shows the first order mode supported by the structure
under azimuthal anisotropy-symmetry breaking with the substrate op-
tic axis offset from the film optic axis by ∆s = 2
◦. Firstly, we note
that the distribution of BICs on the leaky mode is no longer symmet-
ric about φ = 90◦ now that azimuthal anisotropy-symmetry is broken.
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Fig. 3.23: Same as Fig. 3.21 but with azimuthal anisotropy-
symmetry breaking with the substrate optic axis offset from the film
optic axis by ∆s = −2◦.
Further, in this scenario the line of PS BICs and a line of INT BICs,
in the area with φ > 90◦ that was closer to the the PS BICs, merge.
Initially, with full anisotropy-symmetry, the two BIC lines of existence
are separated in φ (see Fig. 3.21). As ∆s is increased from 0
◦ to 2◦, the
lines approach in φ till they merge at a specific point and then starting
from that point, they separate in D/λ as shown in Fig. 3.22(a). As
∆s is increased further, the lower line of INT BICs moves below the
cutoff while the upper line of INT BICs moves to progressively higher
values of D/λ. The three remaining lines of BICs are distorted as ∆s
increases but they do not intersect. The phase map shown in Fig. 3.22
(b) shows that the BIC lines of existence are again characterised by
phase discontinuities of ±π. More relevant, however, is the fact that
the merger of the two BIC lines in φ and their subsequent separation
in D/λ leads to the joining of two spaces where the phase evolves
continuously as represented by the area in green on the phase map.
Inspecting the phase map in the fully anisotropy-symmetric case (Fig.
3.21(b)), we find that there is another possible merger and separation
of BIC lines that could create a similar area of continuous evolution
of phase on the phase map and that would be if the line of PS BICs
and the line of INT BICs that is nearest to it in the φ < 90◦ zone
were to merge. We see in Fig. 3.23 that this is precisely what happens
when the azimuthal anisotropy-symmetry is broken with opposite sign
of ∆s(= −2◦). The merger of the BIC lines in φ and their subsequent
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separation in D/λ creates an area of continuous evolution of the phase
represented by the purple/blue area in Fig. 3.23(b).
We have so far studied the leaky modes and BICs supported by two
different waveguides with various configurations of their optic axes.
However, these are snapshots which can only hint at how the BICs
evolve under continuous variation of optic axes orientation. In the
next section we shall focus on the evolution of the existence loci of
BICs under continuous variation of the optic axes configurations.
3.2.4 Existence Loci of BICs under Continuous
Variation of Optic Axes Orientation
In this section we will study the existence loci of BICs supported by
these waveguides under variation of the orientation of the optic axes.
We shall do this by plotting the orientation of the film optic axis (θf
and φ) on a hemisphere while orientation of the substrate optic axis
is fixed, i.e., both the in-plane offset ∆s and the polar orientation θs
remain fixed. This would therefore correspond to the situation where
each spherical representation corresponds to a structure with a fixed
optic axis orientation for the substrate, typically a crystal, and a film
made of, e.g., a liquid crystal, where the film optic axis polar angle θf
can be controlled by a DC electric field and φf could be varied by the
physical rotation of the sample for a fixed propagation direction.
We plot six of these hemispheres in Fig. 3.24. We focus only on the
hemisphere in the range φf ∈ [0◦, 180◦] since the vertical axis of the
sphere, θf = 0
◦ is a symmetry axis. We also note the winding numbers
that can be assigned to the BICs whenever we have BIC points. Each
cut along a parallel of these hemispheres would correspond to a fixed
value of θf while φ was being varied. Therefore, each cut corresponds
to one of the dispersion plots that we have shown so far. However,
in Fig. 3.24 we focus exclusively on the BIC loci and not the losses
of the rest of the leaky mode surface to glean further insight into the
existence of the BICs.
The first four hemispheres, Fig. 3.24(a-d), show the existence loci
of BICs supported by the first order mode for the waveguide with
positive uniaxial core/film and negative uniaxial substrate discussed
in section 3.2.2. Fig. 3.24(a) depicts the BIC existence loci, which
appear as lines, and winding number (labelled as ±1) for a structure
with the substrate optic axis in the interface plane (θs = 90
◦) and
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Fig. 3.24: Spherical representation of the BIC existence loci as a
function of the optical axis orientation in the guiding film. The film
optic axis orientation is given by the azimuthal angle φf and the polar
angle θf in spherical coordinates, while the parameters for the sub-
strate (θs, and ∆φ) are kept constant in each plot. Film thickness is
d = 0.35µm. Hence, the colours of the BIC existence lines indicate the
value of the wavelength. Winding numbers are labeled as ‘+1’ or ‘-1’
and lines of phase discontinuity are labeled with ‘=’. Spherical repre-
sentation of the BIC loci with different orientations of the substrate
optic axis for the waveguide in section 3.2.2 with positive uniaxial core
and negative uniaxial substrate in (a-d) and for the structure in sec-
tion 3.2.3 with negative uniaxial core and positive uniaxial substrate)
in (e-f).
where azimuthal anisotropy-symmetry is maintained (∆s = 0
◦). Since
∆s = 0
◦ and θs = 90, the cut along the parallel at θf = 90
◦ corresponds
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to the case with full anisotropy-symmetry. The leaky mode sheet in
this case was shown in Fig. 3.5(a), and shows that INT BICs exist for
a broad range of values of φf and and a narrow range of wavelengths
which corresponds to the light green line along the equator of the sphere
in Fig. 3.24(a). The polarization separable BIC shown in Fig. 3.24(a)
appears here as a white dot at the symmetry point θf = φf = 90
◦,
where the white colour indicates that the polarization separable BICs
exist for all values of the wavelength above the mode cut-off. The BIC
lines of existence are characterised by discontinuities on the phase map
and this is indicated on the sphere by the white ’=’ sign. Any point
that is not on the equator corresponds to a case where polar anisotropy-
symmetry is broken. A cut along the parallel at θf = 85
◦ in Fig.
3.24(a) corresponds to the leaky mode sheet shown in Fig. 3.8. Since
there are only three BIC points supported on that leaky mode, we find
the BIC existence loci at only three points, with different wavelengths
falling in the green-blue region of the spectrum. The BIC points are
characterised by screw phase dislocations that allow us to assign them
winding numbers and we find that the winding number assigned to the
BIC on each loci is conserved as film optic axis orientation is varied.
The allowed wavelength for the three INT BICs to exist varies when the
film optic axis is taken out of the interface plane. In addition, the loci of
the BICs grow closer as the film optic axis moves further away from the
interface plane, until the three BICs join near θf = 46
◦ and θf = 134
◦
in the northern and southern hemisphere, respectively. Then, two BICs
with opposite winding numbers are cancelled. The cancellation of BICs
featuring winding numbers with opposite signs also occurs when the
INT BICs reach the equator. The winding numbers reverse their sign
in the range φf = [180
◦, 360◦] (i.e., in the reverse of the sphere), thus
the total topological charge in the full range of orientations φf for each
value of θf is always null. We find using this representation that the
existence loci of the BICs are symmetrically distributed in the northern
and southern hemispheres and in the eastern and western hemispheres.
The winding numbers change sign with respect to the equatorial plane.
Taking the substrate optic axis out of the interface plane while
azimuthal anisotropy-symmetry is maintained results in different con-
figurations for the northern and southern hemispheres in the spherical
representation. This is shown in Fig. 3.24(b) for θs = 89
◦. The symme-
try of the BIC existence lines in the spherical representation between
the northern and southern hemispheres is broken, but the symmetry
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of the eastern and western hemispheres is preserved. Now, the cut
at the equator (θf = 90
◦) no longer corresponds to a structure with
full anisotropy-symmetry, but rather it corresponds to a case where
polar anisotropy-symmetry is broken. The crossings that appear in
Fig. 3.24(a) at the equator (θf = 90
◦, φs 6= 90◦) corresponding to
INT BICs, now transform into anti-crossings and the lines of BIC ex-
istence are pulled out from the equator. In addition, the polarization
separable BIC existence line at φs = 90
◦ (shown as a white dot in Fig
3.24(a)) transforms into two separate lines of INT BICs, and a gap in
wavelength appears in the polar direction as shown in the inset. The
lower section of the BIC existence line crosses the equator (inset of Fig.
5b) for a given wavelength, resulting in a dot in the dispersion diagram
that is the only BIC that survives at θf = 90
◦ when the substrate optic
axis is out-of-plane. This is similar to the case shown in Fig. 3.9 where
there is only one BIC at θf = 90
◦. When θf 6= 90◦, three isolated INT
BICs may exist, one of them always at φf = 90
◦ and two which are
at symmetric orientations with respect to the former. This symmetry
arises from the fact that azimuthal anisotropy-symmetry is maintained
(∆s = 0
◦) and we have concluded earlier that the placement of BICs on
the leaky mode sheet is symmetric about φ = 90◦ as long as ∆s = 0
◦.
Taking the substrate optic axis out-of-plane in the opposite direction,
i.e., θs = 91
◦, results in a representation where the BIC existence lines
are mirror images with respect to the equatorial plane of those shown
in Fig. 3.24(b), but the sign of the winding numbers of the INT BICs
is maintained. Again, we find that BICs featuring opposite winding
numbers cancel at crossings of BIC existence lines.
Fig. 3.24(c) shows the case where the substrate optic axis is kept
in the interface plane (θs = 90
◦) but azimuthal anisotropy-symmetry is
broken by introducing an offset between the projection of the film optic
axis in the interface plane and the substrate optic axis (∆s = −0.5◦).
We see on the hemisphere that this breaks the plane mirror symmetry
at the meridian plane, φf = 90
◦ while the mirror symmetry between
northern and southern hemispheres is maintained. This is an expected
consequence of the breaking of azimuthal anisotropy-symmetry since
we have seen before that it leads to asymmetric distribution of BICs
about φ = 90◦ on the leaky mode sheet. Under such conditions, the
lines of INT BICs existing at the equator for the cut with θf = 90
◦
are preserved (as shown in Figs. 3.6 and 3.7). However, no BIC can
exist at the meridian φf = 90
◦ plane. The crossings that appear at
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the top and the bottom on the sphere, φs = 90
◦ and θf 6= 90◦, in
Fig. 3.24(a), where 3 BIC loci cross, become anti-crossings in Fig.
3.24(c) where the BIC existence loci at φ > 90◦ is separated while
the other two loci which have opposite signs of the winding number
merge and disappear. The polarization separable BIC existence line
breaks into two existence lines of INT BICs (shown in inset), opening
a gap of existence in wavelength and azimuthal angle. Note that the
transition to anti-crossings is a combined effect of the azimuthal and
polar symmetry-breaking, as θf 6= 90◦ at those points.
When in addition to azimuthal anisotropy-symmetry breaking (∆s =
−0.5◦), the substrate optic axis is taken out of the interface plane
(θs = 89
◦), the mirror-symmetries of the BIC loci between the north-
south and the east-west hemispheres are broken as shown in Fig.
3.24(d). Therefore, we find that there are no points at all where
three BIC loci cross. There remain places however, where BIC loci
characterised by opposite winding numbers merge and disappear as
the film optic axis orientation is varied. Existence lines of BICs then
appear as closed lines or as disconnected lines that cease to exist at
the leaky mode cut-off. The topological charge switches sign at struc-
tures located at a maximum or minimum in θf of a line. If the polar
symmetry-breaking increases, the closed BIC existence line may cease
to exist as they collapse to a single point and thus the corresponding
winding numbers cancel each other. Open BIC existence lines cease
also to exist for structures where they would fall beyond the leaky
mode cut-off edge, resulting in structures where no BICs exist for any
orientation of the film OA.
The last two hemispheres, Fig. 3.24(e-f), show the BIC existence
loci for the fundamental mode of the waveguide with negative uniax-
ial film and positive uniaxial substrate discussed in section 3.2.3 and
they show a map of BIC existence loci that is substantially different
compared to Fig. 3.24(a-d). The most remarkable property, shown
in Fig. 3.24(e), is that BICs exist only at the equator when the sub-
strate optic axis is lying in the interface plane (θs = 90
◦). Therefore,
when only one optic axis is taken out of the interface plane, no BICs
are supported by the fundamental mode of this system. As a result,
breaking the polar anisotropy-symmetry by taking the film optic axis
out of the interface plane results in no BICs. This has been shown
in Fig. 3.16 where there are no BICs on the leaky mode sheet with
θs = 90
◦ and θf = 85
◦. When the substrate optic axis is taken out of
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the interface plane (θs = 100
◦), a number of features similar to those
described above occur as shown in Fig. 3.24(f). Firstly, all BIC exis-
tence lines are pulled out of the equator. Therefore, at each cut along
a parallel, the leaky mode sheet only supports BIC points and not
BIC lines. This is so because the polar anisotropy-symmetry is always
broken with θs = 100
◦. The polarization separable BICs cease to exist
and the resulting INT BICs only exist at given orientations of the film
optic axis and wavelengths and feature screw phase dislocations in the
radiated field near the BIC. Secondly, the winding number of the BIC
originating from the polarization separable BIC (φf = 90
◦) exhibits a
sign opposite to the winding number corresponding to the BICs origi-
nating from INT BICs. The sign of the winding number changes sign
in the reverse of the sphere, φf = [180
◦, 360◦], so that the total topo-
logical charge in the full range of orientations φf for each value of θf is
null. Finally, though not shown in the spherical representation, break-
ing the azimuthal anisotropy-symmetry (∆s 6= 0◦) only deforms the
BIC existence lines in the west-east direction, avoiding the existence
of polarization separable BICs. The leaky mode corresponding to such
a cut is shown in Fig. 3.15.
We therefore learn that BICs cease to exist when BIC points with
opposite winding numbers merge or the BIC is moved beyond the leaky
mode cutoff where a second radiation channel opens up. These are the
same conditions for the destruction of BICs that were reported in the
case of topologically protected BICs in arrays of dielectric spheres [20].
The hemispheres in Fig. 3.24 help us visualise easily the impact of
varying optic axis orientation on the existence loci of BICs and see the
impact of breaking various anisotropy-symmetries on the distribution
of the BICs in the parameter space. We can now easily relate polar
anisotropy-symmetry with the north-south hemispheres and azimuthal
anisotropy-symmetry with the east-west hemispheres.
3.2.5 Impact of the Auxiliary Condition
We have seen that polar anisotropy-symmetry breaking leads to the
transition from BIC lines of existence to only BIC points being sup-
ported on the leaky mode sheets. We have attributed this collapse to
the degree of freedom being added by the ability to freely orient an op-
tic axis outside the interface plane. In this section we will explore the
interplay of the solutions of the dispersion equation and the auxiliary
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condition to gain a better understanding of this phenomenon.
The solution of the dispersion equation given in Eq. 3.26 gives us
the mode index. Since we are dealing with leaky modes, the mode
index is complex and the imaginary part approximates the loss due to
energy radiated away from the mode via the radiation channels. There-
fore, one method for detecting BICs is to focus on the imaginary part
of the complex mode propagation constant. However, a more reliable
method is provided by the auxiliary condition (eq. 3.30). As outlined
in section 3.1.3, the auxiliary condition is obtained using the Berreman
transfer matrix method after setting the amplitudes of the waves cor-
responding to the radiation channel to be equal to zero. Since we are
dealing with a structure where there is only one radiation channel, this
leads to a system of 4 linear equations and 3 unknowns. Therefore, the
condition that there exists a non-trivial solution of this system of equa-
tions is satisfied only when the determinant of any 3×3 matrix built by
selecting the coefficients of any three out of the four equations is zero.
There are four ways to select three out of four equations and there-
fore, we have four determinants. We calculate the values of the mode
propagation constant where these determinants are zero and if there
is a point where all four of the determinants go to zero which is also a
solution of the dispersion equation, then we have a BIC. We explicitly
plot the solution of the dispersion equation and the four determinants
arising from the auxiliary condition in the subsequent figures to gain
a clearer understanding of the distribution of BICs on the leaky mode
sheet.
Fig. 3.25(a) shows the first order leaky mode sheet for the waveg-
uide with positive uniaxial film and negative uniaxial substrate that
was discussed in section 3.2.2 when full anisotropy-symmetry is main-
tained (θf = θs = 90
◦ and ∆s = 0
◦). This case has been shown in
Fig. 3.5 and we know that with this configuration of the optic axes,
the structure supports lines of INT BICs. Here, we focus on the area
of the leaky mode sheet where these BICs are supported. We fix the
value of D/λ and calculate the values of the mode propagation constant
where the dispersion equation and auxiliary conditions are satisfied at
different values of φ. This is shown in Fig. 3.25(b) for D/λ = 0.68. The
real value of the mode propagation constant N that is obtained as a so-
lution of the dispersion equation is given by the dashed black line and
that corresponds to a cut of the leaky mode sheet. The four coloured
lines correspond to the values of N where the four determinants arising
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Fig. 3.25: (a) The first order leaky mode for the waveguide discussed
in section 3.2.2 when full anisotropy-symmetry is maintained. The
black lines indicate the values of D/λ for which the solutions of the
dispersion equation and auxiliary condition are calculated. (b) Real
part of the value of the mode index N where the dispersion equation
and auxiliary condition are fulfilled as a function of φ for a fixed value
of D/λ = 0.68. The dashed black line gives the dispersion equation
while the four solid coloured lines correspond to the zeroes of the four
determinants of the auxiliary condition. The points where all lines
intersect correspond to BICs. The inset magnifies the area where the
lines intersect to confirm that indeed all 5 solutions intersect at a
particular value of φ. (c) Same as (b) but for D/λ = 0.678.
from the auxiliary condition are zero. The auxiliary condition is only
satisfied when all four of the coloured lines intersect and a BIC only
exists if the four coloured lines intersect at the same point with the
solution of the dispersion equation. We see four points where all five
lines intersect and this corresponds to the four points where the solid
black line intersects the line of INT BICs as shown in Fig. 3.25(a).
The inset in Fig. 3.25(b) serves to confirm that indeed all the five
lines intersect at the points where the BIC occurs. Fig. 3.25(c) shows
the result of the same calculation but with D/λ = 0.678. As expected
from Fig. 3.25(a) once again there are four BIC points but at different
values of φ compared to Fig. 3.25(b). Therefore, we conclude that
when D/λ is varied with all the optic axes lying in the interface plane,
the solutions of the dispersion equation and the auxiliary condition
coincide at different, but adjacent, values of φ and therefore, contin-
uous lines of INT BIC existence can be supported on the leaky mode
sheet. It is also interesting to note that though PS BICs are present
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Fig. 3.26: (a) Same as Fig. 3.25(a) with full anisotropy-symmetry
maintained. (b) Line plots showing Qaux as a function of φ for D/λ =
0.68 (red), D/λ = 0.672 (blue) and D/λ = 0.66 (magenta). The
coloured lines in (a) serve as visual guides for the values of D/λ for
which Qaux is calculated.
at φ = 90◦, the auxiliary condition is not satisfied there and indeed
the coloured lines do not intersect with the dashed black line of the
dispersion equation at φ = 90◦. This further serves to confirm that the
mechanism underlying PS BICs is distinct from that which gives rise
to INT BICs.
Fig. 3.25(b) and (c) explicitly show five lines corresponding to the
real parts of the solutions of the dispersion equation and the four de-
terminants arising from the auxiliary condition. However, we are only
interested in the BIC existence condition, i.e., whether the five lines
intersect at a single point, meaning that the solution of the dispersion
equation and the auxiliary condition coincide. This can be represented




|Ndisp −N iaux|2, (3.33)
where Ndisp refers to the solution of the dispersion equation and N
1−4
aux
refers to the zeroes of the four determinants arising from the auxiliary
condition. The metric Qaux measures the total distance between the
five solutions. Therefore wherever Qaux = 0, the five solutions intersect
and we have an INT BIC. An added advantage of this metric is that
while Fig. 3.25(b) and (c) only showed the real parts of the solutions
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Fig. 3.27: (a) Same as Fig. 3.26(a) but with polar anisotropy-
symmetry broken as the substrate optic axis is moved out of the inter-
face plane with θs = 89
◦. (b) Line plots showing Qaux as a function
of φ for D/λ = 0.688 (red), D/λ = 0.68305 (blue), D/λ = 0.68 (ma-
genta) and D/λ = 0.675 (black).
of the dispersion equation and the auxiliary condition, the metric Qaux
also includes the imaginary part of the solution and only goes to zero
when both the real and imaginary part of all 5 solutions coincide.
Fig. 3.26 shows the same mode that we have plotted in Fig. 3.25
for the structure with full anisotropy-symmetry, but now instead of
plotting the five solutions separately, we plot the metric Qaux for dif-
ferent values of D/λ in Fig. 3.26(b). The coloured lines in Fig. 3.26(a)
correspond to the values of D/λ for which we calculate Qaux. We note
that just as all five lines in Fig. 3.25(b) and (c) intersect wherever there
is an INT BIC, the plots of Qaux go to zero in Fig. 3.26(b) wherever
there is an INT BIC. If we compare the plots for D/λ = 0.68 (red)
and D/λ = 0.672 (blue) we see that both feature four zeroes of Qaux
corresponding to the four INT BICs and the zeroes shift in φ in keeping
with the position of the BICs at that D/λ as shown in Fig. 3.26(a).
Shifting to an even lower value of D/λ = 0.66, we find that instead of
four, there are only two INT BICs and therefore we see Qaux = 0 at
only two values of φ. The BICs closer to φ = 90◦ have now merged
and we see much higher values of Qaux around φ = 90
◦.
We now focus on the situation when polar anisotropy-symmetry is
broken and the BIC lines collapse to isolated BIC points. We study
two different cases here. One where the polar anisotropy-symmetry is
broken by moving the film optic axis out of the interface plane (θf 6=
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90◦) and another where the polar anisotropy-symmetry is broken by
taking the substrate optic axis out of the interface plane (θs 6= 90◦).
Fig. 3.27(a) shows the leaky mode sheet in the case when the film
optic axis has been moved out of the interface plane (θf = 85
◦) while
the substrate optic axis remains in the interface plane (θs = 90
◦).
Azimuthal anisotropy-symmetry is maintained (∆s = 0
◦). This case
has been shown earlier in Fig. 3.8 and we know that the leaky mode
sheet supports three isolated INT BIC points: one at φ = 90◦ two other
INT BIC points at a different value of D/λ that are symmetrically
distributed about φ = 90◦. The coloured lines indicate the values
of D/λ and the range of φ where we calculate the solutions of the
dispersion equation and the auxiliary condition. We focus on the area
where in the case with full anisotropy-symmetry (Fig. 3.25) we had
seen two BICs. Fig. 3.27(b) shows the plots of the value of Qaux
as a function of φ for different values of D/λ. We note that Qaux is
zero only for a specific value of φ for D/λ = 0.68305. That point
corresponds to a BIC. However, shifting the value of D/λ to higher
or lower values (red, magenta and black lines) leads to the loss of the
BIC solution entirely since Qaux 6= 0 for any value of φ for these other
values of D/λ. This can be seen in Fig. 3.27(a) from the losses which
show that of the four coloured lines, only the one at D/λ = 0.68305
touches a single BIC point. We conclude that with polar anisotropy-
symmetry breaking, shifting in D/λ from a BIC results in a shift to a
situation where there are no BICs since the solutions of the dispersion
equation and the auxiliary condition do not intersect any more. This
is distinct from the case with full anisotropy-symmetry, shown in Fig.
3.26, where shifting in D/λ resulted in the points of intersection of the
solution simply shifting continuously in φ. This is the reason why in the
case with full anisotropy-symmetry, lines of BICs are supported on the
leaky mode sheet in the φ−D/λ space, whereas with polar anisotropy-
symmetry broken, there are only isolated BIC points on the leaky mode
sheet. In other words, we see that when polar anisotropy-symmetry
is maintained, Qaux touches zero at different values of φ for different
values of D/λ unless the BICs merge or fall off the leaky mode sheet
at the cutoff. But breaking polar anisotropy results in all the curves
of Qaux departing immediately from zero except at a specific value of
D/λ.
Fig. 3.28(a) shows the leaky mode sheet when the substrate optic
axis is moved out of the interface plane (θs = 89
◦) while the film
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Fig. 3.28: (a) Same as Fig. 3.26(a) but with polar anisotropy-
symmetry broken as the substrate optic axis is moved out of the inter-
face plane with θs = 89
◦. (b) Line plots showing Qaux as a function of
φ for D/λ = 0.74 (red), D/λ = 0.725 (blue), D/λ = 0.7108 (magenta)
and D/λ = 0.69 (black).
optic axis remains in the interface plane (θf = 90
◦). In this situation,
there is a single INT BIC point supported on the leaky mode sheet at
D/λ = 0.7108. Fig. 3.28(b) shows Qaux, calculated from solutions of
the dispersion equation and the auxiliary condition, as a function of
φ for different values of D/λ. We see that Qaux = 0 at φ = 90
◦ for
D/λ = 0.7108, and this corresponds to a BIC as shown in Fig. 3.28(a).
However, moving to other values of D/λ once again leads to a loss of
the BIC solution since Qaux 6= 0 for all values of φ.
This serves to confirm that polar anisotropy-symmetry breaking
affects the interplay of the solutions of the auxiliary condition and the
dispersion equation in such a way that moving away from a BIC point
in D/λ results in the BIC solution, characterised by the intersection
of all five lines (Qaux = 0), entirely disappearing. On the other hand,
when polar anisotropy-symmetry is maintained, moving in D/λ results
in the BIC solution merely being shifted in φ (unless BICs merge or
fall of the leaky mode cutoff) giving rise to lines of BIC existence on
the leaky mode sheet in the φ−D/λ space.
We have so far studied the impact of variation of optic axes orienta-
tion on the existence of BICs. We have shown that there exist various
regimes of anisotropy-symmetry breaking and they determine whether
we have lines of BIC existence or just isolated points. Variation of the
optic axes orientation can also shift the BIC solutions on the leaky
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mode. However, we have so far only studied waveguides with fixed
constitutive parameters. In the following section we shall study the
impact of the variation of refractive indices on the existence of BICs.
3.3 Variation of the Refractive Indices of
Waveguide Materials
BICs in photonic systems occur only when certain conditions are ful-
filled. These conditions are functions of the system parameters. There-
fore the position of BICs in the parameter space is often dependent on
the various system parameters, including the refractive indices. The
sensitivity of photonic BICs to refractive indices has been harnessed
to design sensors on various photonic platforms such as photonic crys-
tal slabs [89], all-dielectric photonic crystal metasurfaces [90–93], and
dielectric gratings [94, 95]. In this section we will study the impact
of the variation of the different refractive indices of the anisotropic
waveguides on the existence of BICs supported by them. For ease
of understanding, we will restrict ourselves to the the simplest sce-
nario where full anisotropy-symmetry is maintained, with both film
and substrate optic axes lying in the interface plane (θf = θs = 90
◦)
and aligned (∆s = 0
◦). As discussed in the previous section, in this
configuration, leaky mode sheets support lines of BIC existence. We
shall follow the evolution of these lines as individual refractive indices
are varied.
3.3.1 Positive Uniaxial Core, Negative Uniaxial
Substrate
First we shall consider the waveguide with a positive uniaxial core and
a negative uniaxial substrate that we had studied in section 3.2.2. The
default values we use for the refractive indices are as follows: nc =
1;nof = 1.5, nef = 1.75;nos = 2, nes = 1.25. We shall vary only one
of these indices at a time and study the impact of its variation on the
existence of BICs. We shall focus only on the first order leaky mode,
which supports both PS and INT BICs.
Fig. 3.29 shows the first order leaky mode sheet for three different
values of the cover refractive index nc. Fig. 3.29(a) shows the mode
for nc = 1 and therefore is the same as the plot seen previously in
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Fig. 3.29: First order leaky mode sheet for a waveguide with positive
uniaxial core and negative uniaxial substrate for different values of the
cover refractive index (nc): (a) nc = 1, (b) nc = 1.25, and (c) nc = 1.3.
The colour shows the propagation length L(µm) that the mode travels
before 1/e attenuation. Blue lines correspond to BICs.
Fig. 3.5. As we move to higher values of nc = 1.25 and nc = 1.3
in Fig. 3.29(b) and (c), respectively, we see that the mode changes
substantially. This is because the cutoff of the mode in this case is de-
termined by whichever is higher among nc and nes(θs, φs). Whenever,
the mode propagation constant N is lesser than whichever is the higher
of the two (N < max(nc, nes(θs, φs))), the mode is able to access an-
other radiation channel and therefore becomes different from the leaky
mode with a single radiation channel that we are interested in study-
ing. Therefore, varying nc varies the cutoff of the mode substantially,
particularly when nc > nes(θs, φs). The mode cutoff shifts to lower
values of D/λ till nc = nes = 1.25 and then moves to higher values as
nc is increased beyond that. However, the effect of the variation of nc
on the line of INT BICs is much less pronounced. Inspection of the
modes shown in the three subplots in Fig. 3.29 reveals that the line of
INT BICs shifts to marginally lower values of D/λ as we increase from
nc = 1 to nc = 1.3. However, the shape of the line remains almost
identical in the three cases shown in Fig. 3.29.
Another interesting point has to do with the existence of PS BICs.
As we have seen in the previous section, waveguides with full anisotropy-
symmetry support PS BICs at φ = 90◦ at all wavelengths as long as
one set of refractive indices provides a guiding configuration, i.e., ei-
ther the ordinary or the extraordinary index of the film material is
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Fig. 3.30: Same as Fig. 3.29 but for variation of the ordinary refrac-
tive index of the film with values (a) nof = 1.45, (b) nof = 1.50, (c)
nof = 1.53.
higher than the corresponding index of the substrate. PS BICs arise
due to orthogonal TE/TM polarisations of the mode and the radiation
channel arising from the geometry of the configuration, i.e., the princi-
pal axes of the material being along or orthogonal to the propagation
axes. Therefore, the PS BICs are not substantially affected by contin-
uous variation of the refractive indices of the waveguide materials. PS
BICs are only affected insofar as they exist above the leaky mode cut-
off and this cutoff itself varies under variation of the refractive indices
of the materials making up the waveguide. Therefore, we see that the
PS BIC exists at φ = 90◦ for all values above the mode cutoff in all
the three cases shown in Fig. 3.29.
Fig. 3.30 shows the impact of the variation of the ordinary refrac-
tive index of the film (nof ) on the existence of INT BICs. The first
thing we note is that variation of nof does not have a substantial im-
pact on the mode cutoff. This can be attributed to the fact that nof
has no direct impact on the determination of the cutoff though it has
some indirect impact via the mode propagation constant N(= ky/k0).
However, compared to nc, nof has a much greater impact on the line
of INT BICs supported on the leaky mode. Fig. 3.30(b) shows the
familiar case with nof = 1.5. Lower values of nof , as shown in Fig.
3.30(a) for nof = 1.45, lead to the line of INT BICs existing at lower
values of D/λ. In fact, further lowering the value of nof leads to the
scenario where the line of INT BICs moves below the cutoff and stops
existing (not shown here). On the other hand, increasing the value of
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Fig. 3.31: Same as Fig. 3.29 but for variation of the extraordinary
refractive index of the film with values (a) nef = 1.70, (b) nef = 1.75,
(c) nef = 1.80.
nof , as shown in Fig. 3.30(c) for nof = 1.53, leads to the line of INT
BICs shifting to higher values of D/λ. As the value of of nof tends
to the value of nef , the position of the line of INT BICs in D/λ tends
to infinity. This is in agreement with the knowledge that an isotropic
film, sandwiched between an isotropic cover and an anisotropic sub-
strate cannot support INT BICs [117]. Therefore, we can conclude
that increasing the value of nof leads to the line of INT BICs being
shifted to higher values of D/λ.
Fig. 3.31 shows the impact of the variation of the extraordinary
refractive index of the film (nef ) on the INT BICs. Comparing Fig.
3.31 to Fig. 3.30, we note that variation of the extraordinary refractive
index of the film has a greater impact on the mode cutoff than the
variation of the ordinary index. Increasing the value of nef brings the
mode cutoff to lower values of D/λ. Once again, Fig. 3.31(b) shows
the familiar figure with nef = 1.75. Reducing the value of of the film
extraordinary index to nef = 1.70, as shown in Fig. 3.31(a), results in
the line of INT BICs being shifted to higher values of D/λ. As seen
previously in the case where nof was varied, when one index approaches
the other, i.e., |nef − nof | → 0, the line of INT BICs moves towards
D/λ → ∞. On the other hand, increasing the value of nef moves the
line of INT BICs to lower values of D/λ, shifting them towards to mode
cutoff as shown for nef = 1.80 in Fig. 3.31(c). Therefore, we conclude
that increasing the value of nef leads to the line of BICs being shifted
to lower values of D/λ. This is opposite to the effect that increasing
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Fig. 3.32: Same as Fig. 3.29 but for variation of the ordinary refrac-
tive index of the substrate with values (a) nos = 1.80, (b) nos = 2.00,
(c) nos = 2.20.
the film ordinary index nof had on the line of INT BICs.
Fig. 3.32 shows the impact of the variation of the ordinary index of
the substrate (nos) on the leaky mode. Since the substrate is a negative
uniaxial material (nos > nes) in this structure, the leaky mode cutoff
depends more on the extraordinary index of the substrate rather than
the ordinary index and this is obvious from Fig. 3.32 where we see
that a substantial change in the value of nos has little impact on the
leaky mode cutoff. We note from Figs. 3.32(a)-(c) that an increase in
the value of nos leads to the line of INT BICs shifting to lower values of
D/λ. However, compared to the variation of the indices of the film, the
effect of the variation of nos is much less pronounced. We see a more
muted effect upon varying nos by 0.4 compared to when we varied nof
by 0.08 (see Fig. 3.30) and nef by 0.1 (see Fig. 3.31).
Fig. 3.33 shows the impact of the variation of the extraordinary
index of the substrate (nes) on the leaky mode. Since the substrate
is a uniaxial negative material with nes < nos, it is nes that plays a
major role in determining the leaky mode cutoff. This is clearly shown
in Fig. 3.33 as increasing the value of nes leads to the mode cutoff
being shifted to higher values of D/λ. At the same time, increasing
the value of nes also leads to the line of INT BICs being shifted to
lower values of D/λ. Again we note that the effect of the variation of
nes on the line of INT BICs is relatively muted compared to variation
of the film indices since a variation of nes by 0.2 produces an effect
that is comparable to variations of nof by 0.08 and of nef by 0.1.
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Fig. 3.33: Same as Fig. 3.29 but for variation of the extraordinary
refractive index of the substrate with values (a) nes = 1.15, (b) nes =
1.25, (c) nes = 1.35.
Therefore, we find that for this waveguide, the variation of the re-
fractive indices of the waveguide varies the position of the line of INT
BICs on the leaky mode sheet. The effect is most pronounced upon
the variation of the film refractive indices, nof and nef . The increase
of nof leads to the line of INT BICs shifting to higher values of D/λ
while the increase of nef leads to the line of INT BICs being shifted to
lower values of D/λ. The effect of variation of the cover and substrate
refractive indices is relatively muted but nc and nes have substantial
impact on the leaky mode cutoff. This can be attributed to the fact
that the indices of the cladding materials only contribute to the phase
difference needed for destructive interference via the phase accumu-
lated upon reflection of the waves at that interface. The variation of
the refractive indices of the materials constituting the waveguide only
impact the pure TE-polarised PS BICs via their impact on the leaky
mode cutoff since the PS BICs exist at φ = 90◦ for all values of D/λ
above the mode cutoff.
3.3.2 Negative Uniaxial Core, Positive Uniaxial
Substrate
Next, we focus on the other waveguide that we had studied in section
3.2.3 with a negative uniaxial core/film and a positive uniaxial sub-
strate. The default values we use for this waveguide are as follows:
nc = 1;nof = 1.75, nef = 1.5;nos = 1.25, nes = 2. Once again we shall
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Fig. 3.34: Fundamental leaky mode supported by a waveguide with
a negative uniaxial core and a positive uniaxial substrate for different
values of the cover refractive index (nc): (a) nc = 1, (b) nc = 1.25,
(c) nc = 1.35. The colour shows the leaky mode propagation length
L(µm) that the mode travels before 1/e attenuation. The blue lines
correspond to BICs.
study the impact of the variation of each refractive index on the exis-
tence of INT BICs on the fundamental leaky mode supported by this
waveguide. As in the previous case, we shall study the waveguide with
full anisotropy-symmetry. Therefore, we will see at φ = 90◦, there is
always a blue line indicating a pure TM-polarised PS BIC.
Fig. 3.34 shows the fundamental leaky mode supported by this
waveguide under variation of the cover refractive index, nc. As ex-
pected, we see from the three figures that varying the cover refractive
index has substantial impact on the mode cutoff since the leaky mode
cutoff in this waveguide is determined by the points where the mode
propagation constant N becomes lower than whichever is the greater
of the cover index (nc) or the substrate ordinary index (nos) and thus
accesses another radiation channel. We find that as the value of nc is
increased from 1 (see Fig. 3.34(a)), the leaky mode cutoff moves to
lower values of D/λ till we reach the point where nc = nos = 1.25 and
there the fundamental mode has no cutoff since for the ordinary wave
(see Fig. 3.34(b)), the waveguide becomes symmetric. Then as the
value of nc is increased further to 1.35 (see Fig. 3.34(c)), the mode
cutoff moves to higher values of D/λ. At the same time, the lines of
INT BICs that are well separated in φ when nc = 1 (see Fig. 3.34(a)),
move closer to the line of PS BICs at φ = 90◦ as the value of nc is
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Fig. 3.35: Same as Fig. 3.34 but for variation of the ordinary refrac-
tive index of the film with values (a) nof = 1.55, (b) nof = 1.567, (c)
nof = 1.60.
increased. When nc = 1.25 the lines of INT BICs touch at φ = 90
◦ via
an area of very low loss at the lower values of D/λ as shown in Fig.
3.34(b). Then, as nc increases further, and the cutoff increases with it,
the two lines of INT BICs, which are now joined at φ = 90◦ to form
a single line moves to higher values of D/λ on the leaky mode sheet.
Therefore we see that as nc increases, the separation between the two
lines of INT BICs in φ reduces and they also move to lower vales of
D/λ, reaching a minimum as nc = nos. The lines of INT BICs join at
φ = 90◦ as nc increases and then as we reach values where nc > nos,
the line of INT BICs, while still joined at φ = 90◦ moves to higher
values of D/λ. In other words, the lines of INT BICs that can broadly
be described as vertically oriented in the φ − D/λ space, merge and
then become horizontally oriented as nc increases.
Fig. 3.35 shows the impact of the variation of the ordinary refrac-
tive index of the film, nof , on the leaky mode and INT BICs. The
first thing we note is that the variation of the film ordinary index does
not have any substantial impact on the mode cutoff. This is because
the cutoff is primarily determined by the indices of the cladding layers,
which in this case are the cover index nc and the substrate ordinary
index nos. The film indices only affect the mode cutoff via their impact
on the mode propagation constant N and we see that as nof increases
the mode cutoff shifts to marginally lower values of D/λ. The film
ordinary index, however, has a drastic impact on the INT BICs sup-
ported by the mode. We find that with nof = 1.55 there are two
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Fig. 3.36: Same as Fig. 3.34 but for variation of the extraordinary
refractive index of the film with values (a) nef = 1.40, (b) nef = 1.607,
(c) nef = 1.65.
lines of INT BICs that are separated in D/λ as shown in Fig. 3.35(a).
Upon increasing the value of nof , the lines of INT BICs approach each
other in D/λ and at nof = 1.567, the two line of INT BICs meet at
φ = 90◦ as shown in Fig. 3.35(b). There is a region of low loss in the
area where the INT BIC lines merge. As the value of nof is further
increased, the lines of INT BICs now separate in φ as shown in Fig.
3.35(c) for nof = 1.60. Thus we see that increase of nof brings lines of
INT BICs that are initially separated in D/λ closer together till they
merge at φ = 90◦ and then separate in φ. The lines of BICs that can
initially be described as being horizontally oriented in the φ − D/λ
space become vertical as nof increases.
Fig. 3.36 shows the impact of the variation of the extraordinary
index of the film, nef , on the leaky mode and the INT BICs it supports.
Once again, we see that variation of the film index does not have much
impact on the mode cutoff: increasing nef only shift the mode cutoff
to marginally lower values of D/λ. However, just like the ordinary
index, variation of the extraordinary index has substantial impact on
the INT BICs. Fig. 3.36(a) shows the mode when nef = 1.40 and
we see that there are two lines of INT BICs that are separated in φ.
They can be described as being vertically oriented in the φ − D/λ
space. As nef increases the modes move closer to each other in φ as
shown in Fig. 3.36(b) for nef = 1.607. The figure shows the line of
INT BICs just before they merge at φ = 90◦. Fig. 3.36(c) shows the
mode when nef = 1.65 and we see that the lines of INT BICs have
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Fig. 3.37: Same as Fig. 3.34 but for variation of the ordinary refrac-
tive index of the substrate with values (a) nos = 1.08, (b) nos = 1.10,
(c) nos = 1.5.
now separated in D/λ and may now be described as being horizontally
oriented. Therefore, as nef increases, the lines of INT BICs that are
initially separated in φ, come closer to each other on the leaky mode
sheet, merge and then separate in D/λ. The effect of the increase of
the extraordinary film index is the reverse of the effect of the increase
of the ordinary film index.
Fig. 3.37 shows the impact of the variation of the ordinary refrac-
tive index of the substrate, nos, on the leaky mode sheet and the lines
of INT BICs. Firstly, we see that variation of nos has a substantial
effect on the leaky mode cutoff. This is because the substrate is a
uniaxial positive material and nos < nes, thereby being the determin-
ing factor in terms of deciding the leaky mode cutoff by determining
the point at which a second radiation channel opens up. The cutoff
increases to higher values of D/λ as nos increases. Increasing nos also
has an impact on the line of INT BICs that is similar to the effect that
increasing nof had. Fig. 3.37(a) shows the leaky mode when nos = 1.08
when the lines of INT BICs are horizontally oriented in the φ −D/λ
space and are separated in D/λ. A slight increase in the value of nos
leads to the lines of INT BICs merging and then beginning to separate
in φ as shown in Fig. 3.37(b) for nos = 1.10. Further increasing the
value of nos leads to the lines of INT BICs that have more of a vertical
orientation in the φ −D/λ space separating further in φ as shown in
Fig. 3.37(c) for nos = 1.5.
Fig. 3.38 shows the impact of the variation of the extraordinary
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Fig. 3.38: Same as Fig. 3.34 but for variation of the extraordinary
refractive index of the substrate with values (a) nes = 1.90, (b) nes =
2.30, (c) nes = 3.00.
refractive index of the substrate, nes, on the leaky mode. Since this is
the higher of the refractive indices of the substrate, the corresponding
extraordinary wave serves as the radiation channel and therefore vari-
ation of nes has almost no impact on the mode cutoff. The impact of
the variation of nes on the lines of INT BICs is also muted. Increasing
the value of nes from 1.90 to 3.00, we see very little change in the lines
of INT BICs. They remain largely vertically oriented in the φ −D/λ
space for the entire range of values of nes. However, increasing the
value of nes changes the curvature of the line of INT BICs slightly and
results in INT BICs being supported at slightly higher values of D/λ.
As expected, we find that the two indices that have maximum im-
pact on the leaky mode cutoff are the ones that determine whether the
mode can access another radiation channel: namely nc and nos. More
importantly, we have seen that changing the refractive indices of the
various materials constituting this waveguide has a substantial impact
on the lines of INT BICs. Unlike for the INT BICs discussed in the
previous section (sec. 3.3.1), changing the values of the refractive in-
dices of this waveguide leads to the orientation of the line of INT BICs
changing. The lines of INT BICs also merge for specific values of the
refractive indices and give rise to areas of very low loss on the leaky
mode. The merger of BICs leading to lower loss is an effect that has
also been seen for BICs on other photonic platforms [62]. The existence
of a region of very low losses on the leaky mode sheet is important for
practical applications such as a band pass filter in both wavelength
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and direction.
3.3.3 Bands of INT BICs
Since INT BICs exist for a range of values of D/λ and this range
varies as various refractive indices of the waveguide are varied, we
can plot these ranges as bands which are functions of the refractive
indices. In this section we will plot such bands for a few of the refractive
indices whose variation we have studied in the previous two sections.
As earlier, we maintain full anisotropy-symmetry.
First we focus on the variation of the cover refractive index nc in the
waveguide studied in section 3.3.2 with a negative uniaxial core (nof =
1.75, nef = 1.5) and a positive uniaxial substrate(nos = 1.25, nes = 2).
We focus once again on the fundamental leaky mode. The geome-
try is shown again in Fig. 3.39(a) for convenience. Fig. 3.39(b) is a
schematic showing the layout of the refractive indices. The radiation
channel is provided by the extraordinary wave in the substrate since
nes is the highest refractive index in the structure. The red arrow
shows the refractive index being varied and the dashed grey line gives
an indication of the mode propagation constant N which is constrained
as max(nc, nos) < N < nof so that there is only one radiation channel
available at a time. The colored lines in Fig. 3.39(c) show how the
INT BICs at specific values of φ move to different values of D/λ as
nc is varied. The collection of these loci for all possible values of φ
allows us to construct the grey band in Fig. 3.39(c) which shows the
range of existence for INT-BICs in D/λ for all values of φ as nc is
varied. The upper BIC cutoff, which decreases monotonically with nc,
corresponds to the transition from leaky to guided modes. This occurs
when the mode propagation constant N is greater than nes(φ) leading
to the radiation channel becoming a confinement channel. The lower
BIC cutoff decreases up to the point where nc = nos. At nc = nos
the structure becomes symmetric for the non-leaking polarization and
like the fundamental guided mode in symmetric waveguides, the leaky
mode has no lower frequency cutoff. The lower BIC cutoff for the case
when nc < nos corresponds to the leaky mode cutoff to the substrate
continuum of ordinary radiation waves, where a second radiation chan-
nel opens up. For nc > nos, the leaky mode cutoff is dictated by the
coupling to the continuum of the TE and TM radiation waves into the
cover when N < nc. However, BICs now do not extend to the lower
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Fig. 3.39: Impact of the variation of nc on the existence of INT
BICs in a waveguide with an isotropic cover, a negative uniaxial core
and a positive uniaxial substrate. (a) Geometry of the structure. (b)
Schematic of the refractive indices of the structure. The red arrow
shows that nc varies. The dashed grey line is an indication of the mode
index N . (c) The colored lines show the loci of INT BICs at specific
values of φ in the φ −D/λ space. The grey band shows the range of
existence of the INT BICs for all φ. The three vertical dashed lines in
(c) indicate the values of nc for which the leaky mode in the φ−D/λ
space is shown in (d) nc = 1.2, (e) nc = 1.25 and (f) nc = 1.3. The
colored point-markers serve as visual guides for the BICs lines shown
by the colored curves in (c).
cutoff of the leaky mode as shown in Fig. 3.39(f) for nc = 1.3, and
therefore the lower limit in the range of existence of INT-BICs in Fig.
3.39(c) corresponds to the minimum value of D/λ at which INT-BICs
exist. Fig. 3.39(d)-(f) are similar to Fig. 3.34 and show the leaky mode
with different values of nc which are indicated in Fig. 3.39(b) using
the dashed black lines. The coloured markers in theses figures serve as
visual guides to observe the loci of the INT BICs under variation of
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Fig. 3.40: Impact of the variation of nof on the existence of INT BICs
in a waveguide with an isotropic cover, a negative uniaxial core and
a positive uniaxial substrate. (a) Schematic of the refractive indices
of the structure. The red arrow shows that nof is varied. The dashed
grey line is an indication of the mode index N . (b) The colored lines
show the loci of INT BICs at specific values of φ in the φ−D/λ space.
The grey band shows the range of existence of the INT BICs for all
values of φ. The three vertical dashed lines in (b) indicate the values
of nof for which the leaky mode in the φ−D/λ space is shown in (c)
nof = 1.55, (d) nof = 1.567 and (e) nof = 1.7. The colored point-
markers serve as visual guides for the BIC lines shown by the colored
curves in (b).
nc.
Figure 3.40 shows the impact of the variation of nof for the same
waveguide as in the previous case, but now with a fixed value of nc = 1.
When nof = nef = 1.5, the core is an isotropic material, thus existence
of INT-BICs is no longer possible and only PS-BICs may exist [117].
When the value of nof increases and nof > nef , providing a uniaxial
positive film, INT-BICs exist. The existence loci of the INT BICs
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Fig. 3.41: Impact of the variation of nof on the existence of INT BICs
in a waveguide with an isotropic cover, a positive uniaxial core and a
negative uniaxial substrate. (a) Schematic of the refractive indices of
the structure. The red arrow shows that nof is varied. The dashed
grey line is an indication of the mode index N . (b) The colored lines
show the loci of INT BICs at specific values of φ in the φ−D/λ space.
The grey band shows the range of existence of the INT BICs for all
values of φ. The three vertical dashed lines in (b) indicate the values
of nof for which the leaky mode in the φ − D/λ space is shown in
(c) nof = 1.4, (d) nof = 1.42 and (e) nof = 1.52. The colored point-
markers serve as visual guides for the BICs lines shown by the colored
curves in (b).
bends and forms two bands separated in D/λ, as shown in 3.40(b).
One band starts at the lower D/λ cutoff, and the other approaches
from D/λ >> 1, as nof increases. A case from this regime is shown in
Fig. 3.40(c) for nof = 1.55, where a lower BIC line is visible, ascending
from the lower cutoff, while an upper BIC line is seen approaching from
infinity. Fig. 3.40(d) shows the case when nof = 1.567, where all BIC
lines merge at φ = 90◦ and D/λ = 0.325, resulting in a large region of
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very low loss on the leaky mode sheet around the point of intersection
of the BIC lines. Upon increasing nof further, the lines of INT-BICs
stop intersecting with the PS-BIC and separate in φ as shown in Fig.
3.40(e) for nof = 1.7. Therefore, we see that the two bands that had
been separated in D/λ now merge and there is a single grey band
showing the continuous values of D/λ where INT BICs may be found
at different values of φ.
We shall now shift our focus to the waveguide studied in section
3.3.1 and study the band structure of INT BICs on the first order
leaky mode upon the variation of one of the refractive indices of the
waveguide. The waveguide has an isotropic cover with nc = 1, a pos-
itive uniaxial core/film with nef = 1.75 and nof being varied, and a
negative uniaxial substrate with nos = 2 and nes = 1.25. Fig. 3.41(a)
shows the schematic of refractive indices with the red arrow marking
the refractive index being varied. The grey dashed line is an approxi-
mate indicator of the value of the mode propagation constant N which
lies in the range nes(φ) < N < nef (φ) for this waveguide. Fig. 3.41,
shows only one band of INT BICs that appear above a particular value
ncof = 1.415. Below n
c
of , only PS-BICs exist as shown in Fig. 3.41(c).
Just above ncof , a line of INT-BICs appears at the lower frequency cut-
off as shown in Fig. 3.41(d). As the value of nof is increased this line
of INT BICs moves to higher values of D/λ, as shown in Fig. 3.41(e).
This results in a band of BICs that ascends in D/λ until nof = nef ,
the point at which INT-BICs cannot exist, and so their position in
D/λ diverges. As shown in Fig. 3.41(d), at low values of nof , the line
of INT-BICs on the leaky mode sheet increases monotonically in D/λ
within the range 0◦ ≤ φ ≤ 90◦. As a consequence, at a given value
of D/λ there is only one INT-BIC. At higher values of nof , the line
of existence of INT-BICs on the leaky mode sheet is not monotonic,
and therefore this can result in more than one BIC propagating in dif-
ferent directions, for a given value of D/λ as shown in Fig. 3.41(e).
This situation is shown in Fig. 3.41(b), where the dark and light grey
colour correspond to one and two INT-BICs in the range 0◦ ≤ φ ≤ 90◦,
respectively.
3.3.4 Refractive Index Sensing
Changes of the refractive indices of photonic structures leads to shifts
in the position of BICs in some parameter space and this has led to
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Fig. 3.42: Loci of existence of the INT-BICs as a function of the
refractive index of the cover nc, for the waveguide in Fig. 3.39
applications of BICs in sensing as mentioned earlier [89–95]. Since
we have found that the INT BICs in anisotropic planar structures are
sensitive to changes in the refractive indices of the materials consti-
tuting the waveguide, they have the potential to be used in sensing.
The most obvious application as a sensor would involve observing the
shift in BIC position as the refractive index of the cover is varied and
the core and the substrate remain unchanged. Since the effect of the
variation of nc was more pronounced for the waveguide with a negative
uniaxial core and positive uniaxial substrate, that is the one we study.
Figure 3.42 shows how the angular position of the INT BIC varies
as a function of the refractive index of the isotropic cover, nc, for
specific values of D/λ in the range 0◦ ≤ φ ≤ 90◦. The plot shows
that the INT BIC can have different sensitivities and tendencies in φ
depending on the value of D/λ. The highest sensitivity is obtained
at low values of D/λ. We see that at for D/λ = 0.1, a change in
nc from 1.175 to 1.27 corresponds to a monotonic change in φ from
27◦ to 82◦. Of course, the range of values of nc for which INT BICs
exist depends on the other parameters of the waveguide and can be
seen from the band diagram in Fig. 3.39(c). For D/λ = 0.2, the
sensitivity of the angular loci of existence of the BIC as a function
of nc is much reduced. However, BICs exist for all values of nc in
the range we have studied since its existence is not affected by the
lower cutoff in Fig. 3.39(c). At an even higher values of D/λ, the
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sensitivity remains low, but now the BIC reaches the upper cutoff
in Fig. 3.39(c) at nc = 1.2. These results show that INT BICs in
anisotropic planar waveguides show promise for sensing devices where
mode losses change under variation of external parameters, such as
the cover refractive index. Fig. 3.42 shows that higher sensitivities
to changes in nc can be obtained at lower values of D/λ. Therefore,
it would be possible to fabricate waveguides for the range of values
of nc that are of interest, having high sensitivity to changes in nc by
varying the different waveguide parameters. Besides, the sensitivity of
the INT-BICs to the direction of propagation relative to the optic axis
orientation suggests their use as spatial angular filters as only light




BICs and UGRs in
Anisotropic Waveguides with
Two Radiation Channels
So far we have focused on anisotropic planar waveguide structures with
a single radiation channel. We shall now shift our focus to anisotropic
planar waveguide structures with two radiation channels. It is not
immediately obvious whether structures with two radiation channels
can even support BICs. Most studies of BICs in photonic structures
remain restricted to structures where radiation is cancelled in a single
radiation channel using various mechanisms [9, 12]. Away from pho-
tonic platforms, two channel structures have been studied in quantum
systems and they report only quasi BICs which are resonances with
a long, but finite, lifetime [150]. We shall explore the existence and
properties of BICs in anisotropic planar waveguides in this chapter.
A structure with two radiation channels also offers the possibility
of cancelling radiation in only one channel while the mode leaks to
the continuum via the other channel. The existence of BICs in single
radiation channel structures has shown us that is possible to cancel
radiation into a channel. The mechanisms underlying BICs have then
been applied to create directional resonances with control over how
light radiates from a mode [130]. More recently, this understanding
has been applied to photonic crystal structures to create perfectly uni-
directional radiation into a single radiation channel even when multiple
radiation channels are available and these modes have been termed uni-
directional guided resonances (UGRs) [120, 131]. In this chapter we
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shall also explore if anisotropic planar waveguides with two channels
can support unidirectional guided resonances. Though the existence of
BICs in single radiation channel anisotropic planar waveguides shows
us that radiation through a single radiation channel may be cancelled,
it is not immediately obvious this cancellation of radiation in a single
channel would be possible in a situation where two radiation channels
are available since the amplitudes of the various basis waves are mixed
by the boundary conditions at the interfaces.
The structure that we have studied in the previous chapter has
an isotropic cover, a uniaxial core/film and a uniaxial substrate. We
studied modes that had only one radiation channel in the substrate.
This radiation channel was provided by the wave in the substrate corre-
sponding to whichever was the higher of two indices of the uniaxial sub-
strate - the ordinary wave for a negative uniaxial substrate and the ex-
traordinary wave for a positive uniaxial substrate. We ensure that the
leaky mode can access only one radiation channel by constraining the
mode propagation index, N , such that max(nc,min(nos, nes)) < N <
max(nos, nes). Relaxing this constraint would allow the mode to ac-
cess another radiation channel. If we allow N < max(nc,min(nos, nes)
it would mean that the mode can access the radiation continuum in
the cover or of both the polarisations in the substrate. It is possible
to obtain leaky mode solutions for these situations with two radiation
channels in this structure, but without exception such leaky modes
have very high losses and support neither PS nor INT BICs. There-
fore, this structure is unsuitable for the study of BICs when the mode
can access more than one radiation channel and we must explore other
structures.
We have seen that a uniaxial core/film along with a uniaxial sub-
strate is essential for INT BICs to be supported by the waveguide [117]
and therefore these are essential. Therefore, the obvious modification
is to change the cover material from an isotropic to a uniaxial material
so that there would be one evanescent and one radiating wave in the
cover for an appropriate range of mode indices. Thus the new struc-
ture would have a uniaxial cover, a uniaxial core/film and a uniaxial
substrate. Such a structure would have a leaky mode with two radi-
ation channels, one each in the substrate and the cover. Given that
the framework we had developed to study leaky modes and BICs in
section 3.1 only applied to structures with an isotropic cover, we need
to modify that framework to deal with a uniaxial material in the cover.
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Fig. 4.1: Semi-leaky mode: Schematic of the transverse section of
a leaky mode. The exponentially growing basis waves in the radiation
channels in the substrate and the cover are shown in red.
In the following section we shall study the required modifications to
the theoretical framework.
4.1 Theory
We developed a theoretical framework in section 3.1 involving a disper-
sion equation to find the leaky modes and an auxiliary condition which
works in conjunction with the dispersion equation to find BICs. This
framework can be extended to the structure with a uniaxial cover, uni-
axial film and uniaxial substrate with some modification. Given that
the cover material is now uniaxial instead of isotropic, we will classify
the waves travelling along ±x as ordinary and extraordinary instead of
TE or TM as we did in section 3.1.2 and 3.1.3 for the waveguide with
isotropic cover. This will lead to changes in the dispersion equation
and the auxiliary conditions.
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4.1.1 Dispersion Equation
Once again the prescription to arrive at the dispersion equation is to
simultaneously apply the boundary conditions at the cover-film and the
film-substrate interfaces. We will use the Berreman transfer matrix,
M̂ , defined in eq. 2.35, to translate the fields across the core/film and
thus relate the fields at the two interfaces. Since we now have radiation
channels in both the cover and the substrate, the prescription that had
been applied only to the substrate in section 3.1.2 must now be applied
to both the cover and the substrate in this structure when selecting
the proper basis waves.
We propagate the mode along the y-axis and the x-axis is perpen-
dicular to the interface. We are interested in improper leaky mode
solutions which decay along the direction of propagation, y, but due
to flux considerations, must have exponentially growing waves in the
transverse direction as energy leaks away from the mode [8, 107]. For
a given value of the mode propagation constant κy(= N), from the
four basis waves (2 ordinary, 2 extraordinary) propagating in ±x, we
have to choose one ordinary wave and one extraordinary wave each in
the substrate and in the cover. For the polarisation that corresponds
to the confinement channel, we must choose the wave that is exponen-
tially decaying away from the interface whereas for the polarisation
corresponding to the radiation channel, we must choose the wave that
is exponentially growing away from the interface. Now that we know
the waves to select in the cover and the substrate, we can write the












































where the subscripts c and s indicate the cover and the substrate re-
spectively, the superscripts o (ordinary) and e (extraordinary) repre-
sent the choice of polarisation of the basis wave in the uniaxial media,
a
o/e




is a 4× 1 column vector which represents the basis wave vector for the
cover or the substrate containing the four tangential field components:
Ey, H̃z, Ez and H̃y. Since the total field given in eqs. 4.1 and 4.2 only
contains the tangential field components, which are continuous across
any interface, we know that the film to the just to the right of either
interface is the same as the field just to the left of that interface.
Since we have analytical expressions for the field vectors ~F as a
function of the propagation index κy, we can calculate the field matrix
F̂ as given in eq. 2.25. Moreover, since we know the values of the
propagation constants in the x direction, we can calculate the the phase
matrix Âd for a film of thickness d as given in eq. 2.30. Using these, we
can calculate the characteristic matrix M̂ = F̂ ÂdF̂
−1 (see eq. 2.35).
The characteristic matrix for a layer translates the total fields across
a layer. Therefore, we can use the characteristic matrix for the film to
relate the fields given in eqs. 4.1 and 4.2 and thus apply the boundary






~F es = a
o
cM̂
~F oc + a
e
cM̂
~F ec . (4.3)
This gives us four equations for the four tangential field components.
We can re-write this as
aocM̂
~F oc + a
e
cM̂
~F ec − aos ~F os − aes ~F es = 0,
=⇒
[
M̂ ~F oc M̂ ~F
e













=⇒ R̂~ac+s = 0,
(4.4)
where ~ac+s is a 4 × 1 vector containing the amplitudes of the basis
waves in the cover and the substrate. M̂ is a 4× 4 matrix and ~F o/ec/s is
a 4 × 1 column vector. Therefore, R̂ =
[
M̂ ~F oc M̂
~F ec −~F os −~F es
]
is
a 4× 4 matrix.
We therefore have a homogeneous system of four equations where
the amplitudes a
o/e
c/s serve as the four unknown variables. We are only
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interested in non-trivial solutions of this system of equations and a sys-
tem of homogeneous linear equations can have a non-trivial solutions
only if the determinant of the coefficient matrix, R̂, is zero. This gives
us the dispersion condition
|R̂| = 0. (4.5)
Once the materials and the dimensions of the waveguide and the orien-
tation of the optic axes in the uniaxial layers is fixed, |R̂| only depends
on κy. However, eq. 4.5 is a transcendental equation and we have to
solve it numerically to find the complex propagation constants of the
leaky modes supported by this structure with two radiation channels.
4.1.2 Auxiliary Condition
The complex solutions of the dispersion equation gives us the mode
propagation index, N , for the leaky mode. However, while the imag-
inary part of N approximates the loss of the leaky mode, we cannot
definitively determine the existence of BICs from it. Moreover, now
that we have two radiation channels, the imaginary part of N will not
give us any information as to the ratio of radiation in the two channels
or the existence of UGRs. BICs and UGRs exist when the coupling of
the leaky mode to the continuum is cancelled due to some mechanism.
For PS BICs this means that the polarisation of the mode is orthogonal
to that of the radiation channel and they occur due to the geometry of
the structure at specific orientations of the optic axes. UGRs or INT
BICs in this structure will arise due to cancellation of the radiation in
only one or both the channels, respectively. This would occur due to
the mixing of the waves when applying the boundary conditions at the
interface. In this section we will define auxiliary conditions where we
explicitly study the cancellation of radiation in the required radiation
channel(s) in order to study the existence of UGRs and BICs in this
structure with two radiation channels.
We are interested in studying leaky modes that are coupled to two
radiation channels, one radiating to the substrate and the other radi-
ating to the cover. The cover and the substrate would each have one
radiation channel and one confinement channel. In this situation we
can write eq. 4.4 as
aradc M̂
~F radc + a
conf
c M̂
~F confc − arads ~F rads − aconfs ~F confs = 0, (4.6)
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where the superscript rad and conf indicate the radiation and con-
finement channels respectively. For a UGR to be supported, radiation
into only one of the two radiation channels would have to be cancelled.
This would require that the amplitude of the basis wave that corre-
sponds to that radiation channel would have to be zero. If we want to
study the UGR that radiates only towards the cover, for instance, we
would require that the amplitude of the substrate radiation channel be
zero. Applying this to eq. 4.6 we would get
aradc M̂
~F radc + a
conf
c M̂
~F confc − aconfs ~F confs = 0,
=⇒
[
M̂ ~F radc M̂










=⇒ Ẑc4×3~a = 0.
(4.7)
For the UGR which would radiate only to the substrate, the require-
ment would be that the amplitude of the wave corresponding to the
cover radiation channel would have to be zero. Applying this to eq.
4.6, we would get
aconfc M̂ ~F
conf
c − arads ~F rads − aconfs ~F confs = 0,
=⇒
[












=⇒ Ẑs4×3~a = 0.
(4.8)
Eqs. 4.7 and 4.8 give us the auxiliary conditions for the existence of
UGRs radiating to the cover and the substrate, respectively. Essen-
tially, both of these are systems of linear equations with four equations
corresponding to the four tangential field components contained in ~F
o/e
c/s




4×3 is a 4 × 3 matrix that
contains the coefficients and ~a is a 3× 1 column vector containing the
three unknown amplitudes. Therefore, we again have overdetermined,
homogeneous sets of linear equations which can only have non-trivial
solutions if at most two of the equations are linearly independent. This
translates into the requirement that the determinant calculated by se-
lecting any 3 of the rows of Ẑ
c/s
4×3 must be zero. This condition applied
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to the appropriate Ẑ
c/s
4×3 in conjunction with the dispersion equation
would give us the UGR radiating to the cover or the substrate.
While UGRs radiate through one of the two available radiation
channels, a BIC would require that there is no radiation through any
of the channels. Therefore, both arads and a
rad
c would have to be zero
for the BIC to exist in a structure with two radiation channels. This
is the same as requiring that both eq. 4.7 and eq. 4.8 are satisfied at
the same time. For BICs in a single radiation channel structure, there
was a single auxiliary condition, which in addition with the dispersion
condition, gave us the locations of INT BIC solutions. However, in a
structure with two radiation channels, there is an extra constraint that
is placed on the existence of BICs in the form of an added auxiliary
condition.
The two auxiliary conditions can be combined and written as
aconfc M̂ ~F
conf
c − aconfs ~F confs = 0,
=⇒
[











=⇒ ẐBIC4×2 ~a = 0.
(4.9)
Thus, for BICs, we would require that there exist non-trivial solutions
to eq. 4.9 in conjunction with the leaky mode dispersion equation
given in eq. 4.5.
Now that we are equipped with the theoretical framework required
to study leaky mode solutions in structures with two radiation chan-
nels, we shall proceed to study the existence of BICs and UGRs in
them.
4.2 Waveguide with Negative Uniaxial Ma-
terials
The structure that we will study first will be an anti-guiding structure
comprising three uniaxial negative materials. For simplicity, we con-
sider identical materials in the cover and substrate. We then choose
the material of the core/film so that the refractive indices are sit-
















Fig. 4.2: (a) Waveguide comprising three negative birefringent mate-
rials whose optical axis orientations are assumed to be varied indepen-
dently. (b) Schematic of the refractive indices of the structure. The
dashed red boxes indicate the index/polarisation corresponding to the
radiation channel.
(noc = nos > nof > nef > nec = nes). We assume that the optic axes
orientations can be varied independently for the three materials. The
highest refractive indices in the structure are the ordinary indices in
the cover and the substrate. Therefore, the two radiation channels will
be provided by the ordinary waves in the cover (noc) and the substrate
(nos). Since the ordinary index does not vary upon variation of optic
axis orientation relative to propagation direction, modes in this struc-
ture will always have access to the radiation channels in the cover and
the substrate. Therefore, the structure will not be able to support any
conventional guided modes. The only bound modes that this structure
could support would have to be BICs.
The structure that we study is shown in Fig. 4.2(a). D is the
thickness of the film though we present our results in terms of the
normalized dimensionless thickness or operating wavelength D/λ. As
always, we consider propagation along the y-axis. The x-axis is normal
to the interfaces of the waveguide materials. The angle φ denotes
the azimuthal angle in the interface plane between the propagation
direction and the projection of the film optic axis in the interface plane.
∆c and ∆s give the offset of the optic axes of the cover and the substrate
with respect to the film optic axis in the interface (y − z) plane, such
that ∆c/s = φ−φc/s. θs, θf and θc are the polar angles of the substrate,
film and cover optic axes with respect to the normal to the interface
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Fig. 4.3: (a) Fundamental leaky mode supported by a structure with
full anisotropy-symmetry (∆c = ∆s = 0
◦ and θc = θf = θs = 90
◦). (b)
Ratio of radiation channel amplitudes in dB for the mode in (a). (c)
Phase of the radiation channel (ordinary wave) amplitude in the cover,
measured with respect to the phase of the extraordinary confined wave.
(d) Same as (c) but for the substrate radiation channel amplitude.
plane. Without loss of generality, unless otherwise specified, we choose
the values for the refractive indices in the substrate and the cover
as nos = noc = 1.7 > nes = nec = 1.3. The refractive indices of
the material of the film situated between those of the cover and the
substrate are nof = 1.6 > nef = 1.4. A schematic of the refractive
index layout is shown in Fig. 4.2(b) with the indices corresponding to
the radiation channels in the red boxes.
The two radiation channels in the cover and the substrate are equiv-
alent when the structure is mirror-symmetric about the x = 0 (or y−z)
plane. Since having two equivalent radiation channels would be similar
to having a single radiation channel, which is the case that is famil-
iar to us from Chapter 3, we start our study with a structure that is
mirror-symmetric about the x = 0 plane. Fig. 4.3(a) shows the fun-
damental leaky mode supported by the structure when, in addition to
mirror symmetry about x = 0, full anisotropy-symmetry is also main-
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tained, i.e., the optic axes of the cover, film, and substrate lie in the
interface plane (θc = θf = θs = 90
◦) and are aligned (∆c = ∆s = 0
◦).
Since the structure is a symmetric, planar waveguide the fundamental
leaky mode has no cutoff in D/λ. The leaky mode supports a line of
PS BICs at φ = 90◦ which arises due to the guiding profile provided
by the extraordinary indices. The structure also supports INT BICs
as shown by the curved blue line on the leaky mode. Since azimuthal
anisotropy-symmetry is maintained, the distribution of the INT BICs
is symmetric about φ = 90◦. Fig. 4.3(b) shows the ratio of the radia-
tion channel amplitudes in the two channels in dB for the mode shown
in Fig. 4.3(a). The symmetric structure has equivalent radiation chan-
nels and therefore, the radiation into the two channels is identical at
all points on the mode. Fig. 4.3(c) and (d) shows the phase of the
ordinary radiation channel amplitude in the cover and substrate, re-
spectively, measured with respect to the extraordinary confined wave.
Once again, we find that the lines of BIC existence correspond to a
phase discontinuity of ±π. Note that the discontinuity in the phase of
the radiation channel amplitude carries opposite sign in the cover and
the substrate.
4.2.1 Azimuthal Anisotropy-Symmetry Breaking
We now study another structure that maintains mirror symmetry about
x = 0 but with azimuthal anisotropy-symmetry breaking. We offset
the cover and the substrate optic axis from the film optic axis by the
same amount so that ∆c = ∆s = −5◦. Polar anisotropy-symmetry is
maintained. Fig. 4.4(a) shows the fundamental leaky mode supported
by this structure. Once again we see that fundamental mode has no
cutoff in D/λ since the structure is symmetric. Moreover, as expected
we find that the azimuthal anisotropy-symmetry breaking leads to the
distortion of the lines of BICs which are no longer distributed symmet-
rically about φ = 90◦. This structure no longer supports pure TE/TM
modes for any value of φ and consequently, there are no PS BICs.
There are, however, two separate lines of INT BICs - one that occurs
at low values of φ and high values of D/λ above 1.4 and another verti-
cal line that occurs at relatively higher values of φ and for all values of
D/λ that we study. Since the structure is symmetric and the radiation
channels are equivalent, the radiation escaping via each channel is the
same as shown in Fig. 4.4(b). Fig. 4.4(c) and (d) show the phase of
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Fig. 4.4: Same as Fig. 4.3 but for a structure with azimuthal
anisotropy-symmetry breaking with both the cover and substrate optic
axes offset from the film optic axis by ∆c = ∆s = −5◦.
the radiation channel amplitude in the cover and the substrate, respec-
tively. Once again, we see that the lines of BIC existence correspond to
discontinuities of ±π in the phase of the radiation channel amplitude
and the discontinuity for a specific BIC line has opposite signs in the
cover and substrate radiation channel amplitudes.
Next we study a structure where azimuthal anisotropy-symmetry
is broken but the offset in the cover and the substrate is not equal
(∆c 6= ∆s). Fig. 4.5(a) shows the fundamental leaky mode supported
by such a structure with the cover optic axis offset from the film optic
axis by ∆c = −5◦ while the substrate optic axis is aligned with the film
optic axis (∆s = 0
◦). Polar anisotropy-symmetry is maintained. The
mode cutoff is determined by the points where the mode propagation
constant N drops below the extraordinary index of either the cover
(nec(φc = φ + ∆c)) or the substrate (nes(φs = φ)). This structure is
no longer mirror symmetric about x = 0 and therefore the radiation
channels are now distinct. Therefore in order for a BIC to exist, two
separate auxiliary conditions, corresponding to the two distinct radi-
ation channels, have to be fulfilled. We find that with this additional
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Fig. 4.5: Same as Fig. 4.3 but for a structure with azimuthal
anisotropy-symmetry breaking in the cover. The cover optic axis is
offset from the film optic axis by ∆c = −5◦. The substrate optic axis
is aligned with the film optic axis, i.e., ∆s = 0
◦.
constraint, the mode no longer supports lines of BICs but a single BIC
point. Finding the BIC point for this structure with two radiation
channels is not the same as solving for the point of intersection of the
BIC lines of existence in structures containing the individual radiation
channels. This is because the radiation channels are coupled via the
reflections occurring at the film interface and encapsulated in the char-
acteristic matrix of the film. Thus we find that adding a constraint
leads to the collapse of BIC lines to a single BIC point. Since this is an
anti-guiding structure, this discrete BIC point is the only bound mode
that this structure can support at that value of φ. The BIC appears
as an isolated, needle-like spectrally-discrete state in the dispersion
diagram in the φ−D/λ space and thus it resembles the discrete reso-
nances that occur in closed systems. Therefore, going forward, we shall
refer to these isolated, discrete BICs as needles. Moreover, since the
radiation channels are no longer equivalent, the radiation escaping via
each channel is no longer identical. This is shown in Fig. 4.5(b) where
we find that at lower values of φ the radiation channel in the cover
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Fig. 4.6: Same as Fig. 4.3 but for a structure with opposite azimuthal
anisotropy-symmetry breaking in the cover and the substrate. The
cover optic axis is offset from the film optic axis by ∆c = −5◦. The
substrate optic axis is offset from the film optic axis ∆s = +5
◦.
dominates whereas at higher values of φ, radiation escapes mostly via
the radiation channel in the substrate. The BIC point corresponds to
a zero of the radiation channel amplitude in both the substrate and
the cover. This leads to a phase singularity and a screw phase disloca-
tion around the BIC point in the phase map of the radiation channel
amplitudes as shown in Fig. 4.5(c) and (d). We can assign the phase
singularity due to the BIC in the cover radiation channel a winding
number −1 since the phase increases counter clockwise. The singu-
larity in the substrate radiation channel can be assigned a winding
number with the opposite sign +1 since the phase increases clockwise.
Since the discrete BIC points or needles are characterised by phase
singularities that can be assigned winding numbers, we expect them to
be robust under variation of parameters. We verify this by studying
another structure that is not symmetric about the x = 0 plane. Fig.
4.6(a) shows the mode of a structure with opposite offsets of the optic
axes in cover and substrate from the film optic axis (∆s = −∆c = 5◦).
Polar anisotropy-symmetry is maintained. Once again, since the two
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radiation channels are distinct, two separate auxiliary conditions have
to be fulfilled. As a consequence we see that the leaky mode supports
only a single, isolated BIC point just like in the previous case that
was studied. However, the BIC point or needle has shifted on the
leaky mode sheet compared to the previous case and is now situated
as φ = 90◦. This is because ∆c = ∆s. Though the needle exists at
φ = 90◦, it is an INT BIC. This structure does not support any pure
TE/TM modes and therefore, cannot support any PS BICs. With the
radiation channels no longer being equivalent due to the asymmetry
of the structure, radiation into the channels is not identical as shown
in Fig. 4.6(b). As in the previous case, as lower values of φ, the
cover radiation channel dominates while at higher values of φ, the
dominant radiation channel is the one in the substrate. The phase
map of the cover and substrate radiation channel amplitudes is shown
in Fig. 4.6(c) and (d), respectively. The BIC point corresponds to
phase singularities in both phase maps and is characterised by a screw
phase dislocation around the singularity. The singularity in the cover
radiation channel can again be assigned a winding number −1 (counter
clockwise increase of phase) and the one in the substrate radiation
channel can be assigned a winding number +1 (clockwise increase of
phase).
Locus of the Needle
We have seen from Figs. 4.5 and 4.6 that the isolated, discrete BIC
points are robust under variation of optic axes orientation. The needle
merely shifts its position on the leaky mode sheet upon the variation of
the offset. We study the impact of the variation of optic axis orientation
on the position of the needle systematically in Fig. 4.7. Fig. 4.7(a) and
(b) show how the mode and the BIC evolve when ∆c is varied while
keeping ∆s fixed. We find that changing from ∆c = −20◦ in Fig. 4.7(a)
to ∆c = +20
◦ in Fig. 4.7(b) while we maintain ∆s = 0
◦ results in the
mode as well as the position of the needle on the mode being reflected
about φ = 90◦. However, for the same change in value of ∆c but
now with ∆s = 10
◦, as shown in Fig. 4.7(c) and (d), the mode cutoff
and the needle BIC point are both shifted but the change now is no
longer just a simple reflection about φ = 90◦. In general, we find that
greater the difference between ∆c and ∆s, the narrower the φ-range of
existence of leaky modes. The leaky mode cutoff largely determines
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Fig. 4.7: Leaky mode sheet for ∆s = 0
◦ and (a) ∆c = −20◦ (b)
∆c = +20
◦. The leaky mode sheet in (c) and (d) has the same values
of ∆c but with ∆s = 10
◦. Locus of the needle in the φ −D/λ space
under variation of ∆c for fixed values of (e) ∆s = 0
◦ and (f) ∆s = 10
◦.
The color of the dots in (e) and (f) indicate the value of ∆c. The
black dot on each plot corresponds to the scenario ∆c = ∆s where
the radiation channels are equivalent and instead of the needle the
structure supports BIC lines of existence.
the range of φ for which the needle exists since under variation of optic
axes orientation, the needle BIC point keeps existing unless it falls off
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the mode cutoff. Note that in the four cases shown in Fig. 4.7(a)-(d),
the BIC position is never symmetric about φ = 90◦ since azimuthal
anisotropy symmetry is broken and ∆c 6= ∆s. It is obvious from these
plots that the needle can exist for a large range of values of φ and
D/λ. Fig. 4.7(e) shows the locus of the needle in the φ −D/λ space
as a function of variation of ∆c with ∆s = 0
◦. The locus of the BIC is
symmetric about φ = 90◦ as the substrate optic axis remained aligned
with the film optic axis. Fig. 4.7(f) shows the locus when we set a value
of ∆s = 10
◦ 6= 0◦. The symmetry of the locus is broken, allowing us to
tune the needle locus for a greater range of D/λ when ∆c is changed.
The needle only stops existing when it moves beyond the cutoff of the
fundamental semi-leaky mode on which it exists (extreme values of ∆c
in the figures), showing its robustness against perturbations.
We should note that there are other needles that occur at different
values of φ and D/λ, both on the fundamental semi-leaky mode and on
higher order leaky modes. However, these other needles can be found
at much higher values of D/λ, often more than 2 octaves beyond.
Therefore, the needle shown is the only bound mode supported by the
structure for any practical operation range of wavelengths.
Asymmetry due to Refractive Indices
We began our study of BICs in structures with two radiation channels
by selecting a symmetric anti-guiding waveguide with identical ma-
terials in the cover and the substrate. We have seen that when the
structure is mirror symmetric about x = 0, the radiation channels are
identical and the structure supports leaky modes with lines of BIC ex-
istence on those leaky mode sheets (see Figs. 4.3 and 4.4). Breaking
the mirror symmetry of the structure by having different optic axes
orientations in the cover and the substrate lead to the BIC lines col-
lapsing to a single BIC point that we term a needle (see Figs. 4.5, 4.6,
and 4.7).
We shall now make a short detour to study the result of break-
ing the symmetry in another way. It is also possible to break the
mirror symmetry about x = 0 by having different materials in the
cover and the substrate even if the optic axes orientations in the
cover and substrate are identical (∆c = ∆s). We consider the sce-
nario where we have different materials in the cover and the substrate
(nec = 1.3 6= nes = 1.25;nos = noc = 2). With full anisotropy-
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Fig. 4.8: Same as Fig. 4.5 but for a structure with different materials
in the cover and substrate (nec = 1.3 6= nes = 1.25).
symmetry (∆c = ∆s = 0
◦ and θc = θf = θs = 90
◦), this struc-
ture supports only a line of PS BICs at φ = 90◦ and no INT BICs.
Therefore we consider a case where azimuthal anisotropy-symmetry
has been broken but with identical offsets for the cover and substrate
optic axes(∆c = ∆s = −5◦). The optic axes orientations are the same
as in the case studied in Fig. 4.4 but the radiation channels in the cover
and the substrate are distinct due to different materials used. Conse-
quently an added auxiliary condition has to be satisfied to obtain a BIC
solution. Fig. 4.8(a) shows the fundamental leaky mode supported by
the structure. We find that the BIC lines shown in Fig. 4.4(a) have
collapsed to BIC points in Fig. 4.8(a). Echoes of the BIC lines of
existence remain in the form of areas of low loss. Since the radiation
channels are no longer equivalent, the energy leaking from the mode
is unequal in the two channels and this is shown in Fig. 4.8(b). Com-
pared to the cases shown in Figs. 4.5(b) and 4.6(b) where asymmetry
arises due to optic axis orientation, the asymmetry of radiation in the
two channels is much lesser in this case where the asymmetry arises
due to different materials being used in the cover and the substrate.
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Figs. 4.8(c) and (d) shows the phase maps of the radiation channel
amplitudes in the cover and substrate, respectively. Once again, we
see that the BIC point is characterised by screw phase dislocations in
both channels and opposite winding numbers can be assigned to the
phase singularity in the cover (+1, clockwise increase) and substrate
(−1, counter clockwise increase).
Thus we have seen that in general, having two distinct radiation
channels leads to the reduction in dimension of the BIC solutions from
lines to isolated, discrete points on the leaky mode sheet. This can be
explained by the requirement that an additional auxiliary condition,
corresponding to the additional channel, has to be satisfied in order
that a BIC may exist. We also find that distinct radiation channels
results in different amounts of radiation leaking from the mode in the
different radiation channels.
4.2.2 Polar Anisotropy-Symmetry Breaking
We have so far only studied azimuthal anisotropy-symmetry breaking
in this structure. However, we know from our study of structures with
a single radiation channel that polar anisotropy-symmetry breaking
can also introduce interesting features. In this section, therefore, we
will study the impact of polar anisotropy-symmetry breaking in this
anti-guiding structure. We start by moving the film optic axis out
of the interface plane. Fig. 4.9(a) shows the fundamental semi-leaky
mode for the structure when the film optic axis makes a polar angle
θf = 85
◦ with the normal to the interface. The other optic axes re-
main parallel to the interface plane (θc = θs = 90
◦) and azimuthal
anisotropy-symmetry is not broken (∆c = ∆s = 0
◦). Though the ma-
terials and the optic axis orientation in the cover and substrate are
identical, the structure is no longer mirror symmetric about the x = 0
plane since the optic axis of the film is no longer parallel to that plane
(θf = 85
◦). We find in Fig. 4.9(a) that the fundamental leaky mode
only supports an isolated INT BIC point at φ = 90◦ and D/λ ≈ 1.434
and not lines of BICs. This is in keeping with what we have learnt in
the previous section. The structure also supports other BIC points at
higher values of D/λ.
As expected, the radiation into the two channels is distinct, but we
now see a qualitative difference in the ratio of the radiation channel
amplitudes shown in Fig. 4.9(b). The blue and red lines indicate
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Fig. 4.9: Same as Fig. 4.3 but for a structure with polar anisotropy-
symmetry breaking since the film optic axis is moved out of the in-
terface plane (θf = 85
◦; θc = θs = 90
◦). The dashed circles mark the
UGRs. Note the change in color scale in (b).
strongly asymmetric radiation (note the change in limits of the color
scale) to the cover and the substrate, respectively. Moreover, there are
specific points in the φ − D/λ space, marked by dashed black circles
in Fig. 4.9(b), where the ratio of the radiation channel amplitudes
diverges. This is because at these points radiation into one channel
is entirely canceled while all radiation escapes via the other channel.
Such points have been termed unidirectional guided resonances [120].
Because ∆c = ∆s = 0
◦ in this case, the two UGRs occur at the same
value of D/λ = 0.643, and at symmetric locations about φ = 90◦.
The UGRs at φ = 62.09◦ and φ = 117.91◦ radiate to the cover and
the substrate, respectively. From the color scale of Fig. 4.9(a) which
indicates the 1/e propagation length of the mode, L, we can see that
radiation losses do not decrease at the UGRs. Therefore, the UGR in
one radiation channel results in the deviation of all the radiation to
the opposite channel on the leaky mode.
Fig. 4.9(c) and (d) show the phase maps of the radiation channel
amplitudes in the cover and the substrate. The discrete BIC point at
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φ = 90◦ and D/λ ≈ 1.434 corresponds to opposite screw phase dislo-
cations in the cover and the substrate radiation channel amplitudes.
This is however, only obvious upon zooming in and has not been shown
in Fig. 4.9(c) and (d). We focus instead on a more interesting feature
in these plots. The grey dashed circles in (c) and (d) show points on
the leaky mode sheet in the φ − D/λ space where there is a phase
singularity and a screw phase dislocation in only one of the radiation
channels and not in the other. We know that the phase singularity
arises due to a zero in the radiation channel amplitude. Therefore, we
now see that there are zeroes of the radiation channel amplitude at
different points in the φ − D/λ space for the two radiation channels.
Therefore, at these points the leaky mode loses energy only via one
radiation channel. These points correspond to the UGRs marked by
the dashed black circles in Fig. 4.9(b). The phase singularity in the
cover radiation channel in Fig. 4.9(c) at D/λ = 0.643 and φ = 117.91◦
means that there is no radiation to the cover at that point and there-
fore we have a UGR radiating exclusively to the substrate at the point
on the leaky mode sheet. The phase singularity in the substrate ra-
diation channel at D/λ = 0.643 and φ = 62.09◦ shown in Fig. 4.9(d)
means there is no radiation to the substrate at that point and therefore
we have a UGR radiating exclusively to the cover. This is confirmed
by the plot of the ratio of the radiation channel amplitudes shown in
4.9(b). The singularities in the cover and the substrate can be assigned
opposite winding numbers because the phase of the radiation channel
amplitude on the leaky mode sheet grows clockwise (+1) in the cover
and counter clockwise (−1) in the substrate.
We have studied the BICs and UGRs supported by the structure
using leaky modes. Leaky modes are improper modes in that they are
not proper solutions of Maxwell’s equations. They are a convenient
approximation and are only accurate in the vicinity of the waveg-
uide. However, UGRs are modes that have energy radiating from
the waveguide. Therefore, to verify our results we study UGRs us-
ing the FDTD method [133] using the open source implementation of
the FDTD method contained in the MEEP package [148]. This FDTD
calculation demonstrating the dynamics of the UGR is shown in Fig.
4.10 for the structure with polar anisotropy-symmetry breaking that
we have just studied with θf = 85
◦ (see Fig. 4.9). The UGR radiating
only to the cover with φ = 62.09◦ and D/λ = 0.643 (left circle in Fig.
4.9(b)) is shown in Fig. 4.10(a), resulting in radiation to the cover. Fig.
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(a) (b) (c)
Fig. 4.10: FDTD calculation of UGRs, showing the z-component
of the magnetic field (Hz), in a structure with only polar anisotropy
symmetry breaking (θf = 85
◦; θc = θs = 90
◦ and ∆c = ∆s = 0
◦)
for D/λ = 0.643 and (a) φ = 62.09◦ and (b-c) φ = 117.91◦. (a) and
(b) correspond to forward propagation with radiation into the cover
and substrate, respectively. (c) Simultaneous forward and backward
propagation. The Y propagation distance is normalized relative to the
wavelength.
4.10(b) shows the UGR radiating only to the substrate at φ = 117.91◦.
Fig. 4.10(c) shows the scenario where the structure is excited in the
centre with both forward and backward propagation with φ = 117.91◦.
For forward propagation, in the +y direction, the situation does not
change, and radiation goes to the substrate, as in Fig. 4.10(b). A
change of propagation direction to −y results in radiation going to the
cover, as the situation is equivalent to having φ = 62.09◦ or orienting
the film OA at θf = 95
◦. This ease of switching the radiation direction
is a characteristic of UGRs in anisotropic planar structures. Moreover,
while leaky waveguides can also have perfectly unidirectional radiation,
they forbid radiation in the other direction using total internal reflec-
tion (arising from the refractive index constrast) and therefore cannot
allow switching of the radiation direction without flipping the entire
system. Note that in the FDTD calculations, we use the eigenmode
source provided by MEEP, which does not exactly match the improper
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Fig. 4.11: Same as Fig. 4.9 but for a structure where polar
anisotropy-symmetry is broken by moving the substrate optic axis
out of the interface plane (θs = 85
◦; θc = θf = 90
◦).
leaky mode, resulting in some reshaping during propagation.
Since the structure being studied has three optic axes, there are
multiple other ways that polar anisotropy-symmetry can be broken.
We shall now study a few of these cases. Fig. 4.11(a) shows the
fundamental leaky mode in the scenario where only the substrate optic
axis has been moved out of the interface plane (θs = 85
◦) while the film
and cover optic axes remain in the interface (θc = θf = 90
◦). Azimuthal
anisotropy-symmetry is maintained (∆c = ∆s = 0
◦). In this scenario
we see that while there are low loss areas on the fundamental leaky
mode that are reminiscent of the lines of BICs in Fig. 4.3, there are
no BICs at any point. The radiation channels are distinct since the
structure is not symmetric about the x = 0 plane and we find that
UGRs do exist in this configuration as shown in Fig. 4.11(b). We see
though, that the distribution of the UGRs is no longer symmetric about
φ = 90◦ even though azimuthal anisotropy-symmetry is maintained.
The unidirectional radiation is concentrated around the UGRs and we
do not have areas of largely unidirectional radiation compared to the
case shown in Fig. 4.9. As before, we find that the UGRs correspond
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Fig. 4.12: Same as Fig. 4.9 but for a structure where polar
anisotropy-symmetry is broken by moving the film and the substrate
optic axes out of the interface plane while keeping them parallel
(θs = θf = 90
◦).
to zeroes of the radiation channel amplitude in only one channel while
radiating in the other channel. Therefore, the UGR radiating to the
substrate (at φ < 90◦) corresponds to a phase singularity and a screw
phase dislocation in the cover radiation channel shown in Fig. 4.11(c).
The other UGR, radiating to the cover at φ > 90◦ corresponds to
a phase singularity in the substrate radiation channel shown in Fig.
4.11(d). Since the cover and the substrate materials are identical,
the impact of moving only the cover optic axis out of the interface
plane (θc 6= 90◦) while keeping the core and substrate optic axis in the
interface plane would have a similar impact, but the position of the
UGRs radiating to the cover and the UGR radiating to the substrate
would be swapped. The singularities in the cover and the substrate
can be assigned the same winding number −1 due to counter clockwise
phase increase.
Thus far we have studied polar anisotropy-symmetry breaking in
structures with only one optic axis moved out of the interface plane.
However, it would also be possible to move more than one optic axis
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out of the interface plane simultaneously. Fig. 4.12(a) shows the fun-
damental leaky mode in such a configuration where both the film
and the substrate optic axes are moved out of the interface plane
(θf = θs = 85
◦) while the cover refractive index remains in the inter-
face plane (θc = 90
◦). Azimuthal anisotropy-symmetry is maintained.
There are no BICs supported on the fundamental leaky mode as shown
on Fig. 4.12(a). The profile of losses is the same as what we saw in Fig.
4.11(a) but this is because the relative orientations of the optic axes
are similar. However, since now the film optic axis has been moved
out of the interface plane, we find that the positions of the UGRs are
swapped in Fig. 4.12(b) compared to Fig. 4.11(b). The UGR radiating
to the cover is now located at φ < 90◦ while the UGR radiating to the
substrate is located at φ > 90◦. The UGRs correspond to phase sin-
gularities in the phase maps of the radiation channels into which they
do not radiate as shown in Figs. 4.12(c) and (d). The singularities in
the cover and the substrate can be assigned the same winding number
−1 due to counter clockwise phase increase.
In Fig. 4.12 we studied the case where the film and substrate optic
axes are both taken out of the interface plane but they were parallel.
Now we shall study the scenario where they are oriented in different
directions. Fig. 4.13(a) shows the fundamental leaky mode in such
a configuration where both the film and the substrate optic axes are
moved out of the interface plane (θf = 85
◦, θs = 95
◦) while the cover
refractive index remains in the interface plane (θc = 90
◦). Azimuthal
anisotropy-symmetry is maintained. We see once again that there are
no BICs on the fundamental leaky mode. The low loss areas are also
not as pronounced. We see in Fig. 4.13(b) that once again, polar-
anisotropy symmetry breaking leads to the formation of UGRs on the
leaky mode sheet. Here we see that the UGR at φ < 90◦ radiates to the
cover while the UGR at φ > 90◦ radiates to the substrate. There are
also regions of highly unidirectional radiation adjacent to the UGR. We
see in Figs. 4.13(c) and (d) that, as expected, the UGRs correspond
to phase singularities with integer winding numbers in the radiation
channel in which they do not radiate. The singularities in the cover
and the substrate can be assigned the same winding number +1 due
to clockwise phase increase.
We now shift our focus to a scenario where the cover and the
substrate optic axes are moved out of the interface plane while the
film optic axis remains in the interface plane (θf = 90
◦). First we
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Fig. 4.13: Same as Fig. 4.12 but for a structure where polar
anisotropy-symmetry is broken by moving the substrate and the film
optic axes out of the interface plane and they are no longer parallel
(θf = 85
◦; θs = 95
◦).
study a structure where the film and substrate optic axes are parallel
(θs = θc = 85
◦). Fig. 4.14(a) shows the leaky mode supported by the
structure with a discrete point BIC. This is identical to the leaky mode
shown in Fig. 4.9(a). This is again because the relative orientations of
the structures are similar. However, unlike the case studied in Fig. 4.9
it is now only the film optic axis that remains parallel to the interface
plane and therefore we find that the positions of the UGR radiating
to the cover and the UGR radiating to the substrate are swapped in
Fig. 4.14(b) compared to Fig. 4.9(b). Again, each UGR corresponds
to a phase singularity due to zero amplitude in the phase map of the
radiation channel where radiation is cancelled. The singularities in the
cover and the substrate can be assigned opposite winding numbers.
Fig. 4.15 shows the case when polar anisotropy-symmetry is broken
by taking the cover and the substrate optic axes out of the interface
plane with different orientations. In fact, the orientations of the cover
and substrate optic axes are such that the structure is mirror symmetric
(θs = 90
◦ − 5◦; θc = 90◦ + 5◦). Azimuthal anisotropy-symmetry is
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Fig. 4.14: Same as Fig. 4.9 but for a structure where polar
anisotropy-symmetry is broken by moving the substrate and the
cover optic axes out of the interface plane and keeping them paral-
lel (θc = θs = 95
◦).
maintained. In such a scenario we find that the fundamental leaky
mode supports only a discrete BIC point instead of lines of BICs as
shown in Fig. 4.15(a). However, this is because polar anisotropy-
symmetry is broken and this leads to the collapse of BIC lines to BIC
points (as seen in section 3.2) and not due to the added constraint of an
extra auxiliary condition due to a second radiation channel. Since the
radiation channels are symmetric, the radiation into the two channels
is identical throughout the leaky mode sheet and this is shown in Fig.
4.15(b). We see from the phase maps in Fig. 4.15(c) and (d) that
the BIC corresponds to zeroes of radiation and corresponding phase
singularities in the radiation channel amplitudes of the cover and the
substrate. The singularities in the cover and the substrate can be
assigned the same winding numbers (−1) since the phase grows counter
clockwise both in the cover and in the substrate.
We now focus on a scenario where all three optic axes have been
moved out of the interface plane. Fig. 4.16 shows the scenario where
polar anisotropy symmetry has been broken and all three optic axes
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Fig. 4.15: Same as Fig. 4.9 but for a structure where polar
anisotropy-symmetry is broken by moving the substrate and the cover
optic axes out of the interface plane but they are no longer parallel
(θs = 85
◦; θc = 95
◦). Note the change in scale in (b).
have been moved out of the interface while keeping them parallel to
each other (θc = θf = θs = 85
◦). Azimuthal anisotropy symmetry is
maintained. In this scenario, the radiation channels are not equal. We
see in Fig. 4.16(a) that the BIC lines have collapsed to a single discrete
BIC point. There are areas of low loss on the leaky mode sheet that
are reminiscent of the BIC lines from Fig. 4.3(a). In Fig. 4.16(b) we
see that there are lines of strongly unidirectional radiation that appear.
In fact, the lines of strongly unidirectional radiation trace paths that
are adjacent to the BIC lines from the fully anisotropy-symmetric case
shown in 4.3(a). However, the entirety of these lines does not corre-
spond to zeroes of radiation since polar anisotropy-symmetry has been
broken. Therefore, there are zeroes of radiation in both channels at the
BIC point and there are zeroes of radiation in individual channels at
discrete UGR points. The UGR radiating to the substrate is located
near the bottom of the red curve at high values of D/λ and φ < 90◦.
The UGR radiating to the cover is located near the bottom of the blue
curve at high values of D/λ and φ > 90◦. The phase map of the ra-
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Fig. 4.16: Same as Fig. 4.9 but for a structure where polar
anisotropy-symmetry is broken by moving moving all three optic axes
out of the interface plane while keeping them parallel to each other
(θc = θf = θs = 85
◦).
diation channel amplitudes in the cover and the substrate are shown
in 4.16(c) and (d), respectively. We see that the phase singularity at
the BIC point can be assigned opposite winding numbers in the cover
(+1, clockwise increase) and the substrate (−1, counter clockwise in-
crease). The phase singularities corresponding to the UGRs are only
visible upon zooming in (not shown).
Fig. 4.17 shows the scenario where the configuration is changed
so that while all three optic axes are outside the interface plane, all
three are no longer parallel to each other. The cover and the substrate
optic axis remain parallel to each other (θc = θs = 85
◦), while the
film optic axis is inclined at a different angle (θf = 89
◦). Azimuthal
anisotropy-symmetry is maintained. We see that the mode shown in
Fig. 4.17(a) resembles the mode shown in Fig. 4.9(a). This is due
to the fact that the relative orientations of the optic axes are similar,
even though in this case the optic axes have been moved out of the
interface. The structure is no longer mirror symmetric about x = 0,
meaning the radiation channels are distinct and this leads to the BIC
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Fig. 4.17: Same as Fig. 4.9 but for a structure where polar
anisotropy-symmetry is broken by moving all three optic axes out of
the interface plane. The cover and substrate optic axis remain parallel
to each other (θc = θs = 85
◦), while the film optic axis is oriented at
a different polar angle (θf = 89
◦).
line collapsing to a discrete BIC point due to the added constraint of a
second auxiliary condition. Fig. 4.17(b) shows that there are lines of
strongly unidirectional radiation on the leaky mode sheet, and there
are specific points, the UGRs, where the ratio of radiation diverges.
The placement of the UGRs in this case is opposite to what we saw
in Fig. 4.9(b) where only the film optic axis had been moved out of
the interface plane. We find in Fig. 4.17(b) that the UGR radiating
to the substrate is located in the region where φ < 90◦ while the UGR
radiating to the cover is located in the region where φ > 90◦. The phase
maps of the radiation channel amplitudes in the cover and the substrate
shown in Fig. 4.17(c) and (d) show that the UGRs correspond to
phase singularities that can be assigned opposite winding numbers.
The BIC also corresponds to phase singularities that are only visible
upon zooming in (not shown).
Finally, we study the case where all three optic axes have been
moved out of the interface plane and none of them are parallel to each
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Fig. 4.18: Same as Fig. 4.9 but for a structure where polar
anisotropy-symmetry is broken by moving all three optic axes out of
the interface plane. The optic axes are all oriented at different polar
angles (θc = 85
◦ 6= θf = 89◦ 6= θs = 95◦).
other (θc = 85
◦ 6= θf = 89◦ 6= θs = 95◦). Azimuthal anisotropy-
symmetry is maintained. The structure is not symmetric about x = 0
and therefore the radiation channels are distinct. In such a scenario,
we see in Fig. 4.18(a) that the fundamental leaky mode does not
support any BICs at all. We see in Fig. 4.18(b) that the structure
does support UGRs radiating to the cover and the substrate. However,
there are no lines of strongly unidirectional radiation that we have
seen previously. These UGRs correspond to zeroes of radiation in only
one radiation channel and we see that there are phase singularities at
the corresponding position in the phase map of the radiation channel
amplitude. The UGR radiating to the cover exists at φ < 90◦ and
corresponds to a singularity in the phase of the substrate radiation
channel amplitude which can be assigned a winding number +1 since
the phase increases clockwise. The UGR radiating to the substrate, on
the other hand, exists at φ > 90◦ and corresponds to a singularity in
the phase of the cover radiation channel amplitude which can also be
assigned the same winding number since the phase increases clockwise
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here as well.
In this section, as in the previous section, we have seen that break-
ing the mirror symmetry about x = 0 leads to distinct radiation chan-
nels and a reduction in the dimension of the BIC solution from lines
to points. In addition, we have seen that breaking polar anisotropy-
symmetry leads to the formation of UGRs where radiation is only
cancelled in one of the two available channels. The only exception
is the case shown in Fig. 4.14 where polar anisotropy-symmetry is
broken but the structure remains mirror symmetric about x = 0 and
therefore, there are no UGRs. However, even though the radiation
channels are identical, the polar anisotropy-symmetry breaking results
in the BIC lines collapsing to a single discrete point just as we have
seen in section 3.2. At the UGRs energy is radiated away from the
mode via one channel while there is a zero of the radiation channel
amplitude in the other channel. This zero in the radiation channel
amplitude corresponds to a phase singularity in the phase map of that
amplitude and it can be assigned a winding number based on how the
phase increases around the singularity. Thus far, we have always seen
the UGRs occur on the leaky mode sheet in pairs, one radiating to the
substrate and the other to the channel. The UGRs are characterised
by phase singularities with opposite winding numbers in the cover and
substrate singularities when the substrate and cover optic axes are par-
allel (θc = θs). They have the same winding number when those optic
axes are not parallel (θc 6= θs).
4.2.3 Both Polar and Azimuthal Anisotropy-Symmetry
Breaking
We shall now focus on the scenario where both polar and azimuthal
anisotropy-symmetry are simultaneously broken for the waveguide that
we have been studying. Fig. 4.19(a) shows the mode when polar
anisotropy-symmetry has been broken by moving only the film optic
axis out of the interface plane (θf = 85
◦, θc = θs = 90
◦). Azimuthal
anisotropy-symmetry has also been broken with opposite offsets for
the cover and the substrate optic axes with respect to the projection
of the film optic axis in the interface plane (∆s = −∆c = 5◦). We
have already studied these two exact methods of anisotropy-symmetry
breaking earlier in the chapter. This way of breaking polar anisotropy-
symmetry has been studied in Fig. 4.9 and this way of breaking the
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Fig. 4.19: Same as Fig. 4.9 but for a structure where in addition to
polar anisotropy-symmetry breaking (θf = 85), azimuthal anisotropy
symmetry is also broken (∆s = −∆c = 5◦).
azimuthal anisotropy-symmetry has already been studied in Fig. 4.6.
We shall now study the situation when both of these are combined.
We find in Fig. 4.19(a) that the fundamental leaky mode does not
support any BICs. This is distinct from what we have seen in Figs.
4.6 and 4.9. Therefore, combining the two methods of anisotropy-
symmetry breaking leads to the BIC disappearing. However, we see in
Fig. 4.19(b) that the mode does support UGRs. While there are no
lines of strongly unidirectional radiation to be found on the leaky mode
sheet, we find a UGR radiating to the cover and another radiating to
the substrate that are distributed symmetrically about φ = 90◦ on the
leaky mode sheet at the same value of D/λ. In fact, changing the value
from θf = 85
◦ to θf → 90◦ results in the two UGRs approaching each
other till at θf = 90
◦, with polar anisotropy-symmetry restored, they
coincide in D/λ at φ = 90◦ and result in the BIC that is shown in Fig.
4.6(a). We see in the phase map shown in Fig. 4.19(c) and (d) that the
UGRs correspond to phase singularities with opposite winding number
in the cover and substrate radiation channel amplitudes.
Thus we find that combining polar and azimuthal anisotropy-symmetry
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breaking leads to the BIC disappearing while the UGRs survive. The
UGRs can be characterised by the phase singularities and are robust.
4.2.4 Impact of the Auxiliary Condition
We have studied this structure with two radiation channels that can
support both BICs and UGRs. As outlined in section 4.1.2, we analyse
this structure using auxiliary conditions that require that radiation
into one of the radiation channels is cancelled. When the solution of
only one auxiliary condition and the dispersion equation coincides, we
obtain a UGR. When the solution of both auxiliary conditions and the
dispersion equation coincides, we obtain a BIC. In this section we shall
study the interplay of these solutions.
The auxiliary conditions for the two radiation channels of this
waveguide have been defined in section 4.1.2 in eqs. 4.7 and 4.8. Each
condition involves a homogeneous system of four linear equations with
only three unknown variables. Since we are only interested in the non-
trivial solution, it requires that the determinant of any 3×3 sub-matrix
of the 4×3 coefficient matrix of the auxiliary condition system of equa-
tions must be zero. There are four possible determinants that can be
selected and therefore the solution of the auxiliary condition corre-
sponds to points where the roots of these determinants intersect in the
N − φ space, where N = ky/k0 is the normalised mode propagation
constant. Since we are interested in the points where the solutions of
the auxiliary condition and the dispersion equation coincide, we define




|Ndisp −N iaux|2, (4.10)
where Ndisp refers to the solution of the dispersion equation and N
1−4
aux
refers to the zeroes of the four determinants arising from one of the
auxiliary conditions. The metric Qaux measures the total distance
between the five solutions. Since we have two auxiliary conditions
corresponding to the two radiation channels, we would have two metrics
Qsubaux and Q
cov
aux where the superscript indicates the radiation channel
into which radiation is cancelled. Thus, the points where Qsubaux = 0, we
would have radiation in the substrate radiation channel being cancelled
whereas when Qcovaux = 0, radiation in the cover radiation channel would
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Fig. 4.20: (a) The fundamental leaky mode for the waveguide dis-
cussed in section 4.1 when full anisotropy-symmetry is maintained.
(b) Line plots showing Qaux as a function of φ for D/λ = 1.43 (red),
D/λ = 1.30 (blue) and D/λ = 1.20 (magenta). The solid line cor-
responds to Qsubaux whereas the dashed line corresponds to Q
cov
aux. The
coloured lines in (a) serve as visual guides for the values of D/λ for
which Qaux is calculated.
be cancelled. When both both Qsubaux = 0 and Q
cov
aux = 0, we would
have radiation in both cover and substrate radiation channels being
cancelled, leading to BICs.
Fig. 4.20(a) shows the mode for the waveguide structure with full
anisotropy-symmetry that we have seen previously in Fig. 4.3(a). The
colored lines show the values of D/λ at which we study the interplay of
the dispersion equation and auxiliary conditions. Fig. 4.20(b) shows
the values of Qaux at those values of D/λ for this structure. The solid
lines show Qsubaux whereas the dashed lines show Q
cov
aux. We find that at
D/λ = 1.43 (red lines), both Qsubaux = 0 and Q
cov
aux = 0 at φ = 55.3
◦ and
at φ = 124.7◦. Therefore we expect to find INT BICs at those points
and that is what we find in Fig. 4.20(a). Shifting to D/λ = 1.3 (blue
lines), we find that once again the zeroes of Qsubaux and Q
cov
aux coincide
but now these points have shifted closer to each other at φ = 67.2◦ and
φ = 112.8◦, and we see exactly the same in Fig. 4.20(a). Moving to
an even lower value of D/λ = 1.2 (magenta lines), we see that there
is no value of φ at which either Qsubaux or Q
cov
aux equal zero and therefore
we do not expect to find any INT BICs at that value of D/λ. This is
borne out in Fig. 4.20(a) since there is only a PS BIC at φ = 90◦ at
D/λ = 1.2 and that arises due to geometric considerations leading to
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Fig. 4.21: (a) The ratio of radiation channel amplitudes in dB for
a waveguide where polar anisotropy symmetry is broken by moving
the film optic axis out of the interface plane (θf = 89.99). (b) Line
plots showing Qaux as a function of φ for D/λ = 0.5726 (black) and
D/λ = 0.75 (magenta). The solid line corresponds to Qsubaux whereas
the dashed line corresponds to Qcovaux. The coloured lines in (a) serve
as visual guides for the values of D/λ for which Qaux is calculated.
orthogonal polarisations of the mode and the radiation channel and not
from cancellation of radiation due to the auxiliary condition. Moreover,
since we have studied the structure with full anisotropy-symmetry, the
structure is symmetric about x = 0 and the radiation channels are
equal. Therefore, there is no possibility of a UGR.
Fig. 4.21 shows the results of our study of a structure that is not
mirror symmetric about x = 0. We now study a structure where polar
anisotropy-symmetry is broken by moving the film optic axis out of
the interface plane (θf = 89.99
◦). The cover and substrate optic axes
remain in the interface plane (θc = θs = 90
◦) and azimuthal anisotropy-
symmetry is maintained (∆c = ∆s = 0
◦). We find that even this very
minor polar anisotropy-symmetry breaking leads to the formation of
UGRs and areas of strongly asymmetric radiation on the leaky mode
sheet, a part of which is shown in Fig. 4.21(a). The black lines in
Fig. 4.21(b) correspond to D/λ = 0.5726. We find that the solid black
line, corresponding to Qsubaux, goes to zero at φ = 89.94
◦. However,
the dashed black line, corresponding to Qcovaux does not go to zero at
that value of φ. Therefore, at that value of φ, only radiation to the
substrate is cancelled while radiation to the cover is allowed, meaning
that the mode radiates in only the cover radiation channel and we
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have a UGR radiating to the cover. This is borne out in Fig. 4.21(a).
The dashed black line, on the other hand, goes to zero at φ = 90.06◦
and the solid black lines does not go to zero at that value of φ and
therefore at that point we have radiation to the cover being cancelled
and therefore we get a UGR radiating to the substrate. Shifting to
D/λ = 0.75 (magenta lines), we find that neither Qsubaux nor Q
cov
aux go
to zero at any value of φ even though there are small dips at some
places. Therefore we do not have any UGRs at that value of D/λ. We
see that even though we have areas of strongly unidirectional radiation
as indicated by the red and blue lines in Fig 4.21(a), the radiation is
perfectly unidirectional only at specific points in the φ − D/λ space
where either Qsubaux = 0 or Q
cov
aux = 0.
Thus, we see in Fig. 4.20 that when polar anisotropy-symmetry
and mirror symmetry about x = 0 is maintained, we get Qsubaux = 0 or
Qcovaux = 0 at the same values of φ, leading to BICs. Moreover, as we
change the value of D/λ, we see that the points where Q
sub/cov
aux goes
to zero shifts in φ till we get to a point where the BIC points merge
at φ = 90◦ and then, at lower values of D/λ, there are no more points
where Q
sub/cov
aux = 0. On the other hand, we see in Fig. 4.21, that
when polar anisotropy-symmetry and mirror symmetry about x = 0
are broken in conjunction, it is possible that Qsubaux and Q
cov
aux can go to
zero at different values of φ leading to UGRs. And in this scenario, any
change in the value of D/λ leads to the value of Qaux no longer going
to zero. This same impact of polar anisotropy-symmetry breaking on
the interplay of the solutions of the dispersion equation and auxiliary
conditions has been seen earlier in section 3.2.5.
Summary
We shall now summarise what we have learnt about the existence of
INT BICs and UGRs in waveguide structures comprising negative uni-
axial materials with two radiation channels. Table 4.1 summarises the
results of what we have studied so far where each row presents infor-
mation about the symmetry configuration in the first three columns
and the existence of INT BICs and UGRs in the two final columns. We
find that it is the mirror symmetry about x = 0 and polar anisotropy-
symmetry that have maximal impact on the existence of INT BICs and
UGRs in this structure. The structure supports lines of INT BICs only
when both mirror symmetry and polar anisotropy-symmetry are main-
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Mirror Azimuthal Polar INT BICs UGRs
Yes Yes Yes Line No
No Yes Yes Point No
Yes No Yes Line No
No No Yes Point No
Yes Yes No Point No
No Yes No Point or none Yes
No No No None Yes
Table 4.1: Summary of the existence of INT BICs and UGRs in
the waveguide comprising three negative uniaxial materials. The
first three columns correspond to mirror symmetry about x = 0, az-
imuthal anisotropy-symmetry and polar anisotropy-symmetry, respec-
tively, and tell us whether each of them is maintained or broken. The
two final columns tell us about the existence of INT BICs and UGRs
in the structure. Each row corresponds to a different configuration.
tained. If mirror symmetry is maintained, then the radiation channels
are identical, and even if polar anisotropy-symmetry is broken, there
can be no UGRs. UGRs exist when both mirror symmetry and polar
anisotropy-symmetry are broken. When polar anisotropy-symmetry is
broken, there are no lines of BIC existence on the leaky mode sheet but
only discrete points. We saw the same effect in the previous chapter
and understood it using the auxiliary condition in section 3.2.5. In
this structure with two radiation channels, we find that with just po-
lar anisotropy-symmetry breaking, we can see a transition from lines of
BICs to a single BIC point or even to a leaky mode that does not sup-
port any BICs. Combining azimuthal and polar anisotropy-symmetry
breaking leads to a situation with an asymmetric structure which does
not support any BICs but does contain UGRs.
4.3 Other Waveguide Structures
Till now we have only studied the waveguide structure comprising
negative uniaxial materials in this chapter. There are several other
combinations of materials that we could select which would lead to
waveguide structures which can support leaky modes with two radia-
tion channels. In this section we shall consider a few such structures
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Fig. 4.22: Same as Fig. 4.9 but with full anisotropy-symmetry
maintained in a structure with only uniaxial positive materials with
nec = nes = 1.7, noc = nos = 1.3 and nef = 1.6, nof = 1.4.
and study whether they can support BICs and UGRs.
4.3.1 Positive Uniaxial Film, Substrate and Cover
First we study a structure comprising only positive uniaxial materials
in the cover, film and substrate. We use the same values of the refrac-
tive indices, except we swap the ordinary and extraordinary indices so
that nec = nes = 1.7, noc = nos = 1.3 and nef = 1.6, nof = 1.4. The
extraordinary indices being the highest indices in the structure mean
that the extraordinary wave in the cover and the substrate provide the
radiation channels. However, since the extraordinary index varies as a
function of φ, this structure would also support guided modes at lower
values of φ.
Fig. 4.22(a) shows the fundamental leaky mode supported by this
structure when full anisotropy-symmetry is maintained. The funda-
mental mode has no cutoff since the structure is mirror-symmetric
about x = 0. We see that when full anisotropy-symmetry is main-
tained, the structure supports lines of BICs. There is a line of PS
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Fig. 4.23: Same as Fig. 4.22 but with polar anisotropy-symmetry
broken by moving the film optic axis out of the interface plane (θf =
85◦).
BICs at φ = 90◦ which arise from the guiding profile provided by
the ordinary indices. The curved blue lines correspond to INT BICs
where radiation is cancelled in both channels. Fig. 4.22(b) shows the
radiation channel ratio in dB but since the structure is mirror sym-
metric about x = 0, the radiation into the two channels is identical.
Fig. 4.22(c) and (d) show the phase map of the radiation channel
amplitude for the cover and substrate radiation channels, respectively.
We see that the BIC lines correspond to discontinuities of ±π in the
phase. The change in the phase across the BIC line is opposite in the
two channels.
Fig. 4.23(a) shows the fundamental leaky mode supported by this
waveguide when polar anisotropy-symmetry is broken by taking the
film optic axis out of the interface plane (θf = 85
◦). The cover and
substrate optic axes remain in the interface plane (θc = θs = 90
◦) and
azimuthal anisotropy-symmetry is maintained (∆c = ∆s = 0
◦). The
structure is no longer mirror symmetric about x = 0 and so the added
constraint of a second auxiliary condition has to be satisfied in order
for BICs to exist. This leads to a collapse of the BIC solution from
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lines to a discrete BIC point on the leaky mode sheet as shown in Fig.
4.23(a). Since the structure is no longer mirror symmetric about x = 0,
we see that the radiation into the two channels is now distinct. There-
fore, we have lines of strongly unidirectional radiation as shown in Fig.
4.23(b). Moreover, we find that there are UGRs on the leaky mode
sheets where the radiation ratio diverges, i.e., radiation in one channel
is cancelled entirely and directed into the other channel. These occur
because at these points, the auxiliary condition is satisfied for only one
of the channels. Fig. 4.23(c) and (d) show the phase map of the radia-
tion channel amplitude for the cover and substrate radiation channels,
respectively. We see that the UGRs correspond to singularities in the
phase of the radiation channel amplitude into which radiation is can-
celled. We see that the phase singularities corresponding to the UGRs
can be assigned opposite winding numbers in the cover and the sub-
strate radiation channel depending on how the phase evolves around
the singularity.
4.3.2 Positive Uniaxial Film, Negative Uniaxial
Substrate and Cover
We shall now study a structure where the cover and substrate are
negative uniaxial media (nec = nes = 1.3, noc = nos = 1.7) while the
core/film comprises a positive uniaxial material (nef = 1.6, nof = 1.4).
The fundamental leaky mode supported by this structure when full
anisotropy-symmetry is maintained only contains a line of PS BICs at
φ = 90◦ arising from the guiding profile provided by the extraordinary
indices. It does not support any INT BICs. When polar anisotropy-
symmetry is broken by moving only one optic axis (either the film or
substrate optic axis) out of the interface plane, mirror symmetry about
x = 0 is broken and there are lines of strongly unidirectional radiation
on the leaky mode sheet but there are no UGRs.
Fig. 4.24(a) shows the fundamental leaky mode supported by the
structure when polar anisotropy-symmetry is broken by moving both
film and substrate optic axes out of the interface plane while keeping
them parallel to each other (θf = θs = 85
◦). Azimuthal anisotropy-
symmetry is maintained and the cover optic axis remains in the inter-
face plane. We see that in this scenario, there are no BICs supported
on the fundamental leaky mode sheet. The radiation channels are
not equivalent since the structure is no longer mirror symmetric about
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Fig. 4.24: Same as Fig. 4.9 but with polar anisotropy-symmetry
broken by moving both the film and substrate optic axis out of
the interface plane while keeping them parallel to each other (θf =
θs = 85
◦) in a structure with negative uniaxial cover and substrate
(nec = nes = 1.3, noc = nos = 1.7) and a positive uniaxial core
(nef = 1.6, nof = 1.4).
x = 0 and we see that the leaky mode sheet contains a line of strongly
unidirectional radiation to the cover in Fig. 4.24(b). There is also a
point on the leaky mode sheet which is a UGR radiating only to the
cover. The phase maps in Fig. 4.24(c) and (d) show that the UGR
corresponds to a phase singularity in the substrate radiation channel
amplitude since radiation to the substrate is cancelled at that point.
There is no phase singularity in the phase map of the cover radia-
tion channel amplitude meaning that there is no UGR radiating to the
substrate.
This is the first time that we have seen a scenario where the UGRs
to the cover and the substrate do not appear in pairs. As stated earlier,
when polar anisotropy symmetry is broken by only moving the film
optic axis out of the interface plane while leaving the substrate optic
axis in the interface plane, there are no UGRs but there are lines of
strongly unidirectional radiation to the cover and the substrate at low
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Fig. 4.25: Same as Fig. 4.24 but with different orientations of the
film and the substrate optic axes (θf = 95
◦ 6= θs = 85◦).
values of D/λ. As the substrate optic axis is also moved out, the line
of radiation to the substrate disappears while the line of radiation to
the cover moves up in D/λ and a UGR radiating to the cover also
appears. On the other hand, if we leave the substrate optic axis in the
interface plane and move the cover optic axis out of the interface plane
to be parallel with the film optic axis, we find a scenario where there
is only one UGR radiating to the substrate.
Fig. 4.25(a) shows the fundamental leaky mode supported by the
structure when polar anisotropy-symmetry is broken by moving both
film and substrate optic axes out of the interface plane but now they
have different polar orientations (θf = 95
◦ 6= θs = 85◦). Azimuthal
anisotropy-symmetry is maintained and the cover optic axis remains
in the interface plane. We see that in this scenario, once again, there
are no BICs supported on the fundamental leaky mode sheet. The
structure is not mirror symmetric about x = 0 and therefore the ra-
diation channels are not equivalent. We see that there is a point on
the leaky mode sheet which is a UGR radiating only to the substrate
in Fig. 4.25(b). However, there are no lines of strongly unidirectional
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radiation any more. The phase maps in Fig. 4.25(c) and (d) show
that the UGR corresponds to a phase singularity in the cover radia-
tion channel amplitude since radiation to the cover is cancelled at that
point. There is no phase singularity in the phase map of the substrate
radiation channel amplitude and thus there is no UGR radiating to the
cover.
Therefore, we have seen that planar waveguide structures with two
radiation channels made up of different combinations of uniaxial pos-
itive and uniaxial negative materials can support leaky modes that
contain BICs and UGRs. The UGRs arise exclusively when polar
anisotropy-symmetry and mirror symmetry about x = 0 are broken
in conjunction and not otherwise. BICs can occur in various regimes
of anisotropy-symmetry but there is a reduction in dimension of the
BIC solution when we move from a scenario with two identical radia-
tion channels to a scenario with two distinct radiation channels due to
added constraint of a new auxiliary condition having to be satisfied.
Of course, as seen in the previous chapter, polar anisotropy-symmetry
breaking also leads to a collapse of the BIC solution from lines in the




Waves and DSW BICs
Surface waves in optics are special modes that exist at the interfaces of
two unlike materials. There are several examples of such surface waves
that exist at the interfaces between different pairs of materials. Some
examples of surface waves include surface plasmon polaritons (SPPs)
that exist at the interface between dielectrics with positive permittivity
(ε > 0) and metals with negative permittivity (ε < 0) [151], magnetic
plasmons that exist at the interface of a dielectric with a material that
has negative permeability (µ < 0) [152], and optical Tamm waves that
exist at the interfaces of photonic crystals with homogeneous media,
which are analogous to the electronic surface states in crystals [153].
Further information about different electromagnetic surface waves can
be found in the review article in Ref. [154].
In 1988, D’yakonov theoretically proposed the existence of a new
electromagnetic surface wave at the interface of an isotropic dielectric
and a positive uniaxial material with the constraint on the constitutive
parameters that the refractive index of the dielectric material (nc) lie
between the two indices of the uniaxial material (no, ne) [155]
no < nc < ne. (5.1)
Our group referred to these waves as D’yakonov surface waves (DSWs)
and the term was subsequently adopted in the community [156]. A
feature of particular interest about DSWs is the fact that they occur
at the interface between two transparent materials and therefore can
theoretically propagate with zero attenuation. They were reported to
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exist for a narrow range of propagation directions on the interface.
Subsequently, the existence of DSWs were predicted at interfaces in-
volving two positive uniaxial materials with their optic axes oriented in
different directions by Averkiev and D’yakonov [157]. Since then there
have been many theoretical proposals predicting DSWs at interfaces
involving biaxial materials [158, 159], photonic crystals and metama-
terials [160, 161], negative index materials [162], magnetic materials
[163], van der Waals materials [164, 165] and hyperbolic materials [166–
169]. Given their narrow angular range of existence, the experimen-
tal demonstration of DSWs was complicated and was first reported by
our group a full 20 years after their initial theoretical prediction [170].
More recently, DSWs have been studied at finite interfaces between
uniaxial positive materials [171, 172],in cylindrical structures where
DSWs transition to guided or leaky modes [173], and also in cylindri-
cal structures comprising metamaterials using transformation optics
[174].
DSW mediated guided modes in ultra-thin films below the ordi-
nary waveguide cutoff were theoretically predicted [163, 175] and then
experimentally demonstrated in dielectric nano-sheets [149]. These
modes could have useful applications in sensing due to their guided-
to-leaky mode transitions based on changes in refractive indices. The
existence of related waves known as D’yakonov-Tamm waves were pre-
dicted at the interface of a dielectric with an anisotropic, periodi-
cally non-homogeneous material [176], including chiral materials [177].
These D’yakonov-Tamm waves exist for a greater range of propaga-
tion directions and have also been experimentally demonstrated [178].
Theoretical predictions have also been made for another related wave
known as a D’yakonov-Voigt wave that only exists for one particular
direction at the interface of a dielectric and a positive uniaxial mate-
rial but with added constraints on the constitutive parameters. This
D’yakonov-Voigt wave decays away from the interface with a combina-
tion of exponential and linear functions [179].
The constraint equation on the constitutive parameters (eq. 5.1)
given in the original paper by D’yakonov has meant that research in the
field of DSWs has been focused almost exclusively on positive uniaxial
materials. However, there are a few reports on DSWs at interfaces
involving materials where the permittivity εe < εo. The existence of
a DSW at the interface between an isotropic dielectric and a negative
uniaxial crystal has been predicted if and only if both materials are
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dissipative [180]. Another study predicts the existence of a hyperbolic
surface wave at the interface of an isotropic dielectric with a negative
uniaxial metal (both εe < 0 and εo < 0 and also εe < εo) [181]. The
existence of DSWs at the interface between two non-dissipative nega-
tive uniaxial dielectric materials has also been predicted but with the
constraint that the interface be finite [182].
In this chapter we shall present the results of our study of DSWs
at the interface between a positive uniaxial material and a negative
uniaxial material. We study an infinite interface between these two
materials and we assume that they are transparent and not dissipative
since the potential lossless propagation of DSWs is one of their most
attractive features. We find that depending on the relative orientation
of the optic axes of the two uniaxial materials, such an interface can
support not just a DSW but also a leaky DSW which radiates via the
ordinary wave in the negative uniaxial material. Since we study the
interface between two uniaxial materials and assume that their optic
axes can be independently oriented, our scheme is similar to that in Ref.
[157]. However, unlike the scheme in Ref. [157], we assume that one of
the materials is a negative uniaxial material. This leads to the existence
of a leaky DSW since the ordinary refractive index of the negative
uniaxial material is higher than the extraordinary index and it remains
constant for different orientations of the optic axis, thereby providing
a radiation channel via the ordinary basis wave in that material in
certain optic axis configurations. Therefore, this structure supports a
guided to leaky surface wave transition. Moreover, in this structure, it
is also possible to tune the optic axis parameters to cancel the radiation
in the leaky part of the DSW to obtain a surface BIC.
We have seen in Chapter 1 that it is possible for BICs to exist at
the interfaces of finite one dimensional arrays of waveguides [54–56]
and finite two dimensional photonic crystals [21, 57], localised in the
region where the array or photonic crystal ends and a homogeneous
bulk material begins. To the best of our knowledge, there have been
no reports of surface BICs at a continuous interface of two blocks of
homogeneous material. Since we are studying a structure that supports
a leaky DSW, we apply the techniques used in the previous chapters to
study BICs to this structure and uncover the existence of a DSW BIC
in the leaky part of the DSW where the amplitude of the radiation
channel in the substrate (ordinary wave) becomes zero and we obtain
a surface BIC propagating in a particular direction.
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Fig. 5.1: (a) Schematic of the refractive indices of the structure stud-
ied with a negative uniaxial material in the substrate and a positive
uniaxial material in the cover. The grey line shows the interface at
x = 0. (b) View from the top showing the arrangement of the optic
axes of the cover (brown) and the substrate (blue) in the interface
plane.
5.1 Theory
We study a structure, shown in Fig. 5.1(a), where the negative half
space (x < 0) is filled by a uniaxial negative material (nos > nes) which
we shall call the substrate, for the sake of consistency of notation. The
positive half space (x > 0) is filled by a uniaxial positive material
(noc < nec) which we shall call the cover. Once again, we set y as the
propagation direction. The angle made by the optic axis of the cover
with the direction of propagation is given by φc. The substrate optic
axis is offset from the cover optic axis by the angle ∆ so that the angle
made by the substrate optic axis with the direction of propagation is
given by φs = φc + ∆.
We know from section 2.1 that for a given value of the propagation
constant ky along the y direction, there are four basis waves with dif-
ferent values of the propagation constant along the x direction. There
are two ordinary waves and two extraordinary waves, and one of each
propagates in the +x direction and the other propagates in the −x di-
rection. Since we consider infinite half spaces, we will only consider two
waves in each material, since there are no reflected waves coming back
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from ±∞. Therefore, at the interface, there will be two waves in the
substrate and two waves in the cover. For a standard or guided DSW,
all four of these waves must decay exponentially as we move away from
the interface at x = 0. However, for a leaky DSW, we will have only
three waves decaying exponentially away from the interface while the
fourth wave will serve as the radiation channel, and will therefore be
growing exponentially away from the interface within the leaky mode
formalism.
We have derived the expressions for the normalized propagation
constants kx/k0 in the x direction for the ordinary and extraordinary
waves in section 3.1.1 in eqs. 3.13 and 3.14. The expressions for the
tangential field components of the basis waves in a uniaxial material
are given in eqs. 3.15 and 3.16. Based on the sign of the imaginary
part of kx/k0 we can select the appropriate waves (all four decaying for
guided DSWs, and three decaying and one growing for leaky DSWs)
for the solution of our interest and apply the boundary conditions at
the interface. Using the notation that we have used previously, we can
write the total field in the cover just to the right of the interface at





















Similarly the total film in the substrate just to the left of the interface





















where the subscripts c and s indicate the cover and the substrate,
the superscripts o and e represent the ordinary and the extraordinary
basis waves in the uniaxial media, the scalar coefficient a
o/e
c/s is the
amplitude of the corresponding basis wave and ~F is a 4 × 1 column
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vector containing the four tangential field components: Ey, H̃z, Ez and
H̃y.
Since we consider only the four tangential components, the bound-
ary conditions require that the fields be continuous across the interface.
This condition can be written as
aos
~F os + a
e
s
~F es = a
o
c
~F oc + a
e
c
~F ec . (5.4)
There are four equations, one corresponding to each tangential field































c −~F os −~F es
]
is a 4× 4 matrix.
We therefore have a homogeneous system of four equations where
the scalar amplitudes a
o/e
c/s serve as the unknown variables. We are only
interested in non-trivial solutions of this system of equations and a sys-
tem of homogeneous linear equations can have a non-trivial solutions
only if the determinant of the coefficient matrix, R̂, is zero. This gives
us the dispersion condition
|R̂| = 0. (5.6)
If we restrict the orientation of the optic axes of the two materials so
that they always lie in the interface (x = 0) plane, we can write an an-
alytic expression for |R̂| using the expressions for the field components
of the basis waves in a uniaxial material given in eqs. 3.15 and 3.16.




















































2 − εcoκecx (κosx )
2) cos2 φc cos2 φs = 0,
(5.7)
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where c and s in the superscript or the subscript denote the cladding
and the substrate, respectively, εo = n
2
o represents the square of the
ordinary refractive index of the material indicated in the superscript,
κox and κ
e
x indicates the normalised propagation constant in the x di-
rection of the extraordinary or the ordinary basis wave in the material
indicated in the superscript. The expressions for κox and κ
e
x for a uni-
axial material are given in eqs. 3.13 and 3.14, respectively and they
depend on κy, the normalised propagation constant in the y direction.
Once the materials and the dimensions of the waveguide and the ori-
entation of the optic axes in the uniaxial layers is fixed, |R̂| or the
expression in eq. 5.7 only depends on κy. Eq. 5.7 is a transcenden-
tal equation and we have to solve it numerically. When we select the
basis waves that decay exponentially away from the interface, we get
only real valued solutions of κy, which we shall henceforth refer to as
N , the mode propagation constant. However, if we select three decay-
ing waves and one exponentially growing wave at the interface, we get
complex solutions for N where the imaginary part approximates the
energy lost from the surface mode via radiation through the radiation
channel available to the mode.
In the original paper by D’yakonov, the bounds of existence of
the DSW (the bounds on N) are given by the extraordinary index of
the uniaxial material (ne(φ)) and the refractive index of the isotropic
material [155]. The DSW occurs at values of φ close to the point
where the aforementioned indices cross. We know that the DSW exists
at points where N > ne(φ) and so the extraordinary index cannot
serve as a radiation channel. Therefore, in our structure we select the
ordinary wave in the substrate as the radiation channel for the leaky
DSW mode.
Given that we have studied structures where it is possible to cancel
the radiation in the radiation channel, we want to study that possibility
for this geometry as well. To that end, we want to define an auxiliary
condition where we set the radiation channel amplitude, aos = 0. Ap-
plying this condition in eq. 5.4 we get
aes
~F es = a
o
c
~F oc + a
e
c
~F ec . (5.8)
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=⇒ Ẑ4×3~a3×1 = 0,
(5.9)
Eq. 5.9 gives us an overdetermined, homogeneous set of linear equa-
tions. We have encountered such systems earlier and know that they
can have a non-trivial solution only if at most two of the linear equa-
tions are linearly independent. This translates into the requirement
that the determinant of any 3×3 sub-matrix of Z4×3 must be zero and
that is the auxiliary condition. We will obtain a DSW BIC when the
solutions of the propagation constant N for the DSW and the solu-
tion of the auxiliary condition will coincide. We shall now apply this
theoretical framework to study the structure shown in Fig. 5.1.
5.2 Guided DSWs and Leaky DSWs
In order for DSWs to exist we require that there be an overlap be-
tween the extraordinary indices of the positive uniaxial cover and the
negative uniaxial substrate. Though this is a necessary condition, it is
not a sufficient one for the existence of DSWs in the structure. This
requirement can be written as
nos > noc ∧ nec > nes. (5.10)
Without loss of generality, we consider a structure with a negative uni-
axial substrate with nos = 1.80 and nes = 1.40, and a positive uniaxial
substrate with noc = 1.25 and nec = 2. The schematic of the refractive
index layout for this structure is shown in Fig. 5.1(a). We start by
considering a structure where the optic axes in the cover and the sub-
strate are aligned (∆ = 0◦ or φs = φc) and lie in the interface plane
(θc = θs = 90
◦). So both polar and azimuthal anisotropy-symmetry
are maintained.
Fig. 5.2(a) shows us the DSW mode supported by this structure
(red line). We find that the leaky DSW mode exists in the vicinity of
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Fig. 5.2: (a) The real part of the DSW mode propagation constant as
a function of the cover optic axis orientation (φc) is shown in red. The
dashed blue line shows the solution of the auxiliary condition. The
cover and substrate optic axes are aligned (∆ = 0◦). The magenta
and black lines show the refractive indices of the cover and substrate,
respectively. The dashed lines show the extraordinary index while the
dot-dashed lines show the ordinary index which does not vary with φc.
The inset shows the area in the vicinity of the DSW. (b) The logarithm
of the 1/e propagation length of the DSW mode for λ = 0.632µm. The
transverse profile of the absolute value of the tangential electric field
component, Ez, normalized so the peak is at 1, is shown for the DSW
mode at (c) φ = 45◦, (d) φ = 50◦, and (e) φ = 54.8◦. The dashed
black line indicates the interface at x = 0. The coloured markers in
(b) serve as visual guides to show the values of φc where we plot the
fields.
the point where nes(φs) = nec(φc). The DSW cuts off at the points
where N = nes(φs) and N = nec(φc). The real part of the propagation
constant N of the DSW mode is greater than both nes(φs) and nec(φc)
as well as noc. This means that the three basis waves corresponding
to these three refractive indices decay exponentially as we move away
from the interface. However, N < nos, and this means there will be
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radiation away from the surface mode. We select the ordinary basis
wave in the substrate so that it grows exponentially as we move away
from the interface and acts as the radiation channel via which energy
leaks from the mode. In such a scenario, we obtain a complex N for
the DSW at all values of φDSWc , where φ
DSW
c indicates the range of
values of φc where the DSW solution (either leaky or guided) exists.
We see the solution of the auxiliary condition for this structure plotted
as the dashed blue line and find that it does not intersect the DSW
solution. Therefore, we do not expect to find any BICs. We calculate
the propagation length of the leaky DSW for 1/e attenuation from the
imaginary part of N assuming a wavelength of λ = 0.632µm, and this
is shown in Fig. 5.2(b). The DSW is fairly leaky throughout but the
losses decrease as we move to higher values of φ leading to a higher
1/e propagation length.
It might be considered somewhat difficult to determine whether
something is a leaky surface mode given that there is no core within
which most of the field is confined and from which it leaks [173]. We
plot the transverse field profiles for the DSW mode at different values of
φc to determine whether the modes we are studying are indeed surface
modes. We see in Fig. 5.2(c), (d), and (e), the absolute value of the
transverse profile of the tangential field component Ez (normalized so
the maximum near the surface has value 1) when φc = 45
◦, φc = 50
◦,
and φc = 54.8
◦. We see in all three cases that even though there is
radiation away from the interface, there is substantial localisation at
the interface. Besides, we find in Fig. 5.2(c) that at φc = 45
◦, the
field profile has its peak in the substrate and more of the field is in the
substrate. As expected, we find in Fig. 5.2(d) at φ = 50◦ that there is
lesser loss by way of radiation, the peak of the field has shifted to the
cover, and in general, more of the field is now in the cover. We see in
Fig. 5.2(e) that there is even lesser loss and the peak moves further
into the cover, while even more of the field, almost it’s entirety, is now
in the cover. Thus as we traverse the range of φDSWc from its cutoff at
N = nes(φs) to its cutoff at N = nec(φc), the field distribution of the
surface mode shifts from being primarily in the substrate to primarily
in the cover and the peak shifts from the substrate to the cover. These
are well known properties of DSWs [156] and therefore serve to confirm
that this is indeed a leaky DSW. We see that there is an oscillatory
part in the field in the substrate because we have complex values of
N for the leaky DSW and therefore, the propagation constant in the
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Fig. 5.3: (a) The DSW mode propagation constant as a function of
the cover optic axis orientation (φc) is shown in red. The cover and
substrate optic axes are no longer aligned (∆ = −70◦). The magenta
and black lines show the refractive indices of the cover and substrate,
respectively. The dashed lines show the extraordinary index while the
dot-dashed lines show the ordinary index. The inset shows the area in
the vicinity of the DSW. The transverse profile of the absolute value
of the tangential electric field component, Ez, normalized so the peak
is at 1, is shown for the DSW mode at (b) φ = 66.7◦, (c) φ = 67.3◦,
and (d) φ = 68.2◦. The dashed black line indicates the interface at
x = 0. The coloured markers in (a) serve as visual guides to show the
values of φc where we plot the fields.
transverse direction kx is also complex and not purely imaginary. The
real part of kx results in the oscillation and this oscillation is visible
in the transverse field profile plots when the oscillation has a shorter
spatial period for higher values of kx, as is the case, for example, in
Fig. 5.2(c).
We now study a structure where the cover and substrate optic axes
are no longer aligned. The substrate optic axis is offset from the cover
optic axis by ∆ = −70◦. This means that nos = nes(φs) only holds at
φc = −∆ = 70◦ as shown by the dashed and dot-dashed black lines
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in Fig. 5.3(a). We find that the DSW solution in this structure cuts
off at N = nos on one side and at N = nes(φs) on the other side. At
all points on the DSW solution, N is greater than nes(φs), nos, nec(φc),
and noc and therefore, the DSW is made up of four basis waves all of
which decay exponentially as we move away from the interface. This
is therefore a conventional, guided DSW mode being supported at the
interface between a positive uniaxial material and a negative uniaxial
material. Similar to what we have seen in the previous case, we find in
Fig. 5.3(b), (c), and (d) that as we move from a value of φc near the
N = nos cutoff to a value of φc closer to the N = nec(φc) cutoff, the
field distribution shifts from being more in the substrate to more in
the cover and the peak of the field distribution shifts as well. We have
found that the structure supports only guided modes if the value of N
equals the value of nos at a value of φc that is less than −∆. In such
a scenario, the DSW solution cuts off at N = nos, meaning that for all
points on the DSW solution, N > nos and therefore, the ordinary wave
in the substrate is confined and not radiative. Therefore, in order for
leaky modes to exist, it is a necessary condition that
φc(N = nos) > −∆ ∨ N < nos ∀φc ∈ φDSWc , (5.11)
where ∨ indicates OR, i.e., leaky modes can exist if either of the two
requirements indicated in eq. 5.11 is met.
5.3 DSW BICs
Fig. 5.4 shows the scenario when the offset between the film and sub-
strate optic axis is ∆ = −56◦. In this scenario the structure supports
both purely guided DSW modes as well as leaky DSW modes for dif-
ferent orientations of the optic axis. The guided-to-leaky transition
occurs about the point where N = nos. The leaky DSW exists in the
range of φc between the points where N = nes(φs) and N = nos. For
these values of φc, N < nos meaning that the ordinary wave in the
substrate serves as the radiation channel and therefore we have leaky
mode solutions with complex values of N . The purely guided leaky
mode exists for values of φc between the point where N = nos and
where N = nec(φc). For these values of φc, N is greater than all the
refractive indices in the system and therefore, the four basis waves in
the two materials that make up the DSW all decay exponentially as
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Fig. 5.4: Same as Fig. 5.2 but for an offset between the cover and
substrate optic axis of ∆ = −56◦. The transverse profile of the abso-
lute value of the tangential electric field component, Ez, normalized
so the peak is at 1, is shown for the DSW mode at (c) φ = 64.1◦, (d)
φ = 65.8247◦, and (e) φ = 66.75◦
we move away from the interface and the imaginary part of N is zero.
This coexistence of perfectly guided and leaky DSWs is facilitated by
the fact that due to the value of ∆ that has been chosen, the point
in the N − φc space where nos and nec(φc) cross and the point where
nes(φs) and nec(φc) cross are close to each other and the DSW solu-
tion satisfies the requirement given in eq. 5.11. We have found that
for values of ∆ where these crossing points are well separated, or the
first requirement in eq. 5.11 is not met, we have only guided DSWs
or leaky DSWs but not both (see Figs. 5.2 and 5.3). Also note that
the DSW propagation constant does not increase monotonically with
φc - it decreases first and then increases as clear from the inset in Fig.
5.4(a).
The dashed blue line in Fig. 5.4(a) shows the real part of the
solution of the auxiliary condition. We see in the inset that the solution
of the auxiliary conditions intersects the DSW solution at a particular
value of φc. Therefore, at that point, the radiation channel amplitude
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must be zero and there should be no radiative loss from the surface
mode. The plot of 1/e propagation length of the leaky part of the
DSW mode, shown in Fig. 5.4(b), confirms this since we see that at
the value of φc where we have the intersection, the 1/e propagation
length diverges. This is further confirmed in Fig. 5.4(d) where we
plot the transverse field profiles and see that at φc = 65.8247
◦ the field
resembles a purely guided DSW mode with exponential decay away
from the interface even though we are in the leaky part of the DSW.
This is therefore a surface BIC and we term this a DSW BIC. We
plot the transverse field profile at two other points on the leaky part
of the DSW, on either side of the BIC, as shown in Fig. 5.4(c) and
(e), at φc = 64.1
◦ and φc = 66.75
◦, respectively. We see that there
is radiation into the substrate due to the radiation channel present in
the substrate in both those cases. The DSW BIC at φc = 65.8247
◦ is
not a PS BIC since there is no question of pure TE/TM modes being
supported given the optic axes orientations. BICs that are obtained
by parameter tuning, such as INT BICs, invariably involve destructive
interference. However, while the DSW BIC is obtained by parameter
tuning, we cannot think of it as an INT BIC since this cannot be
explained by the interference of waves in the core, or of resonances that
are coupled to a channel. In other words, DSW BIC is simply a result
of the boundary conditions since, at the point where we have the DSW
BIC, it is possible for the field from the confined (extraordinary) wave
in the substrate to match the total (ordinary and extraordinary) field
in the cover at the interface and thus satisfy the boundary conditions.
This is what gives rise to the DSW BIC.
5.4 Variation of the Offset between Optic
Axes
We have seen that the offset between the optic axes of the positive
uniaxial material and the negative uniaxial material can have substan-
tial impact on the DSW mode that is supported at the interface. We
shall therefore focus on a study of the effect of the variation of ∆ in
this section. We study the impact of the variation of ∆ for three dif-
ferent cases. In each of the three cases, we maintain the same values
of the refractive index in the cover (noc = 1.25, and nec = 2) and the
extraordinary index in the substrate (nes = 1.4). We vary the value
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of the ordinary index in the substrate, which corresponds to the basis
wave that acts as the radiation channel. We study the impact of the
variation of ∆ for three different structures with values of nos = 1.7,
nos = 1.8, and nos = 2 and the results are shown in Fig. 5.5.
Figs. 5.5(a) and (b) show the results for the case with nos = 1.7.
Fig. 5.5(a) shows the extent of φDSWc , the range of values of φc for
which the DSW solution exists, as ∆ is varied. The red lines show the
upper and lower bounds of φDSWc . The dashed black line shows the
extent of the leaky part of the DSW solution in φc. The colour in the
plot shows the 1/e propagation length for λ = 0.632µm. Therefore, the
blue lines correspond to DSW BICs. The red lines in Fig. 5.5(b) show
the upper and lower bounds of the mode propagation constant N of the
DSW solution as a function of ∆. Therefore all values of N between
the two red lines corresponds to DSW solutions. We see in Fig. 5.5(a)
that the DSW solution only exists for a finite range of values of ∆. At
very low values of ∆ the DSW is purely guided because the DSW cuts
off at N = nos = 1.7 in this domain. This is confirmed in Fig. 5.5(b)
by the flat section of the lower bound where N = nos = 1.7. At higher
values of ∆, once the requirements given in eq. 5.11 are met, we find
that leaky DSW solutions exist. For a small range of values of ∆ we
find solutions where both guided and leaky DSWs are supported by
the structure. The dashed black line shows the value of φc where we
have the guided to leaky DSW transition. This transition can be seen
only in cases where φc(N = nos) > −∆. As we move to even higher
values of ∆, we find in Fig. 5.5(b) that N < nos ∀φc ∈ φDSWc and
therefore we have purely leaky DSW solutions. We also find that the
structure also supports a line of DSW BICs for a particular range of
values of ∆ shown by the blue line close to the guided-to-leaky DSW
mode transition. The leaky DSW becomes more radiative with lower
1/e propagation lengths as we move to higher values of ∆.
Figs. 5.5(c) and (d) show the result of the same calculation but for
a structure with nos = 1.8. We find now that the range of values of
∆ for which any DSW solution exists is lesser compared to the case
with nos = 1.7. Once again we find that the structure supports only
guided DSW modes at very low values of ∆. However, these purely
guided DSWs exist for a smaller range of values of ∆ than in the case
with nos = 1.70. As we move to higher values of ∆, we find that the
structure again supports guided and leaky DSWs simultaneously for
different values of φc. Then, at even higher values of ∆, we reach the
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Fig. 5.5: (a) The range of existence of the DSW in φc as ∆ is varied
for a structure with nos = 1.7, nes = 1.4, noc = 1.25, and nec = 2. The
red lines show the range of existence of the entire DSW in φc. The
dashed black lines shows the range of existence of only the leaky part
of the DSW in φc. The color in the leaky part of the DSW indicates
the length of 1/e propagation. The blue line indicates DSW BICs. (b)
The range of existence of the DSW in (a) but now the red lines indicate
the bounds of the total DSW in terms of the propagation constant N .
The dashed black line shows the value of nos below which only leaky
DSWs can exist. (c-d) Same as (a-b) but for nos = 1.8. (e-f) Same as
(a-b) but for nos = 2.
regime where the structure supports only leaky DSWs and no guided
DSWs. We also find that the structure supports DSW BICs for a range
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of values of ∆. The blue line of DSW BICs in Fig. 5.5(c) is oriented
so that it is now much farther from the guided-to-leaky DSW mode
transition and even exists for values of ∆ where we find only leaky
DSW solutions. We see in Fig. 5.5(d) that for a fixed value of ∆, the
range of values of N for which the DSW solution exists is narrower
than in the case with nos = 1.7.
Figs. 5.5(e) and (f) show the result of the same calculation but
for a structure with nos = 2. Now we have nos = nec, i.e. nos is the
highest refractive index in the structure and therefore we find that the
mode propagation constant of the DSW, N < nos ∀φc ∈ φDSWc . Thus
this structure only supports leaky DSW solutions and no guided DSW
solutions. The range of values of ∆ for which we can find DSW solu-
tions is even more restricted than in the case with nos = 1.8. Another
feature to note is that this structure no longer supports DSW BICs
which have moved beyond the cutoff of the DSW. However, the DSW
BIC line can be recovered by changing the values of other constitutive
parameters of the structure we are studying. In this case lowering the
value of nes to 1.2 would restore the line of DSW BICs. We also see
in Fig. 5.5(f) that for a fixed value of ∆, the range of values of N for
which the DSW solution exists is even narrower than in the case with
nos = 1.8.
Summary
In conclusion, we have studied a planar interface between a negative
uniaxial substrate and a positive uniaxial cover and theoretically shown
that when the constitutive parameters satisfy certain requirements (see
eq. 5.10), this interface can support D’yakonov surface waves. In
addition to guided DSW modes, this structure can also support leaky
DSW modes, subject to the requirements in eq. 5.11 being met, where
energy is radiated away from the surface mode via the radiation channel
provided by the ordinary wave in the substrate. It is also possible to
find points where the application of the boundary conditions at the
interface results in the amplitude of the radiation channel becoming
zero by studying the intersection of the DSW solution with the solution
of the auxiliary condition. This leads to the formation of a surface BIC
that we term the DSW BIC. This DSW BIC is neither a PS BIC nor
an INT BIC. It is a BIC that is obtained by parameter tuning and
arises as a consequence of the boundary conditions at the interface.
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The DSWs that we have studied exist for different orientations of the
optic axes in the substrate and the cover. We have shown in Fig. 5.5
that guided and leaky DSWs exist for various values of the azimuthal
offset ∆ between the cover and the substrate optic axes. The DSW
solutions continue to exist even when one or both optic axes are moved
out of the interface plane.
We have thus found a new combination of materials that support
guided and leaky DSWs and have shown that an infinite interface in-
volving a negative uniaxial material can support a DSW. We have also
related the DSWs that exist at interfaces involving anisotropic mate-




We have studied the cancellation of radiation from modes in anisotropic
planar structures comprising uniaxial materials that exist in the part of
the spectrum that corresponds to the radiation continuum. Typically
these modes would attenuate as they propagate due to radiative leakage
since the modes are above the light line and they would couple to
the continuum of radiation modes. We have focused on investigating
situations where the coupling to the continuum was cancelled due to
different mechanisms. The cancellation of radiative loss from these
modes led to the creation of bound states in the continuum (BICs) [9,
10] or unidirectional guided resonances (UGRs) [120] depending on the
structure that was studied.
We started by studying structures that couple to the radiation con-
tinuum via only one channel in Chapter 3. The structures studied in
this chapter comprise a uniaxial core and a uniaxial substrate with an
isotropic cover. We have studied modes supported by this structure
which radiate energy away from the core to the continuum of radiation
modes in the substrate using the leaky mode formalism. The imag-
inary part of the mode propagation constant approximated the loss
from the mode and we found points on the leaky mode sheet where
the imaginary part was zero, meaning there was no loss. We used an
auxiliary condition to verify that these were the points where the am-
plitude of the radiation channel was zero. Therefore, these were bound
states that exist above the light line, or BICs [117]. These anisotropic
planar structures supported two kinds of BICs. They could support
polarisation separable (PS) BICs that existed due to the orthogonality
of the mode and the radiation channel. Since anisotropic structures
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generally support hybrid modes, they were usually not orthogonal to
the radiation channel. The question of orthogonality due to a TE (TM)
mode and a TM (TE) radiation channel arose only for specific optic
axes orientations, when the propagation direction coincided with one
of the principal axes of the dielectric tensors of the uniaxial materi-
als. Therefore, the PS BICs were only found at points where both the
cover and substrate optic axes made right angles with the direction
of propagation. There were also BICs that were found for other optic
axis orientations, not along the principal axes. These BICs arose due
to the cancellation of radiation in the radiation channel resulting from
the mixing of waves at the interfaces. The mixing led to destructive
interference of the basis waves so that the amplitude of the basis wave
corresponding to the radiation channel was zero. Therefore we called
them interference (INT) BICs.
At the beginning of Chapter 3 we derived the analytic expressions
for the basis waves in uniaxial materials and then used these waves to
derive the dispersion equation and the auxiliary condition which we
then used to find the leaky modes and BICs supported by this struc-
ture. We applied this theoretical framework to study the impact of
the variation of optic axis orientation on the BICs supported by this
structure. The structure itself was asymmetric, but beyond the ge-
ometric symmetry of the structure, in this section we uncovered the
impact of anisotropy-symmetry which was defined by the relative ori-
entations of the optic axes of the core and the substrate. We had full
anisotropy-symmetry when both optic axes laid in the interface plane
and were aligned. A non-zero offset between the two optic axes or their
projections in the interface plane was defined as azimuthal anisotropy-
symmetry breaking. Taking either optic axis out of the interface plane
was defined as polar anisotropy-symmetry breaking. We studied two
different waveguide structures. The first had a positive uniaxial core
and a negative uniaxial substrate and the second had a negative uni-
axial core and positive uniaxial substrate. In both cases we found that
the structures supported lines of INT and PS BICs on the leaky mode
sheet when full anisotropy-symmetry was maintained with a symmet-
ric distribution of the INT BICs about the φ = 90◦ line. Breaking az-
imuthal anisotropy-symmetry resulted in a distortion of the BIC lines
of existence and the symmetry of the distribution of BICs about the
φ = 90◦ line on the leaky mode sheet was broken. Since the substrate
and cover optic axis could not simultaneously be at right angles to the
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direction of propagation in this configuration, azimuthal anisotropy-
symmetry breaking led to the disappearance of PS BICs and only INT
BICs were supported. Polar anisotropy-symmetry breaking led to the
collapse of the BIC lines to discrete INT BIC points. This transition
was explained by the interplay of the solutions of the dispersion equa-
tion and the auxiliary condition. We found that in the phase map of the
radiation channel amplitude the lines of BICs corresponded to discon-
tinuities. Breaking the polar anisotropy-symmetry led to the collapse
of these lines of discontinuities to a phase singularity characterised by
a screw phase dislocation about the BIC point on the phase map. De-
pending on whether the phase grew about the singularity of the BIC
point in a clockwise or a counter clockwise direction, we assigned a
winding number to it. We found that under continuous variation of
the optic axes configurations, the discrete BIC points could meet in
the parameter space. BICs stopped existing when BICs with opposite
winding numbers met in the parameter space or when they moved be-
yond the leaky mode cutoff. Otherwise, the BIC points were robust to
the variation of optic axis orientation. We would like to stress again
that all of this occurred due to the breaking of anisotropy-symmetry,
not a geometric or a material symmetry. Anisotropy-symmetry had
such a drastic impact because different configurations of the optic axes
brought different elements of the dielectric permittivity tensor into play
and since we were dealing with full vector modes where all three field
components had to be considered, the appearance of the new terms
had substantial impact on the mixing of the waves at the interfaces.
The discrete BIC points on the leaky mode sheet that we obtained
upon anisotropy-symmetry breaking could lend themselves for use as
tunable spatial and spectral filters providing selective transmission in
direction as well as in frequency. The essential points from the work
presented in this section can be found in our paper in Ref. [134].
The theoretical framework developed for the study of these structures
has also been used to study modes in structures involving hyperbolic
materials in Ref. [183].
In the next section of Chapter 3 we studied the impact of the varia-
tion of the constitutive parameters on the existence of BICs in the two
aforementioned waveguide structures with full anisotropy-symmetry.
Variation of the refractive indices changed the cutoff of the leaky mode
which was determined by the point at which a second radiation chan-
nel became accessible or where the available radiation channel was
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closed. The PS BICs arose due to geometric considerations and there-
fore the variation of the refractive indices of the materials constituting
the waveguides only impacted the existence of the PS BICs insofar as
they changed the mode cutoff. On the other hand since the existence
of the INT BICs depended on the phase accumulated by the various
basis waves, the variation of the refractive indices of the materials con-
stituting the waveguide had substantial impact on their existence. We
found that the variation of the film indices had the maximum impact
on the INT BICs while the impact of the variation of the cover and
substrate indices was more muted. We found that, in one of the struc-
tures, variation of the indices could bring lines of INT BICs closer in
φ till they met and then separated in D/λ. For greater understanding
of the impact of refractive index variation, we calculated the values
of D/λ within which INT BICs existed as a function of some of the
indices and plotted them as bands. We found that the widths of the
bands could change and the bands could merge or split depending on
which refractive index was being varied. We also studied the possibility
of using these structures and the BICs they supported as sensors since
the BICs existed for different propagation directions depending on the
cover refractive index. The most important takeaway from this section
was that lines of BICs were continuously transformed by the variation
of refractive indices. Therefore we could design real systems which sup-
port these BICs and all of the properties being studied would translate
to those structures with different materials. Our paper in Ref. [135]
provides an overview of the important results from this section.
We moved to the study of structures with two radiation channels
in Chapter 4. We studied structures with a uniaxial cover, a uniaxial
core and a uniaxial substrate. One of the radiation channels coupled to
the continuum of radiation modes in the cover and the other radiation
channel coupled to the continuum in the substrate. At the beginning
of chapter 4 we made slight modifications to the theory developed in
Chapter 3 so that it could be applied to structures with two radiation
channels. The first structure we studied comprised identical negative
uniaxial materials in the cover and the substrate and and a different
negative uniaxial material in the core. We found that the structure
supported lines of INT BICs as long as it remained mirror symmetric
about the x = 0 plane (that was parallel to the interfaces and ran
through the midpoint of the core) and polar anisotropy-symmetry was
maintained. In this scenario, the two radiation channels were equiv-
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alent and radiation into the two channels was identical. The lines of
BICs collapsed to discrete points when the mirror symmetry was bro-
ken either by having different azimuthal orientations of the cover and
substrate optic axes, or by introducing a different material in either
the cover or the substrate. The drop in dimension of the BIC solution
due to the breaking of the mirror symmetry and the equivalence of
the radiation channels could be explained by the additional constraint
of another auxiliary condition, corresponding to the second, now dis-
tinct, radiation channel, having to be satisfied. These discrete point
BICs corresponded to phase singularities in the phase maps of both
radiation channels and therefore were robust and could be tuned. The
results regarding the existence of BICs in this structure can be found
in our paper in Ref. [136]. When mirror symmetry was broken, the
radiation channels were distinct and we found that the radiation into
the two channels was no longer identical. Breaking polar anisotropy-
symmetry resulted in the BIC lines either collapsing to BIC points
or disappearing altogether. More importantly, when polar anisotropy-
symmetry was broken in conjunction with the mirror symmetry, the
structure supported UGRs. These were unbound modes where energy
from the core was radiated in only one of the radiation channels while
the amplitude of the other radiation channel went to zero. UGRs were
characterised by phase singularities that could be assigned a winding
number in the phase map of the radiation channel whose amplitude
went to zero. These UGRs were robust and existed whenever any one
of the three optic axes were moved out of the interface plane and the
structure was not mirror symmetric. They existed when the auxiliary
condition corresponding to only one of the two radiation channels was
met. The results regarding the existence of UGRs in this structure can
be found in our paper in Ref. [137]. Finally, we clarified that these
properties of structures with two radiation channels were general and
also held in waveguides comprising different kinds of uniaxial materi-
als. UGRs in anisotropic planar structures provided the possibility of
easy switching of the direction of radiation upon a simple rotation of
the sample or optic axis. Unidirectional radiation might have impor-
tant applications in various devices such as on-chip lasers, directional
optical antennas, or directional couplers, and the results of Chapter 4
opened the possibility of their implementation in off-axis anisotropic
structures.
Chapter 5 dealt with the study of D’yakonov surface waves (DSWs)
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[155, 157] at the interface of a positive uniaxial cover and a negative
uniaxial substrate. We developed the theoretical framework needed to
study guided and leaky surface waves at this interface and then applied
it to study surface modes supported at the interface of this structure.
We found that DSWs could be supported at this interface. Moreover,
we found that the DSW transitioned to a leaky DSW when the value
of the DSW propagation constant was below the ordinary refractive
index of the substrate. Though the leaky DSW involved radiation
away from the interface as the mode propagated, there was substantial
localisation of the field at the interface. We studied the solutions of
the auxiliary condition and the points where they intersected with the
leaky DSW solution, to find the points where the radiation channel
amplitude went to zero. These were the points where we obtained DSW
BICs that remained localised at the interface even though a radiation
channel was available. Therefore we found a new class of surface BICs.
These BICs were neither PS BICs nor INT BICs but BICs that arose
at the interface due to the boundary conditions when only one of the
basis waves in the substrate, the confined extraordinary wave, matched
the field comprising the two basis waves of the cover. We found that
the DSW existed for a range of values of the azimuthal offset between
the cover and the substrate optic axes. For certain values of the offset
the structure only supported guided DSW modes and for certain other
values of the offset between the axes, the structure supported only
leaky DSW modes. Between these two ranges, the DSW mode featured
a guided to leaky mode transition. Varying the constitutive parameters
of the interface resulted in the DSW solutions being displaced in the
parameter space but they continued to exist, showing that they were
robust.
Thus, in this thesis, we explored the cancellation of radiation in
anisotropic planar waveguides. We have found that radiation in all
available channels could be cancelled to obtain BICs or radiation could
be cancelled in all but one channel to obtain UGRs. We studied the
fundamental role that anisotropy-symmetry played in the existence of
these full vector BICs and UGRs. We also studied the impact of the
variation of the constitutive parameters on the BICs. We uncovered a
new combination of materials that supported guided and leaky DSWs
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Outlook
Over the course of the investigation undertaken for the purpose of this
thesis we have significantly enhanced our understanding of the modes,
BICs and UGRs in structures comprising uniaxial guided materials.
We can now harness this understanding to spur new directions of re-
search.
• Since PS BICs require a guiding profile for one set of refractive in-
dices, they are standard TE/TM modes of anisotropic waveguides
that have been used in various integrated optics settings. How-
ever, it was not properly appreciated that they were BICs. The
existence of PS BICs in anisotropic planar structures was exper-
imentally demonstrated by our group in Ref. [117]. As discussed
in the section 1.4, the existence of minima of leaky-wave losses
was also know in special geometries. We have demonstrated that
these are INT BICs and a general phenomenon. To the best of
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our knowledge, these INT BICs have never been observed exper-
imentally. Thus, a major challenge that is important from a fun-
damental as well as applied standpoint that remains open is the
experimental realization of such BICs in robust integrated-optical
structures. Given our understanding of BICs in single channel
structures, we can now fabricate a suitable waveguide and at-
tempt to experimentally demonstrate the existence of INT BICs.
We have started work on an experiment involving ion-exchanged
lithium niobate waveguides to experimentally demonstrate the
existence of INT BICs. If that were to be achieved, the experi-
mental line could be pursued further to develop tunable spatial
and spectral filters using these INT BICs.
• Another possible experiment would involve the demonstration of
the existence of UGRs in anisotropic waveguides.
• We have restricted our theoretical study to waveguides containing
only uniaxial materials. Another possible direction of theoretical
research would be to extend the study to waveguides containing
biaxial materials and to study the existence and properties of
BICs and UGRs in them.
• We have also studied structures that are limited only in one spa-
tial dimension while being infinite in the other two directions.
It might be interesting to theoretically study finite size effects
on the existence of BICs by limiting another spatial dimension.
There have already been some studies along these lines for BICs
in structures containing only one layer of anisotropic material
[101, 102]. We would like to extend this to structures comprising
multiple anisotropic materials. We already have some prelimi-
nary results in this area but the topic requires further study.
• We have also limited ourselves to linear materials. It would be
interesting to explore the impact of nonlinearity on existence of
BICs in anisotropic materials, particularly given the proposals
for the application of BICs to design high Q-factor cavities for
use in nonlinear optics [62, 84].
Therefore, we submit that the work done in this thesis opens up several
avenues for both theoretical and experimental research in the future in
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